STANDARDS_FOR_THIS_DOCUMENT

1. Standard font is Letter Gothic, 12 characters per inch.
2. Each page starts with single spacing, 80 character line.
3. 2 blank lines before page heading.
4. Page heading should be double-underlined from character 1 through 80.
5. Section numbers should appear on both the left and right sides of page
headings.
6. Section numbers should correspond to function key menu selections.
7. If the page is a continuation page, the word "(Continued)" should appear
on the next line at the far right margin.
8. Immediately after the page heading line and the "(Continued)" line if one
exists, the format should change to 1 1/4 spacing.
9. One blank line should follow the new format character (block) after the
page heading line.
10. One blank line at 1 1/4 spacing should be included before each screen.
11. Each screen should be at 15 pitch draft (FONT 02), 3/4 spacing.
12. Screens do not have to contain 24 lines. Blank lines can reasonably be
removed to satisfy page length requirements.
13. After each screen, return to 1 1/4 spacing and then include a blank line.
14. Pages should end on line 58.
15. Sections that continue on the next page should indicate such at the bottom
of the page.
16. Footer should begin on line 61.
17. Pages will be numbered from 1, by 1, within each section.
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Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liabilities
This manual has been developed by Regional Data Services,
Inc. for use with Regional Data Services. Inc. software
products. Nothing contained herein modifies or alters in
any way the standard terms and conditions of the Regional
Data Services, Inc. purchase, lease, or license agreement
by which this software package was acquired, nor increases
in any way Regional Data Services, Inc. liability to the
customer. In no event shall Regional Data Services, Inc.,
or its subsidiaries be liable for incidental and
consequential damages and any damages for lost data or
profits, in connection with or arising from the use of the
software package, the accompanying manual, or any related
materials.

NOTICE
Regional Data Services, Inc. has sole ownership of these
materials, software and documentation. These items may not
be disclosed to any other party, copied, duplicated, or
reproduced in any manner whatsoever, without the expressed
written consent of Regional Data Services, Inc.
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Introduction
Welcome to the Student Attendance and Discipline Reporting System supplied to
you by Regional Data Services, Inc. In using this system, it is recommended
that certain guidelines be followed in order to allow the system to be used to
its fullest. These recommended guidelines are as follows:
1)

When using the system, NEVER sit idle within a function. Always
return to a menu setting upon completion. The reason for this is
because when you are working within a function, files are open.
Which means, if the computer system were to go down abnormally (i.e.
power failure), the integrity of the files that were open would be
lost. The last record updated in an open file may not have been
written to the actual file yet. Whereas, when positioned on a menu,
all files are closed thus insuring file integrity.

2)

There will be times when the computer system will be monitoring and
controlling when multiple users are attempting to access the same
record of information. The only indication given to the user is the
fact that nothing appears to be happening on the workstation for the
function requested. If this happens, wait patiently and normally
within a few seconds the requested record will be freed and your
request will be processed. If not, then someone has left their
workstation unattended still within a function (refer to #1). This
user must return to a menu setting which will close the files that
they were using thus releasing the record involved in the possession
conflict.

3)

It is very important to always take note of what functions ALL users
were doing when and if the computer system goes down abnormally (i.e.
power failure). This will help in determining whether or not any
files need to be reorganized or recovered from backup. Please
contact your local support with this information if or when your
computer system does abnormally shut down.
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0-1.

STRUCTURE OF USER MANUAL

0-1

Each section within this user guide will describe the features available
within the Attendance and Discipline Systems. For ease of use, the sections
have been numbered to correspond to their function key selection numbers shown
on the Master Menu.
________________________________________________________________________________
Student Records (K-12) System Master Menu

System Administrator's Menu .........
Mini-Course Scheduling System Menu ..
Teacher/Counselor Master Menu .......
Course Master and Course Title Menu .

F1
F2
F3
F4

Student Fee Accounting Menu .... F11
Next Year Scheduling Menu ...... F12
Current Year 2nd Semester
Scheduling Menu ............. F13

Mark Reporting/Mark History Menu ....
Attendance and Discipline Menu ......
Locker System Menu ..................
Student Records Maintenance Menu ....

F5
F6
F7
F8

Special Functions Menu .........
Address Integrity System Menu ..
Word Processing ................
Test Scoring Master Menu .......

Student Counts/Reports/Labels Menu .. F9
Mass Update Menu .................... F10

F14
F17
F18
F19

Psychological Services Menu .... F20
Special Ed Services Menu ....... F21
User Report Development Menu ...
Session Defaults ...............
Display Print Files ............
EXIT ...........................

F22
F23
F15
F16

(C) Copyright Regional Data Services, Inc. 1990, 95, 97 - All Rights Reserved
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 0. STUDENT RECORDS MASTER MENU
Within each section, the subsections have also been numbered according to
their function key. For example, the Attendance and Discipline Menu selection
(see screen above) is F6. Therefore, you would refer to section 6 for
information on that function. Then, within that section, there are items
numbered 6-1, 6-2, 6-3, 6-4, etc., where the number after the hyphen in each
case represents the function key that would be pressed while viewing the
Attendance and Discipline Menu. The numbers in the upper left and right
corners of each page in this guide indicate the function key sequence you
would need to use to arrive at the program location described in that section
of documentation.
Whenever data entry requirements are defined, you will find at the end of each
field's description a notation such as "(2 A/N)" or "(6 N)". These notations
are used to denote the length and type of the field. In these examples, "(2
A/N)" means that the field is 2 positions long and may contain both alpha (A)
and numeric (N) characters; "(6 N)" means that the field is 6 positions long
and must contain numbers only. Whenever a field is designated as numeric
only, you do not have to enter leading zeros. If a number needs to be entered
into a field designated as A/N, it is recommended that you enter leading zeros
if you would like the numbers to appear as true numbers; however, leading
zeros would not be required. A field designated as "(6N 3DEC)" may contain a
total of 6 numbers including 3 decimal (DEC) positions.
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6.

ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU

6

From the STUDENT RECORD SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 0), select F6. The
ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Attendance and Discipline Systems Master Menu

Add/Upd Daily Attendance by Date ....
Disp/Upd Student Att, Print Hist ....
Disp/Upd Student Att by Grade Prd ...
Transfer Daily to Grade Prd Attend ..
Review Teachers Attendance ..........
Attendance Reporting Menu ...........

F1
F2
F3
F4
F6
F8

Codes and Reasons Menu ......... F14
Clear Att from Mark/Rank Hist .. F17
Attend/Discipline Control Data . F18

Add/Upd Discipline Data by Student ..
Maintain Discipline/Attend Letters ..
Review Disc by Date and Violation ...
Discipline Reporting Menu ...........

F9 New Year Setup & Record Removal
F10
for Attendance .............. F19
F11
for Discipline .............. F21
F12
Display Print Files ........
F15
Exit ..........................F16
File Reorganization ...........F20
Session Defaults ..............F23

(C) Copyright Regional Data Services, Inc. 1990, 1995 -- All Rights Reserved
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-0. ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU
This menu provides the ability to maintain daily records of student attendance
and discipline. In order to begin utilizing these systems, the following
considerations should be made:
1.

Each individual school must determine the user-defined codes to be
established for recording period-by-period attendance and disciplinary
violations. Although attendance (by period) and discipline violations are
not transferred between schools when a student transfers, district-wide
codes should be considered if there might be a need to do district-wide
reporting by codes in the future. If you decide to have all schools use
the same codes, they can be entered at the district level instead of each
individual school. Refer to section 6-14 for instructions on entering
codes.

2.

Attendance "control" information needs to be entered at each school for
items such as "the number of periods in a day", "will homeroom attendance
be taken?", etc. Refer to section 6-18 for instructions on entering this
information.

3.

Students with an FTE (full-time equivalency) of .5 will need
different calendar track than students with an FTE of 1.00.
track should reflect the portion of the day that they are in
Refer to section 1-13 (District and School Calendars) in the
Records System User Guide, for instructions on how to set up
calendars.

to have a
The separate
attendance.
Student
separate
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ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU

6
(Continued)

3.

(continued) Also, the Attendance/Discipline Control Data screen (F6-18)
will need to be set up differently for students with an FTE of .5. Refer
to section 6-18 of this user guide for assistance.

4.

Attendance and Discipline letters need to be entered into the computer by
each individual school. Refer to section 6-10 for instructions on
entering letters. Each school can define its own customized letters (up
to 999 of them!) to integrate with the student data base.

5.

Even though student absences do not transfer between schools, a history
report can be printed at any time that will show the student's attendance
at all schools during the period specified on the report selection screen.

6.

The attendance system can accommodate an "A", "B", "C", "D" and "E" day for
those schools using a block scheduling format. The periods for each of
those days is as follows:
A day = periods 1, 2, 3, 4
B day = periods 5, 6, 7, 8
C day = periods 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
D day = periods 1, 3, 5, 7
E day = periods 2, 4, 6, 8
The Attendance/Discipline Control Data screen (F6-18), would need to
be set up for A/B days and the School Calendar (F1-13), would need to
reflect A, B, C, D, or E days.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------FUNCTION KEY OPTIONS FOR ACCESSING NEXT STUDENT RECORD
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Throughout the Attendance and Discipline systems, you will often see the
"F13/19" option when viewing an individual student's record. In most cases,
there is insufficient space on the screen to fully explain the difference
between F13 and F19.
Selecting F13 means that you wish to view the next student's record in
the_same_grade_level as the student that you are currently viewing.
Selecting F19 means that you wish to view the next student's record
regardless_of_the_grade_level until the desired record is found.
The following pages describe the use of all functions available from the
ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0).
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6-1.

ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE BY DATE

6-1

The purpose of this function is to record absences for all students in an
individual school for one day at a time. Multiple entries for the same
student on the same day can be made, if needed.
In order to add/update daily attendance, press F1 from the ATTENDANCE AND
DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE
BY DATE SCREEN (Figure 6-1A) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
SWS
ATTENDANCE SYSTEM
Add/Update Daily Attendance

Enter Date of Attendance
__ / __ / __

To mass load information for the above date,
complete the appropriate entries below.
Type/Reason: _ __
Period(s): ____________
Comment: ____________________

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-1A. ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE BY DATE SCREEN
NORMAL_ENTRY_OF_DAILY_ATTENDANCE
Enter the date (MMDDYY) of the attendance to be entered. This date will
default to the current system date, but can be modified. After entering the
date, press ENTER. A message will be displayed, "Building Attendance
Workfile", which indicates that the system is searching for existing
attendance, if any, to display for the day requested. If any students have
attendance information for the day specified, they will be displayed.
Otherwise, the screen will be blank and ready for you to begin entering
attendance for the date specified.
MASS_LOADING_ATTENDANCE
The area on the screen above that allows for entry of Type/Reason, Period(s)
and Comment is used when mass loading similar absences for a particular date.
For example, Mr. Smith's class is going on a field trip next week. The fields
might be completed as follows:
Type/Reason: S 23
Period(s): 4567
Comment: Smith-Science Museum
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ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE BY DATE

6-1
(Continued)

By entering the values shown on the previous page, plus entering the date of
the field trip at the top of the screen, only the student IDs will need to be
entered on the ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE DETAIL screen (Figure 6-1C). Any
of the mass load information fields can be left blank. All 3 are optional.
Follow the guidelines below when entering data in these fields:
------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------TYPE

Optional. If entered, this field should contain a code that
represents the type of absence. (1 A/N)
Valid entries:

R
S
T
Blank

=
=
=
=

Regular (Counted as absence)
Special (NOT counted as absence)
Tardy
(NOT counted as absence)
Mass load option is not being used for the
TYPE field.

REASON

Optional. If entered, this field should contain a 2-digit code
that represents the reason for the absence. This code must be a
valid code on the Codes and Reasons file (refer to section
6-14-1). If the TYPE field is blank, this field must also be
blank. (2N)

PERIOD(S)

Optional. This field should contain the period(s) the student(s)
are going to be absent for the event being loaded in mass. For
example, if the students are going to be absent the 3rd and 4th
periods, enter '34' in the first two positions of the PERIOD(S)
field (quotes should not be entered).
Valid entries:

COMMENT

H
1
3
5
7
9
B
X

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Homeroom
E = Early bird
1st period
2 = 2nd period
3rd period
4 = 4th period
5th period
6 = 6th period
7th period
8 = 8th period
9th period
A = 10th period
11th period
C = 12th period
Extra Curricular (NOTE: Extra Curricular
absences are reported back to the homeroom
teacher.)

Optional. This field can be used to type in any detail relating to
the reason for this absence. (20 A/N)
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6-1
(Continued)

NOTE: Mass loading of attendance should not be done for the same date that
another user is using to process the current day's attendance. This would
cause a conflict of processing because the other user would not want the above
defaults to apply to the normal day's entries.
________________________________________________________________________________
* * *
W A R N I N G
* * *

An attendance workfile already exists for 11

4 03 !

This means that:
Another user is currently updating attendance for this date.
- OR The last time attendance was updated for this date, the user
cancelled processing and left the temporary attendance file
on disk.

Press F1 to share the workfile with another user, or
Press F5 to scratch the workfile and continue on, or
Press F16 to return to the previous screen
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-1B. ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE ERROR SCREEN
If the above screen appears, do not hurriedly make a response. Find out if
someone else is, in fact, currently updating attendance for the date shown.
If not, then the reason that this workfile already exists is because of an
abnormal shutdown when attendance was last being updated. In that case, press
F5 to scratch the workfile and continue. To share the workfile with another
user, press F1. Remember to use the "F2=Refresh Screen" option (see figure
6-1C) from time-to-time when sharing the daily workfile. To return to the
previous screen, press F16.
As long as an attendance workfile does not already exist for the date
specified or if you choose to share the daily attendance workfile with another
viewer, the ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-1C) is
displayed.
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Figure 6-1C.
*

6-1
(Continued)

ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE DETAIL SCREEN

If your school has A/B/C/D/E rotational days, a message will appear in
the upper left corner of the 2nd screen to tell you whether or not you
are working with an A day, a B day, a C day, a D day, or an E day as
follows:
AA:
CC:
EE:
BN:
DN:
NA:
NC:
NE:

AM=A PM=A
AM=C PM=C
AM=E PM=E
AM=B PM=Non-instructional
AM=D PM=Non-instructional
AM=Non-inst. PM=A
AM=Non-inst. PM=C
AM=Non-inst. PM=E

BB:
DD:
AN:
CN:
EN:
NB:
ND:
NN:

AM=B PM=B
AM=D PM=D
AM=A PM=Non-instructional
AM=C PM=Non-instructional
AM=E PM=Non-instructional
AM=Non-inst. PM=B
AM=Non-inst. PM=D
AM=Non-inst. PM=Non-inst.
an NN day, the word "Non
Instruction" will appear.

For

The addition or correction of attendance may then be entered based upon the
following data entry requirements:
------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------STUDENT_ID

Required. This field should contain the
which the absence/tardy applies. If you
wand to input attendance, press F7 first
STUDENT ID and PERIOD(S) fields are open

I.D. of the student for
are using a scanner
so that only the
for entry. (7 A/N)

STUDENT_NAME

Non-modifiable. This field will be determined by the system
based upon the student I.D. entered. This field should be used
as verification that the correct student I.D. was entered. (20
A/N)
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6-1
(Continued)

GR

Non-Modifiable. This field will display the grade level for the
student. The following grade levels are recognized as “PM”
kindergarten students: KP, P3, P4, P5, EP, PK,PP. These grade
levels are expected to have the F6-18 screen filled in with
periods in the AM section, even though they are PM grade levels.
Please notify RDS support if this is not true for you.

PERIOD(S)
ABSENT/TDY

Required. This field should contain the period(s) the student
was absent or tardy. For example, if the student was absent the
1st and 2nd periods, enter '12' (quotes should not be entered).
Valid entries:

H
1
3
5
7
9
B
X

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Homeroom
E = Early bird
1st period
2 = 2nd period
3rd period
4 = 4th period
5th period
6 = 6th period
7th period
8 = 8th period
9th period
A = 10th period
11th period
C = 12th period
Extra Curricular (NOTE: Extra Curricular
absences are reported back to the homeroom
teacher.)

A period of zero "0" can be entered by itself for the purpose of
entering an attendance comment without an associated absence or
tardy.
NOTE: Absences can be recorded for a student through the date of
withdrawal.
Leave_this_field_blank_if_the_student_was_absent_the_entire_day.
The periods that are standard for your school will
automatically appear. IF THEY DON'T APPEAR (or they appear
incorrectly), go to the Attendance/Discipline Control Screen
(refer to section 6-18) and make sure that all entries have been
completed! NOTE: Homeroom (H) and Extra-Curricular (X) period
absences can be reported without adding period H or X to the
Attendance Control Screen.
Do_not_be_concerned_about_typing_the_period_in_a_certain_position
in_the_PERIOD(S)_field. For example, if the student was absent
period 3, type the number 3 in the first position of the field.
When you have completed all entries for the screen and press
ENTER to validate, the computer will move the number 3 over to
the logical position within the PERIOD(S) field so that reports
and screens are easier to read/view.
For those schools using A/B days, the periods for each of those
days is as follows:
A day = periods 1, 2, 3, 4
B day = periods 5, 6, 7, 8
C day = periods 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
D day = periods 1, 3, 5, 7
E day = periods 2, 4, 6, 8
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6-1
(Continued)

If a day on the school calendar is marked AA, the a.m. periods
are 1,2 and the p.m. periods are 3, 4. If a day on the school
calendar is marked AN or NA, then one-half of an "A" day can
be any combination of two periods in the range of 1, 2, 3, or
4. For example, 1 2, 1 3, 1 4, 2 3, or 2 4. Similarly,
one-half of a "B" day can be any combination of two periods in
the range of 5, 6, 7, or 8. For example, 5 6, 5 7, 5 8, 6 7,
or 6 8.
One-half of a "D" day can be any combination of two
periods in the range of 1, 3, 5, or 7. For example, 1 3, 5 7,
7 1, 3 5, or 3 7. One-half of an "E" day can be any
combination of two periods in the range of 2, 4, 6, or 8. For
example, 2 4, 2 6, 2 8, 4 6, or 4 8.
These_rules_apply_to_days_noted_on_the_school_calendar_as_"AN",
"NA",_"BN",_"NB",_"DN",_"ND",_"EN",_or_"NE".
FOR LAKE CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL ONLY (45-3833): Period 9 will be
considered a valid entry for A, B, or C days.
NOTE: The computer can use the TIME OUT and TIME IN fields to automatically
calculate the periods absent if that feature has been turned on in the
Attendance/Discipline Control Screen (Section 6-18). A student will not be
considered absent for a period if they attend any time within the period.
FOR DUNELAND SCHOOL CORPORATION ONLY: When using the feature to automatically
compute the periods absent based on the "TIME OUT" and "TIME IN" fields, the
software will consider the student PRESENT if the student leaves and returns
within the same period. For all other districts, the software will consider
the student absent in this situation.
FH

Non-modifiable. This column will display an “H” if the system
has determined that this is a half day absence. This field will
display an “F” if the system has determined that this is a full
day absence. The system looks at the periods in the AM and PM
columns on the Attendance/Discipline Control Screen (F6-18) and
the School Calendar (F1-13) for this calculation. If your
school has a “Y” in the “Attendance A/B Days?” field on the
Attendance/Discipline Control Screen, the software will look
only at the School Calendar (F1-13) for this calculation.

TIME_OUT

Optional. If entered,
(military) the student
student was present in
normal school day. (2N

TIME_IN

Optional. If entered, this field should contain the time
(military) the student came to school. This means that the
student was absent at the start of the school day and came in
some time after the school day began. (2N + 2N)

this field should contain the time
left school. This means that the
school and left prior to the end of the
+ 2N)
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6-1
(Continued)

TYPE

Optional. If entered, this field should contain a code that
represents the type of absence. (1 A/N)
Valid entries: R
= Regular (Counted as absence)
S
= Special (NOT counted as absence)
T
= Tardy
(NOT counted as absence)
Blank = Currently undetermined

REASON

Optional. If entered, this field should contain a 2-digit code
that represents the reason for the absence. This code must be a
valid code on the Codes and Reasons file (refer to section
6-14-1). If a "default absence code" is entered on the school's
"Attendance/Discipline Control Data" screen (F6-18), then that
code will be pulled into this screen when the reason is not
entered. (2N)

EXCUSED_(Y/N) Optional. If entered, this field should indicate whether the
absence is excused. (1 A/N)
Valid entries: Y
= Yes, excused
N
= No, not excused
Blank = Currently undetermined
NOTE: The software will check the Codes and Reasons file (F6-14-1
&2) to see if there is a default value for the “Exc” field.
If one is found and if the “Excused” field is left blank on the
absence/tardy entry, the default value will be automatically
loaded into the “Exc” field.
WAIVER

Non-modifiable. If a student has a non-blank character in
his/her waiver indicator field which is maintained on the
Display/Update Student Attendance, Print History screen (F6-2),
that waiver indicator will appear in the far-right position
under the "Exc" column. This waiver indicates that the student
has signed a waiver contract guaranteeing that he/she will not
be absent anymore.

CHG

Optional. If entered, this field should indicate whether the
attendance for the day has been changed.
The_system_automatically_changes_the_value_in_this_field_to_a_"Y"
when_a_change_is_made_to_the_EXCUSED_field_for_a_prior_day's_absence. The only reason that you would ever want to manually
change this field would be if you want this information reported
again to a teacher. A "Y" in this field causes this attendance
entry to appear on the "Teacher's Prior Day's Absence Report"
the next time it is printed. (1 A/N)
Valid entries: Y = Yes, changed
N = No, not changed
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Once all the fields have been entered, press ENTER. The system will validate
the data. If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the
problem.
After ENTER has been pressed to validate and no errors have been found, either
press ENTER again to process and stay on the same screen, or press F5 to process
and display an additional blank screen for more entries.
Two other options include pressing F1 to process and return to the 1st screen of
students for the current day being processed, or pressing F16 to reenter. Once
all entries have been made for the attendance day specified, press F16 to exit.
The ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0) is re-displayed.
Press F2 to refresh the screen after remaining idle for more than a minute or
two when you know that someone else is entering attendance for the same day.
This will bring your screen up to date for all entries that have been made so
far.
CAUTION: Only use the F2 option after your entries have been processed,
otherwise, they will be erased from the screen after pressing F2.
For Type/Reason help press F3, the TYPE/REASON CODE HELP SEARCH screen, (Figure
6-1D) will be displayed.
Enter the type or the type and code where you would like to begin searching, or
press ENTER to start the search at the beginning of the file. The TYPE/REASON
CODE FILE HELP SELECTION screen, (Figure 6-1E) will be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Type/Reason Code File
Help Screen
Enter type and code to begin searching: _ __
(Leave blank to start at beginning of code file)
NOTE:

If a code is selected from the help screen, that code will be
placed in the type/reason field on the previous screen on the
line where the cursor was positioned before F3 was selected
for help.

ENTER=Continue, F16=Return
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-1D. TYPE/REASON CODE HELP SEARCH SCREEN
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TYPE/REASON CODE FILE HELP SELECTION SCREEN

A code can be selected from the TYPE/REASON CODE FILE HELP SELECTION screen,
(Figure 6-1E), by pressing its corresponding function key. That code will be
placed in the type/reason field on the ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE DETAIL screen
(Figure 6-1C) on the line where the cursor was positioned before F3 was selected
for help.
In order to only make entries to the student # and periods on the ADD/UPDATE
DAILY ATTENDANCE DETAIL screen (Figure 6-1C), press F7 to open only those
fields. F8 will open only the type, reason, and excused fields. F9 will open
only the change indicator field. F10 will open only the time in and time out
fields. After pressing any of these function keys, the same function key
pressed again will open all the fields for entry.
Pressing F11 will change the screen so that a comment field appears in place of
the "F/H (Full-day, half-day indicator), Time Out and Time In" fields.
Following is a sample of the ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE DETAIL screen (Figure
6-1G) which shows the "Comment" field overlay. The system will keep track of
whether the user last used the "Comment" column option or the "Time Out, Time
In" option and will default to the option last used.

Figure 6-1G.

ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE DETAIL SCREEN 2
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F1 will return you to the first screen and F5 will take you to the next screen.
Be careful when using these options. NO UPDATES OCCUR WHEN SELECTING F1 OR F5
UNLESS ENTER IS PRESSED FIRST (TO VALIDATE).
------------------------------------------------------------------------------LOADING LUNCH ABSENCES
------------------------------------------------------------------------------From the ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE DETAIL screen (Figure 6-1C), press F24 to
load lunch absences. This F24 = Load Lunch Absences option gives you the
ability to plug the student’s lunch period as an absence if the student was
absent the period before or after his/her lunch. This function looks for a
course called “LUNCH” in each student’s schedule. Create a course called LUNCH
in both the Course Title and Course Master Files. Define a different section
for each period of the day a student could have lunch. When selecting F24, all
students entered for the date shown at the top of the screen will be processed,
not just the students on the current screen.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------QUICK ENTRY OPTION
------------------------------------------------------------------------------From the ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE DETAIL screen (Figure 6-1C) press F6 for
Quick Entry. The ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE QUICK ENTRY screen (Figure 6-1F)
will be displayed.

Figure 6-1F.

ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE QUICK ENTRY SCREEN

This screen is used for wanding bar code attendance cards, for quick entry of
period-by-period attendance. Press ENTER to validate and process
simultaneously.
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Pressing F1 will position the cursor to the "Type/Reason:" field at the top of
the screen. Pressing F2 will position the cursor at the first student ID#
field. F7 closes the period, course and section fields, leaving only the
student ID# field open. Pressing F7 again will reverse this back to the
original screen that has student ID#, period, course and section open. F8
closes the course and section fields, leaving only the student ID# and period
fields open. Pressing F8 again will reverse this back to the original screen.
NOTE: You will be required to enter a valid course and section number for each
student when the "Course and Section" number fields are open.
The fields at the top of the screen can be used to establish default values for
all student ID#'s entered on the screen. For example, if you want to enter a
group of students who have been tardy to class, you could select F8 to open only
the student ID# and period fields and then enter the type/reason code that means
"tardy to class" at the top of the screen. Then, enter the ID#'s of each
student who was tardy, along with the period the student was tardy. In this
case, students can be entered as tardy for different periods all on the same
screen. If instead, you wanted to enter all students who were tardy 1st period,
you would select F7 to open up only the student ID# fields.
At the top of the screen, you would need to enter the type/reason code that
means "tardy to class" and, in the "Period(s):" field, enter the number 1.
Then, all student ID#s entered on the screen will be marked as tardy for 1 st
period.
NOTE: If defaults are entered at the top of the screen, they will automatically
be cleared after pressing ENTER to update. If the same defaults are needed for
the next group of students, F5 can be pressed to refresh the default fields to
the values last entered.
This screen could also be used for inputting field trips or extra-curricular
activities.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------MULTIPLE ENTRIES PER STUDENT PER DAY
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Reasons for making more than one entry per student per day:
1.

Student is absent one period for one reason, and absent
another period for another reason.

2.

Student is tardy one period, and then absent another period.

It is up to the user to make multiple entries properly. The system will not
attempt to analyze multiple entries to determine possible overlaps within the
same time periods.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ENTERING ATTENDANCE AT BEGINNING OF DAY
BY TERMINAL INPUT
----------------------------------------------------------------------------The entry of attendance via terminal entry can go quite fast as long as
procedures have been established that ensure that the student's I.D. number is
available on the document(s) from which the attendance is being keyed.
First, close off all fields on the ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE DETAIL screen
(Figure 6-1C) except for the student I.D. number and periods of the day, by
selecting F7. Now, type the first student I.D. number. The cursor will
automatically jump to the "periods of the day" field. If you expect the student
to be absent all day, simply tab to the next field and type the next student
I.D. number. If you expect the student to be absent periods 1 and 2, type 12.
This process will go very quickly. When you reach the bottom of the screen,
press ENTER to validate. The student's names will appear next to each I.D.
number and the standard "periods in the day" will be plugged into any entry left
blank. Then press F5 to update/post the attendance information. By pressing F5
the computer also knows that you want to be presented with another blank screen
to continue to input attendance. If ENTER was pressed to update instead of F5,
the attendance would still be updated but you would remain on the same screen.
(NOTE: The standard periods in the day can be defined differently for each
grade level. Refer to Section 6-18.)
STUDENTS DO NOT HAVE TO BE ENTERED IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER!
As each group of students are entered the computer will alphabetize them, so
that the batch you're working with will always stay in alphabetical order.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ENTERING ATTENDANCE AT BEGINNING OF DAY
BY SCANNER WAND INPUT
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Prior to using this process, student labels must be printed using scanner
software on a PC.
If you have advanced printing functions on one of your system printers, the
EdEase software can produce the bar code labels (refer to section 6-8-12).
Select F7 to close off all fields on the screen except for the student I.D.
number and periods of the day. The scanner software can be defined to tab past
the "periods of the day" field so that you can quickly scan one label after
another to fill up the screen. Then, press ENTER to validate, F5 to update and
go to the next screen. Then, scan the labels to fill the next screen.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ADJUSTING ATTENDANCE ENTRIES LATER IN DAY
BY TERMINAL INPUT
------------------------------------------------------------------------------First, determine the reason for making adjustments. If you want to enter
absence reasons for a specific student who was absent 3 days last week, you need
to use a different input screen (refer to section 6-2). If you want to enter
adjustments to a specific day's attendance, then use this function.
To change the periods absent for students who came in after the start of school:
1.

First, locate the student either by scrolling through the
screens using the F5 option; or, select F12 and type the
beginning of the student's last name and press ENTER to
quickly move to that student's attendance. BE SURE TO ENTER
THE NAME IN UPPER AND LOWER CASE. Otherwise, if the first
character of the last name is lower case, you will not be
positioned correctly within the file.

2.

After locating the student, either erase the numbers of the
periods he/she was in attendance or use the "TIME IN" field
and let the computer determine the periods absent (this
feature must be defined on the Attendance Control Screen,
section 6-18). The "TIME IN" field can be used even if you
are not using the TIME-TO-PERIOD relationship feature, but you
will have to manually adjust the periods absent.

To add additional students to the day's absences:
1.

Select F12 (Position to:), type Z (capital Z) or Zz (capital Z
and small z), and press ENTER. This will quickly take you to
the last screen where additional absences can be entered.

To enter reasons for the students absences:
1.

Select F8 to close off all other fields on the screen except
for the type, reason, and excused fields. Reasons need only
be entered for those students for whom the reason is known.
You do not have to fill in a code until you know exactly why
the student was absent. To enter reasons for a student absent
for several days, use section F6-2 instead.
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In order to update/display an individual student's attendance by date, press F2
from the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The
DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT ATTENDANCE SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-2A) will
be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
C11
Display/Update Individual Student's Attendance
------------------------------------------------------------------------------(C)urrent
Direct Access Option
or
(H)istory
Number: _______ or Name: ____________________________
C
Opt. Beginning Date: __ __ __ (MMDDYY)
ENTER=Access Student, F16=Exit
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Student Roster Option
F5
Student Name
Current Master
____________________

F6
F7
Student ID
Student Name
Current Master
History Master
_______
____________________

F8
Student Id
History Master
_______

Optionally, restrict to grade __ and/or sex _
Grade level entry is valid only for F5 & F6 options.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-2A. DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT ATTENDANCE SELECTION SCREEN
There are two access methods available:
Roster Option.

Direct Access Option and Student

------------------------------------------------------------------------------DIRECT ACCESS OPTION
------------------------------------------------------------------------------To access a student directly, enter either the student's number or name, and
then press ENTER.
Entering_the_student_number (and pressing ENTER) will directly find that
student's record. If an invalid number is entered, the message:
STUDENT NOT FOUND IN THIS SCHOOL
will appear on the screen. Enter the correct number and press ENTER again to
display the student's record.
Entering_the_name or partial name (and pressing ENTER) will display the record
of the student whose name most closely matches the name entered.
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If the record displayed is not the correct student, F13 or 19 can be used to
continue searching alphabetically through the students until the desired
student is found. F13 will display the next student within the same grade
level, F19 will display the next student regardless of grade level.
The Current/History indicator at the end of the line tells the computer
whether to check the school's current year master file or to look at history
files to see if the student was previously enrolled.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------OPTIONAL BEGINNING DATE
------------------------------------------------------------------------------The "Opt. Beginning Date" field will automatically default to what you last
entered. Normally, the 1st day of the 1st semester or 1st day of the 2nd
semester (depending on the current date) would be entered so that you can
start reviewing the student's most recent attendance history. If a default
date appears in the "Opt. Beginning Date", it can be changed or erased. If
erased, the student's first absences will be displayed on the next screen.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------STUDENT ROSTER OPTION
------------------------------------------------------------------------------F5_-_REVIEW_STUDENTS_IN_STUDENT_NAME_SEQUENCE
If you want to start at the beginning of your students alphabetically, simply
press F5. Nothing has to be filled in on the screen, and the cursor does not
have to be positioned in the F5 option area.
If you want to start with a specific student name, you must tab to the F5
option field and type all or part of a student's name (last name first)
and_then_select_F5. Students will be displayed in alphabetical sequence
beginning with the name most closely matching the entire or partial name
entered.
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F6_-_REVIEW_STUDENTS_IN_STUDENT_NUMBER_SEQUENCE
To start at the beginning of your students numerically, simply press F6.
Nothing has to be filled in on the screen, and the cursor does not have to be
positioned in the F6 option area. To start with a specific student number,
you must tab to the F6 option field and type all or part of a student's number
and_then_select_F6. Students will be displayed in numerical sequence
beginning with the number most closely matching the entire or partial number
entered.
F7_-_REVIEW_STUDENTS_IN_STUDENT_NAME_SEQUENCE_(HISTORY)
This option works the same as the F5 option except that the history file is
displayed instead of the current year master file.
F8_-_REVIEW_STUDENTS_IN_STUDENT_NUMBER_SEQUENCE_(HISTORY)
This option works the same as the F6 option except that the history file is
displayed instead of the current year master file.
If any of the Student Roster Options are used, one of the Student Sequence
screens will be displayed. Following is an example of a STUDENT SEQUENCE
screen (Figure 6-2B).
________________________________________________________________________________
Student Name Sequence
CURRENT STUDENT MASTER
F23=Show Parent Name
F20=Print Screen
F24=Show Locker, HR, WD
S
F Number_ ______Student_Name________ Gr x _Phone__ Address________________Zip_
1 J950020 Adams, xxxxx
11 F 294-6797 22749 CR 17 E
46999
2 W960010 Adams, xxxxx
09 M 875-8651 59348 CR 4 S
46999
3 J950030 Adams, xxxxx
11 F 294-6797 22749 CR 17 E
46999
4 J960070 Adams, xxxx
09 M 293-1215 1263 Bontrager
46999
5 J950040 Adkins, xxxx
11 M 875-6678 23571 Martin Ave.
46999
6 J950050 Akers, xxxxxx
11 F 534-1626 12571 Wabash Ave.
46999
7 J950060 Alley, xxxxxxxx
11 F 534-5442 2324 Woodmere Lane
46999
8 J950080 Anderson, xxxxxxx
11 F 875-5926 25366 Himebaugh Ave. 46999
9 J950090 Anderson, xxxxxxxxxx
11 F 875-4947 24818 Frederick Circ 46999
10 J950100 Anderson, xxxx
11 F 293-7598 53213 Ashby Ct.
46999
11 J950110 Arbogast, xxxxxxxx
11 F 294-1360 26328 Meadowood Dr.
46999
12 J953500 Arnett, xxxx
11 M 293-9923 783 A-Lane, APT. 1A
46999
13 J950120 Ash, xxxxxxx
11 M 875-8737 24284 Walnut St.
46999
14 W960020 Atkinson, xxxxxxx
09 M 522-4993 42946 Knoll Dr.
46999
15 O960020 Ayers, xxxxxx
09 F 534-5976 74625 Ellis St.
46999

ENTER=More Students, F1-15=Select Corresponding Student, F18=Prev, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-2B. STUDENT NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN
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From the STUDENT NAME SEQUENCE screen 1 (Figure 6-2B), one of the following
options can be taken:
ENTER

View the next screen of students alphabetically.

F1-15

Select the corresponding student's record.

F18

Return to the previous full screen of students. This function will
work for up to 20 previous screens. However, it will never go further
back than the point that you started!

F20

Print a copy of the screen currently being displayed.

F23

Change the last column which currently shows "Address and Zip" to
instead show parents' names.

F24

Change the last column which currently shows "Address and Zip" to
instead show locker number, homeroom assignment, and withdrawn status.

Once you have selected a student, the DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT'S
ATTENDANCE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-2C) will be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
C11
Display/Update Individual Student's Attendance
F3=Summary
F6=Type/Reas
(Prior years' attendance may be viewed only)
02-20-02 W1
*Other schools attended this school year: C12
E980710 Smith, Mary Anne
Gr: 11 F SE: E Waiver: Y Citizenship:
** Notes on File **
Date
Period(s) F Time
Time
Type/
(F11=Comment)
Exc Exmpt
Absent_ _Absent/Tdy_ H __Out__ __In___ Reason __Description__
Y/N _Y/N_ Chg
10 10 95 ___4________ _ __ : 00 __ : 00 R 23
NURSE VERIFIED
Y
Y
N
10 11 95 1234567_____ F __ : 00 __ : 00 R 03
ILL CALL
Y
Y
N
10 17 95 ___4________ _ 10 : 07 12 : 19 R 06
DENTIST/ORTHO
Y
Y
N
11 _6 95 ___4567_____ H 10 : 13 __ : 00 R 07
HOME-ILL/INJ
Y
Y
N
11 _7 95 1234567_____ F __
00 __ : 00 R 03
ILL CALL
Y
Y
N
12 18 95 _234567_____ H _8 : 58 __ : 00 R 07
HOME-ILL/INJ
Y
Y
N
12 19 95 1234567_____ F __ : 00 __ : 00 R 03
ILL CALL
Y
Y
N
12 20 95 1234567_____ F __ : 00 __ : 00 R 03
ILL CALL
Y
Y
N
12 21 95 1234567_____ F __ : 00 __ : 00 R 03
ILL CALL
Y
Y
N
1 11 96 __3_________ _ _8 : 55 10 : 20 R 06
DENTIST/ORTHO
Y
Y
N
_2 15 96 __34________ _ _9 : 27 11 : 08 R 06
DENTIST/ORTHO
Y
Y
N
2 20 96 1___________ _ __ : 00 _8 : 37 R 03
ILL CALL
Y
Y
Y
(To DELETE a day of attendance, erase the date to be deleted)
F8=Open Type/Reas/Excuse Only, F9=Open Change Indicator Only, F2=Print History
ENTER=Val, F1=1st, F4=Sched, F5=Next Screen, F7=Notes, F13/19=Next Stu, F16=Ex
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-2C. DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT ATTENDANCE DETAIL SCREEN
* This line (Other schools attended this school year: ___) will appear only if
the student has transferred, this school year, from another school within your
district. Follow the data entry requirements on the following page when
updating.
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---------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ---------------WAIVER

Optional. This field should contain an alpha/numeric
character that indicates that this student has signed a
waiver contract guaranteeing that he/she will not be
absent anymore.

DATE_ABSENT

Required. This field should contain the date of the
absence in month, day, year format (2 digits each). (6N)

PERIOD(S)_ABSENT/
TARDY

Required. This field should contain the period(s) the
student was absent or tardy. For example, if the student
was absent the 1st and 2nd periods, enter '12' (quotes
should not be entered).
Valid entries: H = Homeroom
E = Early Bird
1 = 1st period
2 = 2nd period
3 = 3rd period
4 = 4th period
5 = 5th period
6 = 6th period
7 = 7th period
8 = 8th period
9 = 9th period
A = 10th period
B = 11th period
C = 12th period
X = Extra Curricular (NOTE: Extra
Curricular absences are reported
back to the homeroom teacher.)
Leave_this_field_blank_if_the_student_was_absent_the_entire
day. The periods that are standard for your school
will automatically appear. IF THEY DON'T APPEAR (or they
appear incorrectly), go to the Attendance/
Discipline Control Screen (refer to section 6-18) and
make sure that all entries have been completed! NOTE:
Homeroom (H) and Extra-Curricular (X) period absences can
be reported without adding period H or X to the
Attendance Control Screen.
NOTE 1: You can type a zero in this field to log an
entry without periods. The student will not be
considered absent. This is useful when you want to enter
an attendance comment for a day, but do not want to
record absences.
NOTE 2: Absences can be recorded for a student through
the date of withdrawal.
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Do_not_be_concerned_about_typing_the_period_in_a_certain_
position_in_the_PERIOD(S)_field. For example, if the
student was absent period 3, type the number 3 in the
first position of the field. When you have completed all
entries for the screen and press ENTER to validate, the
computer will move the number 3 over to the logical
position within the PERIOD(S) field so that reports and
screens are easier to read/view.
For those schools using A/B days, the periods for each of
those days is as follows:
A day = periods 1, 2, 3, 4
B day = periods 5, 6, 7, 8
C day = periods 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
D day = periods 1, 3, 5, 7
E day = periods 2, 4, 6, 8
If a day on the school calendar is marked AA, the a.m.
periods are 1,2 and the p.m. periods are 3, 4. If a day
on the school calendar is marked AN or NA, then one-half
of an "A" day can be any combination of two periods in
the range of 1, 2, 3, or 4. For example, 1 2, 1 3, 1 4,
2 3, or 2 4. Similarly, one-half of a "B" day can be any
combination of two periods in the range of 5, 6, 7, or
8. For example, 5 6, 5 7, 5 8, 6 7, or 6 8.
One-half
of a "D" day can be any combination of two periods in the
range of 1, 3, 5, or 7. For example, 1 3, 5 7, 7 1, 3 5,
or 3 7. One-half of an "E" day can be any combination of
two periods in the range of 2, 4, 6, or 8. For example,
2 4, 2 6, 2 8, 4 6, or 4 8.
These_rules_apply_to_days_noted_on_the_school_calendar_as_
"AN",_"NA",_"BN",_"NB",_"DN",_"ND",_"EN",_or_"NE".
FOR LAKE CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL ONLY (45-3833): period 9
will be considered a valid entry for A, B, or C days.
FH

Non-modifiable. If an F appears, it means that the
absence is a full day. An H means that the absence is a
half day.
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---------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ---------------NOTE: The computer can use the TIME OUT and TIME IN fields to automatically
calculate the periods absent if that feature has been turned on in the
Attendance/Discipline Control Screen (section 6-18). A student will not be
considered absent for a period if they attend any time within the period.
FOR DUNELAND SCHOOL CORPORATION ONLY: When using the feature to automatically
compute the periods absent based on the "TIME OUT" and "TIME IN" fields, the
software will consider the student PRESENT if the student leaves and returns
within the same period. For all other districts, the software will consider
the student absent in this situation.
TIME_OUT

Optional. If entered, this field should contain the time
(military) the student left school. This means that the
student was present in school and left prior to the end
of the normal school day. (2N + 2N)

TIME_IN

Optional. If entered, this field should contain the time
(military) the student came to school. This means that
the student was absent at the start of the school day and
came in some time after the school day began. (2N + 2N)

TYPE

Optional. If entered, this field should contain a code
that represents the type of absence. (1 A/N)
Valid entries: R
= Regular (Counted as absence)
S
= Special (NOT counted as absence)
T
= Tardy
(NOT counted as absence)
Blank = Currently undetermined

REASON

Optional. If entered, this field should contain a
2-digit code that represents the reason for the absence.
This code must be a valid code on the Codes and Reasons
file (refer to section 6-14-1). If a "default absence
code" is entered on the school's "Attendance/Discipline
Control Data" screen (F6-18), then that code will be
pulled into this screen when the reason is not entered.
(2N)

DESCRIPTION

Non-modifiable. This field will be determined by the
system based upon the reason code entered. This field
should be used as verification that the correct reason
code was entered. (15 A/N)
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COMMENT

Optional. F11 moves the user back and forth between
description and comment fields. (The system will default
to the option last used by the user.) The comment field
can be used to type in any detail relating to the reason
for this absence. (20 A/N)

EXCUSED_(Y/N)

Optional. If entered, this field should indicate whether
the absence is excused. (1 A/N)
Valid entries: Y
= Yes, excused
N
= No, not excused
Blank = Currently undetermined
NOTE: The software will check the Codes and Reasons file
(F6-14-1&2) to see if there is a default value for the “Exc”
field. If one is found and if the “Excused” field is left
blank on the absence/tardy entry, the default value will be
automatically loaded into the “Exc” field.

EXEMPT_(Y/N)

Non-modifiable. This field comes from the code
description file (section 6-14-1) based on the reason
entered.

CHG

Optional. If entered, this field should indicate whether
the attendance for the day has been changed.
The_system_automatically_changes_the_value_in_this_field_
to_a_"Y"_when_a_change_is_made_to_the_EXCUSED_field_for_a_
previous_day's_absence. The only reason that you would
ever want to manually change this field would be if you
want this information reported again to a teacher. A "Y"
in this field causes this attendance entry to appear on
the "Teacher's Prior Day's Absence Report" the next time
it is printed. (1 A/N) Valid entries: Y = Yes,
changed
N = No, not changed

Once all the fields have been entered, press ENTER. The system will validate
the data. If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the
problem. After all errors have been corrected, either press ENTER to process
and exit, press F5 to process and display an additional blank screen for more
entries, or press F16 to reenter. NOTE: If any changes are made to attendance
on this screen, this process will also update the Daily Attendance workfile
for any dates that are currently open in F6-1. Once all entries have been
made for the student, press F16 to exit. The DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL
STUDENT ATTENDANCE SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-2A) is re-displayed.
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MODIFY_TYPE/REASON_OR_EXCUSED_ONLY
In order to only make entries to the type/reason and excused fields, press
F8. The DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT DETAIL SCREEN 2 (Figure 6-2C) is
displayed with only those fields available for modification. Make any entries
to the type/reason and excused fields and press ENTER. At any time, pressing
F8 again will display the normal entry screen again.
MODIFY_CHANGE_INDICATOR_ONLY
In order to only make entries to the change indicators, press F9. The
DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT DETAIL SCREEN 2 (Figure 6-2C) is displayed
with only that column available for modification. Make any entries to the
change indicators and press ENTER. At any time, pressing F9 again will
display the normal entry screen again. The only reason that you would ever
want to manually change this field would be if you want this information
reported again to a teacher. A "Y" in this field causes this attendance entry
to appear on the "Teacher's Prior Day's Absence Report" the next time it is
printed.
Besides the previously mentioned options using function keys 8 & 9, the
following options can also be used:
F1

View the first attendance screen for this student.

F2

Print student's attendance history.
next page.)

F3

Display (on screen) the student's attendance summary for the date
range specified on your Session Default screen (F23 from any
menu). (See additional information following.)

F4

View this student's schedule.

F5

View the next attendance screen for this student.

F6

Display the TYPE/REASON CODE FILE HELP SEARCH Screen, (Figure 6-2D).

(See additional information on
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________________________________________________________________________________
Type/Reason Code File
Help Screen
Enter type and code to begin searching: _ __
(Leave blank to start at beginning of code file)
NOTE:

If a code is selected from the help screen, that code will be
placed in the type/reason field on the previous screen on the
line where the cursor was positioned before F6 was selected
for help.
ENTER=Continue, F16=Return
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-2D. TYPE/REASON CODE FILE HELP SEARCH SCREEN
Enter the type or the type and code where you would like to begin searching,
or press ENTER to start the search at the beginning of the file. The
TYPE/REASON CODE FILE HELP SELECTION screen, (Figure 6-2E) will be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Type/Reason Code File
Help Screen
_F
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Type
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

__Description__
ILL NOTE
LATE NOTE ILL
ILL CALL
LATE CALL ILL
DOCTOR VERIF
DENTIST/ORTHO
HOME-ILL/INJ
HOSPITAL
COLLEGE VISIT
MILITARY VISIT
FUNERAL/FRIEND
FUNERAL/FAMILY
VACATION
COURT APPOINT
DRIVER'S EXAM

______Long_Description________
ILLNESS/NOTE
LATE NOTE/PERSONAL ILLNESS
ILLNESS/CALL
LATE CALL/PERSONAL ILLNESS
DOCTOR VERIFIED
DENTIST/ORTHO VERIFIED
WENT HOME ILLNESS/INJURY
HOSPITAL
COLLEGE VISIT
MILITARY VISIT
FUNERAL/FRIEND
FUNERAL/FAMILY
VACATION/CREDIT
COURT APPOINTMENT
WRITTEN DRIVER'S EXAM

Exempt
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

ENTER=More, F1-F15=Select Particular Code, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-2E. TYPE/REASON CODE FILE HELP SELECTION SCREEN
A code can be selected from the TYPE/REASON CODE FILE HELP SELECTION screen,
(Figure 6-2E), by pressing its corresponding function key. That code will be
placed in the type/reason field on the DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT'S
ATTENDANCE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-2C) on the line where the cursor was
positioned before F6 was selected for help.
F7

View an additional screen where attendance notes can be entered for
this student. This NOTES ON FILE screen (Figure 6-2F), has five
lines which allow for 74 character comments each. If data is
entered in this screen, the message ** Notes on File ** will appear
on the DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT ATTENDANCE DETAIL SCREEN
(Figure 6-2C). Information entered here will transfer with the
student between schools.
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________________________________________________________________________________
C11 0000011 Smith, Brittney M
Notes on Individual Student's Attendance
This_is_a_free-format_area_which_can_be_used_for_the_purpose_of_entering__
attendance_notes_for_an_individual_student.__If_anything_is_entered_in____
this_screen,_the_**_Notes_on_File_**_message_will_appear_on_the_first_____
screen.___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

ENTER/F16=Update & Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-2F. NOTES ON FILE SCREEN
F13

Move to the next student in alphabetical order in the same grade
level as the one being displayed.

F16

Exit this function.

F19

Move to the next student in alphabetical order within the school,
disregarding grade level.

NOTE: A student's citizenship rating is displayed to the right of the grade
level and is not modifiable. To modify this field, refer to F8-8-21.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------MULTIPLE ENTRIES PER STUDENT PER DAY
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Reasons for making more than one entry per student per day:
1.

Student is absent one period for one reason, and absent another period for
another reason.

2.

Student is tardy one period, and then absent another period.

It is up to the user to make multiple entries properly. The system will not
attempt to analyze multiple entries to determine possible overlaps within the
same time periods.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------PRINTING ATTENDANCE HISTORY
------------------------------------------------------------------------------When F2 (Print History) is selected from the UPDATE/DISPLAY INDIVIDUAL STUDENT
ATTENDANCE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-2C), the PRINT ATTENDANCE HISTORY SCREEN
(Figure 6-2G) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
C11
Attendance History Report
for Individual Student
E990710

Aaron, xxxxxx xxxxxxxx
Date range to be printed: 08 20 00 thru 06 05 01
Print for this school only, or for district: D (S/D)
Print student's current schedule: Y (Y/N)
Print parent's name: Y (Y/N)
Print address: Y (Y/N)
Print phone numbers: E (N/P/W/E) N=print
P=print
W=print
E=print
Number of copies: 01 (01-99)

no phone numbers
parent's phone
parent & work numbers
parent, work & emergency

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit without printing
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-2G. PRINT ATTENDANCE HISTORY SCREEN
Follow the guidelines below when entering the selection criteria:
---------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ---------------DATE
RANGE

Required. This field should contain the date range of the
attendance to be printed in month, day, year format. (6N +
6N)

PRINT_SCHOOL
OR_DISTRICT

Required. Enter an "S" to print the student's attendance
history from this school only. Enter a "D" to print the
student's attendance history since entry into the district.
NOTE: Please be aware that if the district option is
selected, processing time will be longer than if the school
option is chosen.
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PRINT_CURRENT
SCHEDULE

Required. Valid entries are: "Y"=yes, print student's current
schedule, or "N"=no, don't print student's schedule.

PRINT_PARENT'S
NAME

Required. Valid entries are: "Y"=yes, print the parent's
names, or "N"=no, don't print the parent's names.

PRINT_ADDRESS

Required. Valid entries are: "Y"=yes, print the student's
address, or "N"=no, don't print the student's address.

PRINT_PHONE
NUMBERS

Required. Valid entries are:
N=print no phone numbers
P=print parent's phone
W=print parent & work numbers
E=print parent, work, & emergency

NUMBER_OF
COPIES

Optional.

Enter the number (01-99) of copies desired.

(2 N)

You will be returned to the DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT ATTENDANCE
SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-2A) after completion of the process.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ATTENDANCE SUMMARY
------------------------------------------------------------------------------When F3 (Summary) is selected from the UPDATE/DISPLAY INDIVIDUAL STUDENT
ATTENDANCE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-2C), the ATTENDANCE SUMMARY SCREEN (Figure
6-2H) is displayed. This summary screen shows totals for absences by period.
The date range for the summary needs to first be entered on your Session
Defaults screen (F23 from any menu). If the date range is not specified in
session defaults, the totals displayed will represent all attendance records
on file for this student.
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________________________________________________________________________________
C11

Attendance Summary for E980710 Aaron, Elizabeth Gwen

Sx: F Gr: 11

08-21-99 thru 06-01-00

Periods: 01 02 03 04 05 06 07
Absent:
Non-exempt Absent:
Tardy:
Non-exempt Tardy:
Special:
Days:
Non-exempt Days:

05 05 04 04 04 04 04
04 04 03 03 03 03 03
01
01
01
01
01 01 01 01 01 01 01
4.00 (Total full and half days)
3.00

ENTER/F16=Exit (Set date range for attendance summary in session defaults)
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-2H. ATTENDANCE SUMMARY SCREEN
The total lines for Absent, Non-exempt Absent, Tardy, Non-exempt Tardy and
Special will only appear if the student has an absence/tardy in one of these
categories.
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In order to display/update individual grade period attendance, press F3 from
the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The
DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL GRADE PERIOD ATTENDANCE SELECTION SCREEN (Figure
6-3A) will be displayed.
The purpose of this function is to be able to update the summary totals for
attendance and tardies for each grade period before they are printed on the
report card. Corrections to prior grade periods may also be entered here.
Do_not_enter_summary_totals_on_this_screen_for_a_particular_grade_period_and_
then_go_back_and_process_the_"Transfer_Daily_to_Grade_Period_Attendance"_
Option F4_on_the_ATTENDANCE_AND_DISCIPLINE_SYSTEMS_MASTER_MENU). The "Transfer
Daily to Grade Period Attendance" is what loads the summary figures into this
screen in the first place. If you run the transfer first and then decide that
you want to correct the figures on this screen, that_would_be_OK! But don't do
the reverse!
If you never use the "Transfer Daily to Grade Period Attendance" function, you
can instead use this function each grade period to enter each student's
summary of absences, tardies, and days present. Whatever is entered through
this function is immediately available for printing on report cards. It is
recommended that after entering all data, you print a listing to verify the
accuracy of what was entered. The report called "Attendance/Tardies by Grade
Period Report" can be run by selecting F9 on the ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU
(Figure 6-8A).
________________________________________________________________________________
SWS
ATTENDANCE SUMMARY STORED IN HISTORY
Display/Update Grade Period Totals for School Year
Student's ID: _______ -OR- Name: ____________________________
School Year: 94 95
If the Student's ID or Name is entered without entering a School year,
the system will display the student's first attendance year on file. You
may then leaf through each year's attendance records for the student.
If the Student's ID or Name is entered, along with the School Year, the
system will either display the record requested or allow you to create
a new record for the student.
ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-3A. DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL GRADE PERIOD ATTENDANCE SELECTION SCREEN
The user will optionally enter the student number or name. Fill in the
appropriate field (or leave both entries blank to locate the first student
alphabetically), and press ENTER.
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Entering_the_student_number will directly find that student's attendance
record(s). If an invalid number is entered, the message:
NO EXISTING STUDENT MASTER RECORD
will appear at the bottom of the screen. Enter the correct number and press
ENTER again to display the DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL GRADE PERIOD ATTENDANCE
SCREEN (Figure 6-3B).
Entering_the_name or partial name will display the DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL
GRADE PERIOD ATTENDANCE SCREEN (Figure 6-3B) with the student's attendance
record(s) most closely matching the name entered. F13 will take you to the
next record in the same grade, F19 will take you to the next record regardless
of the grade until the correct record is found.
** VERY IMPORTANT **
Once searching has begun by student ID, every time F13 or F19 is pressed, the
next student on file in_student_number_sequence will be displayed. Which also
means, that once the searching has begun by student name, any request for the
next record will display the next student name (alphabetically) on file.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
ATTENDANCE SUMMARY STORED IN HISTORY
Display/Update Grade Period Attendance & Tardies
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------GP1
GP2
GP3
GP4
GP5
GP6
Total
Days Absent:
_4.000_ _5.500_ _7.500_ _8.500_ _3.000_ _2.000_ = _30.500
Days Present: 26.000_ 24.50__ 22.500_ 21.500_ 27.000_ 28.000_ = 149.500
Times Tardy:
_1_
_1_
___
___
___
___
=
2
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------94/95 2910001
Name: Johnson, Jonathan J
Sex: F
Grad Date:
Grade: 10
HR: C18
TM:
DOR: 458880
Birth: 09 18 72
Street: 1120 E Harrison
Cns: Mills R
Entry: 08 31 87
City/State: Lowell, IN
Zip: 46356
W/D:
Parent/Guard: Johnson, Mom & Dad
Orig Entry: 08 31 87
Home Phone: 219 769 7222
Spec Ed:
Gifted:
Major:

F13=Next Student in SAME Grade, F19=Next Student in ANY Grade
ENTER=Validate, F1=Next Year for Same Student, F12=Delete Record, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-3B. DISPLAY/UPDATE GRADE PERIOD ATTENDANCE SCREEN
Once the correct student is located, follow the editing rules on the next page
when updating the record.
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------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS -----------------ABSENCES

Optional. If entered, these fields should contain the number
of days the student was absent for the associated grade period
(GP1, GP2, etc.). If you only have four grade periods, ignore
the 5th and 6th slots. (5N 3DEC)
Valid entries: up to 99.999. Whole numbers may be entered
without using a decimal point. However, if partial days need
to be entered, a decimal point must be typed. For example, to
enter 3 and 1/2 days, "3.5" must be typed (without the quotes).

DAYS_PRESENT

Optional. If entered, these fields should contain the number
of days the student was present for the associated grade period
(GP1, GP2, etc.). If you only have four grade periods, ignore
the 5th and 6th slots. (5N 3DEC)
Valid entries: up to 99.999. Whole numbers may be entered
without using a decimal point. However, if partial days need
to be entered, a decimal point must be typed.

TARDIES

Optional. If entered, these fields should contain the number
of days the student was tardy for the associated grade period
(GP1, GP2, etc.). If you only have four grade periods, ignore
the 5th and 6th slots. (2N)
Valid entries: up to 99

All other fields on the screen will be defaulted to the student's current
information. Once all the fields have been entered for the screen displayed,
press ENTER. The system will validate the data. If an error exists, a
message will be displayed indicating the problem. After all errors have been
corrected, either press ENTER to process the attendance or press F13 to
process the attendance and display the NEXT record in the SAME grade or press
F19 to process the attendance and display the NEXT record in ANY grade, or
press F16 to reenter. F1 can be selected to view the next year's attendance
summary record for the same student. To delete the attendance summary record
(but not all of the detail!), select F12. F18 must then be pressed to confirm
that you really want to delete the record. Upon completion, the
DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL GRADE PERIOD ATTENDANCE SELECTION SCREEN (Figure
6-3A) is re-displayed.
IMPORTANT: If you are entering updates, you must press ENTER to validate and
then_press_ENTER_or_F13_or_F19 to go to the next student in order to store the
update. If you type the data and then select F13 or F19 without pressing
ENTER first, THE UPDATES WILL NOT BE STORED!
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In order to transfer daily attendance to grade period attendance, press F4
from the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The
ATTENDANCE TRANSFER SCREEN (Figure 6-4A) will be displayed. This process will
compute days absent, days present, and tardies for each student for the grade
period selected. The results of this computation can be viewed in F6-3 and
can be printed in F6-8-9 in summary. A very detailed report is generated when
this Attendance Transfer is run. You might want to consider not printing the
report but save it to view on your screen if you want to review the results.
________________________________________________________________________________
C11
ATTENDANCE TRANSFER

Student # if only one student to transfer: _______
Type of Attendance to Transfer: B (D)aily, (C)lass Period, or (B)oth
School Year of Attendance to Transfer 0102
Semester of Attendance: 1 (1-3)
Grade Period of Attendance: 1 (1-6)
Number of Lines to Space on Report: 1 (1-3)
When transferring class period attendance, should (A)bsences or (T)ardies
be transferred to the mark history for report card class absences? A
Additional codes to be included: ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Include withdrawn students: _ (N=No, Y=Yes, S=Yes, if student has schedule)
(Homebound and future students will always be skipped.)
ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-4A. ATTENDANCE TRANSFER SCREEN
The Grade Period Calendars (F1-14) must have been entered before this transfer
can occur. The transfer criteria must then be entered based on the following
data entry requirements:
----------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ---------------STUDENT_NUMBER

Optional. This field should contain the number of an
individual student, or be left blank for all students.
This feature is utilized when an individual student's
attendance has been modified after all other students'
attendance has been transferred for the grade period.

TYPE_OF_ATTENDANCE

Required. This field should contain the type of
attendance to be transferred. (1 A/N)
Valid entries:

D = Daily
C = Class Period
B = Both Daily & Class Period
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Daily Attendance is the summary of days absent, days
present, and times tardy for the entire grade period that
appears on the upper portion of the report card and can
also be seen on the "Display/Update Student by Grade
Period" screen (refer to section 6-3).
Class Period Attendance is the detail of absences for
each individual class period. These absences will appear
in the middle portion of the report card where each
class's grades and attendance appears. It can also be
seen on the "Display/Update Transcript/GPA Detail" screen
(refer to section 5-10 of the Student Records User Guide)
once the transfer process is completed. The absences are
printed on the report card from the numbers shown on the
"Display/Update Transcript/GPA Detail" (Mark History
File) NOT from the numbers shown on the "Display/Update
Student by Date" (Attendance File).
NOTE: Extra curricular (period "X") and homeroom (period
"H") absences do not affect full/half day absences.

SCHOOL_YEAR

Required. This field should contain two 2-digit years of
the attendance to be transferred. For example, if the
year to be transferred is from the 2001 - 2002 school
year, enter '0102' (quotes should not be entered). (2N +
2N)

SEMESTER

Required. This field should contain the 1-digit semester
number of the attendance to be transferred. (1N)
Valid entries: 1 = 1st semester
2 = 2nd semester
3 = Summer school

GRADE_PERIOD

Required. This field should contain the 1-digit grade
period number of the attendance to be transferred. (1N)
Valid entries: 1 = 1st grade period
2 = 2nd grade period
3 = 3rd grade period
4 = 4th grade period
5 = 5th grade period
6 = 6th grade period
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----------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ---------------NOTE FOR SCHOOLS WITH 4 GRADE PERIODS FOR THE ENTIRE SCHOOL YEAR: When
transferring attendance for grade period 3, make sure you enter a 3. The
previous field (SEMESTER) must contain a 2 (for 2nd semester). Do not enter a
1 in the GRADE PERIOD field (because it is the 1st grade period of the 2nd
semester). The computer will consider a grade period of 1 or a 2 in the 2nd
semester an invalid entry and will flash the GRADE PERIOD field to advise you
of this error.
NOTE FOR SCHOOLS WITH 6 GRADE PERIODS FOR THE ENTIRE SCHOOL YEAR: When
transferring attendance for grade period 4, make sure you enter a 4. The
previous field (SEMESTER) must contain a 2 (for 2nd semester). Do not enter a
1 in the GRADE PERIOD field (because it is the 1st grade period of the 2nd
semester). The computer will consider a grade period of 1, 2, or 3 in the 2nd
semester an invalid entry and will flash the GRADE PERIOD field to advise you
of this error.
LINES_TO_SPACE

Required. This field should contain a number indicating
the desired spacing on the report.
Valid entries: 1 = single spacing
2 = double spacing
3 = triple spacing

TRANSFER
ABSENCE/TARDIES

If you chose (C)lass Period or (B)oth for the TYPE OF
ATTENDANCE field, then this field entry will apply.
Normally, this response would be an "A". However, if you
would rather transfer tardies instead of absences into
the class period absence field in the mark history, enter
a "T" in this field. This means that if you transfer
tardies, the number of tardies for each class period will
appear on the report card rather than class absences and
you_should_make_a_note_in_your_report_card_general_comment
to_explain_it_to_the_parents. If you have already
transferred class absences and would like to go back
through some previous grade periods and retransfer
tardies instead, you can do that. The absences will be
erased and replaced with the number of times tardy.

ADDITIONAL_CODES

Optional. This field can be used to include some of the
special absences in the transfer process. For example,
S05 might mean "SUSPENSION" and S07 might mean "FIELD
TRIP". School policy might require that suspensions be
included in class absences, but not field trips. This
feature will allow you to pull in S05 absences but leave
S07 absences out of the transfer process. Simply leave
these fields blank to transfer regular (Type "R")
absences only.

INCLUDE_WITHDRAWN
STUDENTS

Required. Enter an "N" (no), to exclude withdrawn
students when transferring attendance. Enter a "Y"
(yes), to include withdrawn students. Enter an "S" to
only include those withdrawn students that have schedules.
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NOTE: Homebound and future students will always be excluded
when processing this function.
Once all the fields have been entered, press ENTER. The system will validate
the data. If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the
problem. After all errors have been corrected, either press ENTER to proceed
and transfer the attendance or press F16 to exit. Note: after running this
option each time, all entries will be stored as defaults for the next time
this option is selected, with the exception of "date range" and "student ID"
which will always be blank.
If ENTER is pressed to transfer the attendance, a message is displayed,
"Transferring Attendance", indicating the procedure is processing. A report
will be generated indicating what attendance was transferred for each student
having attendance that qualified for transferring.
If there were no
absences for the period being transferred, no report will be generated. The
ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0) is re-displayed
upon completion.
NOTE 1: In order for absences and tardies to transfer, the students must have
a schedule in F8-8-4. Without a schedule, only days present will transfer.
NOTE 2: Duplicate entries for the same period of the same day will be
included because, for example, you can have a student who is tardy to a "split
period" at the beginning and the middle of class. If a duplicate entry was
made in error, it will need to be corrected in F6-1 or F6-2, and the
attendance retransferred.
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By selecting F6 on the STUDENT RECORDS (K-12) SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 0),
then F6 on the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE STYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0), the
REVIEW TEACHERS ATTENDANCE SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-6A) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Review Teachers Attendance for 07 28 00
Show all or only those
who have not transferred:

Periods to be displayed (X):

A (A=all, N=not transferred)
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 HR
X _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Start with Name:

__________

- OR -

____

Number:

- OR - Homeroom:

______

If the 'Start with' fields are left blank, teachers will appear on the screen
alphabetically. If a value is entered in the 'Start with Name' field, the
teachers will be listed alphabetically beginning with the value entered.
If a number is entered in the 'Start with Number' field, teachers will be
listed numerically beginning with the number entered. If one or more
characters is entered in the 'Start with Homeroom' field, teachers will be
listed in homeroom assignment sequence. To include teachers without homeroom
assignments, enter an asterisk in the 'Start with Homeroom' field.
ENTER=Continue, F15=Print File, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-6A. REVIEW TEACHERS ATTENDANCE SELECTION SCREEN
This feature is available for use by those districts who have licensed
teacher's grade and attendance module. The purpose of this program is
if all teachers have turned in their attendance (electronically) This
checked period by period if desired. Listings can be produced to show
same information that can be displayed on the screen.

our
to see
can be
the

Follow the guidelines below when entering the selection criteria:
----------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ---------------SELECT

Required. Enter an "A" to see all teachers. Enter an
"N" to see any teacher that has not transferred
attendance. (1 A/N)

PERIODS

Required. Place an "X" under the periods you would like
to see displayed. (1 A/N)

NAME

Optional. If left blank, teachers will appear on the
screen alphabetically. If a value is entered, the
teachers will be listed alphabetically beginning with the
value entered. (10 A/N)
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NUMBER

Optional. If a teacher number is entered, teachers will
be listed numerically beginning with the number entered.
(4N)

HOMEROOM

Optional. If one or more characters is entered, teachers
will be listed in homeroom assignment sequence. To
include teachers without homeroom assignments, enter an
asterisk. (6N)

Press ENTER to Review Teacher Attendance.
SCREEN (Figure 6-6B) is displayed.

The REVIEW TEACHERS ATTENDANCE

________________________________________________________________________________
CHS

Review Teachers Attendance
for 09-08-00
Room
_No. Gr Bldg
6154
CHS
0836
CHS
0601
CHS
1564
CHS
2047
CHS
8666
CHS
1375
CHS
0384
CHS
6178
CHS
0409
CHS
0498
CHS
8510
CHS
6323
CHS
0398
CHS
1563
CHS

Homerm
301
134
118
305
309
103
204
147
ATTEND
137
CAFE
101
311
303
503

* = Teacher has no class
Y = Yes, transferred
N = No, not transferred

___Name___ 01
BENKO
N
BUCK
N
BURSON
N
CHRISTIAN
N
CHRISTOFEN N
COOPER
N
CROWSE
N
CULP
N
DAWSON
N
DELMAR
N
DICK
N
DICKERSON
N
DONALD
N
DUELL
N
DUES
N

ENTER/F5=Next, F18=Previous, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-6B. REVIEW TEACHERS ATTENDANCE SCREEN
Press ENTER or F5 to display the next screen. Press F18 to return to a
previous screen. You can never go back further than you originally started.
Press F16 to exit.
VERY_IMPORTANT
The software will review the " Attendance Taken" field in each course
section. If the value is "N", the teacher is considered to have no class for
attendance purposes.
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6-8.

ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU

6-8

By selecting F8 on the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure
6-0), the ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is displayed.
ALL FUNCTIONS ARE FOR CURRENT YEAR USE ONLY and are unable to generate reports
for prior years.
________________________________________________________________________________

Attendance Reporting Menu

2nd Period Absence Report ........
Teacher's Prior Day's Absences ...
Unexcused Absences Report ........
Absence Reason Report ............
Attendance History Report ........

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5

Attendance Calendar Cards .........
Attendance Bar Code Cards .........
Print Attendance Scan Sheets ......
Transfer Scanned File from PC .....
Load Attendance from Scanned File .

Aggregate Attendance Report ......
Average Daily Attendance Report ..
Student Attendance Register ......
Attendance/Tardies by Grade Prd ..
Perfect Attendance Report ........

F6
F7
F8*
F9
F10

Attendance Verification ........... F18
Phone Notification System ......... F19

* includes perfect attendance
and perfect tardies

F11
F12
F13
F17

Reprint Attendance Scan Sheets .... F22
Session Defaults ...........F23
Display Print Files ........ F150
Exit ....................... F160

(C) Copyright Regional Data Services, Inc. 1990, 1995 - All Rights Reserved
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8A. ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU
There are various attendance reports available through the Attendance
Reporting Menu. Each of these reports is available for selection at any
time. The reports that are available are defined below. For examples of the
reports, refer to section 6-8 of the Reports Manual.
--------- Report Title ---------

---------------- Description ----------------

2nd Period Absence

This report will show the day's projected
absences and is intended for 2nd period
distribution to all teachers. This report
is available in both wide and narrow report
widths and prints total half days, total
whole days, and totals by period.

Teacher's Prior Day's Absences

This report will show the prior day's
absences and it's main purpose is for next
day distribution to the teachers. This
report is available in both wide and narrow
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6-8.

ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU

--------- Report Title ---------

6-8
(Continued)
---------------- Description ---------------report widths and prints total half days,
total whole days, and totals by period.

Unexcused Absences

This report will show any unexcused absences
for the date range entered. This report is
available in both wide and narrow report
widths.

Absence Reason

This report will show any absences for the
types and reasons in the date range
entered. This report is available in both
wide and narrow report widths.

Attendance History

This report will show a history of absences
for the date range entered. All students or
individual students can be selected for
printing. This report option can determine
which students meet the excessive absence
criteria, can optionally generate letters &
can optionally generate a discipline
violation record for each student meeting
the criteria. This report is available in
both wide and narrow report widths.

Aggregate Attendance

This report shows aggregate attendance and
absences by both grade level and school. It
also shows possible attendance and
attendance rate by grade level and school.
These figures are for a specified period of
time and also year-to-date. This report can
be run for one school or for the entire
district.

Average Daily Attendance

This report shows statistics for enrollment,
absences, and attendance by grade level, by
individual student or in summary for the
school, for a specified period of time.

Student Attendance Register

This report shows days present, absent, and
enrolled by individual student, for a
specified period of time and also
year-to-date.

Daily Attendance by Grade Period

This report will show each student's summary
of absences for each grade period for the
school year requested. If the tardy report
is requested, the report will show each
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ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU

--------- Report Title ---------

6-8
(Continued)
---------------- Description ---------------student's number of times tardy for the
school year requested. This report is
available in only the wide report width.

Perfect Attendance

This report will show each student with
perfect attendance for the school year and
semester requested. This report is
available in only the wide report width.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------Narrow Width = 80 Characters Wide ( 8 1/2 x 11) Form
Wide Width
= 132 Characters Wide (14 7/8 x 11) Form
------------------------------------------------------------------------------On the following pages are procedures for selecting the above mentioned
reports.
NOTE: When running the attendance reports F6-8-1 thru F6-8-5, the ATTENDANCE
EXTRACT ERROR screen (Figure 6-8B), will appear if you are sorting by teacher
and the process encounters a teacher who is no longer on the teacher master
(F3-1).
________________________________________________________________________________
C11

* *

Attendance Extract Error

* *

An error has occurred during the extraction of attendance data.
The following teacher cannot be located on the Teacher Master (KTCHFILE)
as a valid teacher for the student indicated.

Invalid Teacher #:
Student I.D.:
Student Name:
Associated Course #:
Date of Absence:

0836
E980710
Smith, Elizabeth Gwen
C72803 Section #: 01
2 18 98

Please check the Teacher File and correct error appropriately,
then rerun this process!
* * *

PRINT THIS SCREEN

* * *

ENTER/F16=Acknowledge & Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8B. ATTENDANCE EXTRACT ERROR SCREEN
Print the screen so that you have a record of what needs to be corrected.
Then go into the Teacher Master File (F3-1), and enter that teacher.
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6-8-1.

2ND PERIOD ABSENCE REPORT

6-8-1

In order to print the 2nd Period Absence report, press F8 from the ATTENDANCE
AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The ATTENDANCE REPORTING
MENU (Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F1. The 2ND PERIOD ABSENCE REPORT
SCREEN (Figure 6-8-1A) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
2ND PERIOD ABSENCE REPORT
Format: 0000 No report format loaded. F11=Load format.
Attendance Date Range: __ __ __ thru __ __ __
Term Code: 2

0=Qtr
1=Qtr
2=Sem
3=Qtr
4=Qtr
5=Sem

1
2
1
3
4
2

(0/2/9)
(1/2/9)
(2/9)
(3/5/9)
(4/5/9)
(5/9)

A=1st
B=2nd
C=3rd
D=4th
E=5th
F=6th

6
6
6
6
6
6

wks
wks
wks
wks
wks
wks

F12=Format help.

(A/2/9)
(B/2/9)
(C/2/9)
(D/5/9)
(E/5/9)
(F/5/9)

8=Sem 3
(8/9)

S=Summer

Sort Sequence: 1 (1=Grade/Student Name, new page for each grade)
(2=Grade/Student Name, continuous page)
(3=Student Name)
(4=Teacher, by prd, new page for each teacher)
Line Spacing: 3 (1-3)

Report Title: Daily Attendance for December*

Report Width: W (N=Narrow, W=Wide)
Print Comments on Narrow? N (Y/N)
Absence codes to be included: *** ___ ___ ___ ___ (***=no code, blank for all)

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit without printing
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-1A. 2ND PERIOD ABSENCE REPORT SCREEN
From this screen, you can define a new report or load parameters from a
previously defined 2nd Period Absence Report. To create a new report, fill in
the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------DATE_RANGE

Required. This field should contain the date range of the
attendance to be reported in month, day, year format. If the
ending date is the same as the beginning date, only the
beginning date needs to be entered. (6N + 6N)

TERM_CODE

Required. This field should represent the terms to be
selected for this report.
Valid entries:

0
1
2
3
4
5
8

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Qtr
Qtr
Sem
Qtr
Qtr
Sem
Sem

1
2
1
3
4
2
3

(0/2/9)
(1/2/9)
(2/9)
(3/5/9)
(4/5/9)
(5/9)
(8/9)

A=1st 6 wks (A/2/9)
B=2nd 6 wks (B/2/9)
C=3rd 6 wks (C/2/9)
D=4th 6 wks (D/5/9)
E=5th 6 wks (E/5/9)
F=6th 6 wks (F/5/9)
S = Summer (S)
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6-8-1.

2ND PERIOD ABSENCE REPORT

6-8-1
(Continued)

------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------SORT_SEQUENCE

Required. This field should contain the desired sort sequence
to print the report. (1N)
Valid entries:

LINES_TO_SPACE

1=Grade/Student Name, new page for each grade
2=Grade/Student Name, continuous page
3=Student Name
4=Teacher, by prd, new page for each teacher

Required. This field should contain a number indicating the
desired spacing on the report. (1N)
Valid entries:

1 = single spacing
2 = double spacing
3 = triple spacing

REPORT_TITLE

Optional. This field will default to "2nd Period Daily
Attendance" but can be modified. (30 A/N)

REPORT_WIDTH

Required.

PRINT_COMMENTS
ON_NARROW

Required. Indicate with a "Y" yes, or an "N" no, whether or
not comments, if entered, should print on the narrow format.
Comments, if entered, will always print on the wide format.
(1 A)

ABSENCE_CODES
TO_BE_INCLUDED

Optional. You can use these fields to select certain absence
codes to be printed. Valid entries are:

N = Narrow width (80 characters).
W = Wide width (132 characters).

***
R
S
T
blank
specific code

=
=
=
=
=
=

print
print
print
print
print
print

all absences with no reason code
all regular absences with any reason code
all special absences with any reason code
all tardies with any reason code
all attendance records
only the code(s) entered
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6-8-1.

2ND PERIOD ABSENCE REPORT

6-8-1
(Continued)

NOTE: If you are using the wide version of this report with sort option 4
(teacher name sequence), the report will list all the periods absent for each
student. This enables the teacher to see the periods absent for their
students. For example, if Susan Jones is listed as being absent from Mrs.
Brown's 5th period class, Mrs. Brown will be able to see that Susan was also
absent from periods 6 and 7.
Once all the fields have been entered, press ENTER. The system will validate
the data. If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the
problem. After all errors have been corrected, either press ENTER to continue
and produce the report or press F16 to exit. If ENTER is pressed to produce
the report, a message is displayed, "Processing Request", indicating that the
report is being generated. The ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is
re-displayed upon completion.
The entries on this screen will default to the entries last used to produce
the report, with the exception of the date range, which will always be blank.
NOTE: Extra-curricular (period 'X') absences will be reported to the
student's homeroom teacher.
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6-8-2.

TEACHER'S PRIOR DAY'S ABSENCES REPORT

6-8-2

In order to print the Teacher's Prior Day's Absences report, press F8 from the
ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The ATTENDANCE
REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F2. The TEACHER'S PRIOR
DAY'S ABSENCES REPORT SCREEN (Figure 6-8-2A) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
TEACHER'S PRIOR DAY'S ABSENCES
Attendance Date: __ __ __ (MMDDYY)
Print Comments on Narrow? Y (Y/N)
Report Width: N (N=Narrow, W=Wide)
Time In/Out on Narrow? Y (Y/N)
Report Title: Teacher's_Prior_Day's_Absences
Line Spacing: 1 (1-3)
Term Code: 2

0=Qtr
1=Qtr
2=Sem
3=Qtr
4=Qtr
5=Sem

1
2
1
3
4
2

(0/2/9)
(1/2/9)
(2/9)
(3/5/9)
(4/5/9)
(5/9)

A=1st
B=2nd
C=3rd
D=4th
E=5th
F=6th

6
6
6
6
6
6

wks
wks
wks
wks
wks
wks

(A/2/9)
(B/2/9)
(C/2/9)
(D/5/9)
(E/5/9)
(F/5/9)

8=Sem 3 (8/9)
S=Summer

This report will reflect absences for the date entered above, plus any prior
absences whose EXCUSED indicator has been updated. The software knows which
prior absences to report based on the value of the CHG (change) indicator in
each student's attendance records. The value of these indicators will be set to
an 'N' after this report is generated, which will cause that absence to not be
reported to the teacher anymore until the EXCUSED indicator has been modified
again. Because of this process, you cannot run this report a second time. In
the second run, you would not see the prior absences that were shown on the 1st
run because the CHG indicator would have been reset to a value of 'N'.
ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit without printing
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-2A. TEACHER'S PRIOR DAY'S ABSENCES REPORT SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------DATE

Required. This field should contain the date of the
attendance to be reported in month, day, year format. (6N)

PRINT_COMMENTS
ON_NARROW

Required. Indicate with a "Y" yes, or an "N" no, whether or
not comments, if entered, should print on the narrow format.
Comments, if entered, will always print on the wide format.
(1 A)

REPORT_WIDTH

Required.

TIME_IN/TIME
OUT_ON_NARROW

Required. Indicate with a "Y" yes, or an "N" no, whether or
not comments, if entered, should print on the narrow format.
If you respond "N", the "Time In" and "Time Out" columns will
be replaced with a "Periods" column to show each teacher all
periods the student was absent for the day. (1 A)

N = Narrow width (80 characters).
W = Wide width (132 characters).
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6-8-2.

TEACHER'S PRIOR DAY'S ABSENCES REPORT

6-8-2
(Continued)

------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------REPORT_TITLE

Optional. This field will default to "Teacher's Prior Day's
Absences" but can be modified. (30 A/N)

LINES_TO_SPACE

Required. This field should contain a number indicating the
spacing for the report. (1N)
Valid entries:

TERM

1 = single space
2 = double space
3 = triple space

Required. This field should contain the 1-digit term code
number of the attendance to be reported. (1N)
Valid entries: 0 = Qtr 1 (0/2/9)
A=1st 6 wks (A/2/9)
1 = Qtr 2 (1/2/9)
B=2nd 6 wks (B/2/9)
2 = Sem 1 (2/9)
C=3rd 6 wks (C/2/9)
3 = Qtr 3 (3/5/9)
D=4th 6 wks (D/5/9)
4 = Qtr 4 (4/5/9)
E=5th 6 wks (E/5/9)
5 = Sem 2 (5/9)
F=6th 6 wks (F/5/9)
8 = Sem 3 (8/9)
S = Summer (S)

Once all the fields have been entered, press ENTER. The system will validate
the data. If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the
problem. After all errors have been corrected, either press ENTER to continue
and produce the report or press F16 to exit. If ENTER is pressed to produce
the report, a message is displayed, "Processing Request", indicating that the
report is being generated. The ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is
re-displayed upon completion.
NOTE 1: The value of the change indicator in each student's record will be set
to an "N" after this report is generated. This report only picks up students
whose change indicator has been set to a "Y" which indicates that there was a
change in that student's record for that particular absence. Therefore, you
cannot run this report a second time and get the same results.
The entries on this screen will default to the entries last used to produce
the report, with the exception of the date which will always be blank.
NOTE 2: Extra-curricular (period 'X') absences will be reported to the
student's homeroom teacher.
NOTE 3: If you are using the wide version of this report, it will list all the
periods absent for each student. This enables the teacher to see the periods
absent for their students. For example, if Susan Jones is listed as being
absent from Mrs. Brown's 5th period class, Mrs. Brown will be able to see that
Susan was also absent from periods 6 and 7.
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6-8-3.

UNEXCUSED ABSENCES REPORT

6-8-3

In order to print the Unexcused Absences Report, press F8 from the ATTENDANCE
AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The ATTENDANCE REPORTING
MENU (Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F3. The UNEXCUSED ABSENCES REPORT
SCREEN (Figure 6-8-3A) is displayed. This report will list students with
unexcused absences for the period specified on the screen.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
UNEXCUSED ABSENCE REPORT

Attendance Date Range: _2 _4 97 thru _2 _5 97
Term Code: 5

0=Qtr
1=Qtr
2=Sem
3=Qtr
4=Qtr
5=Sem

1
2
1
3
4
2

(0/2/9)
(1/2/9)
(2/9)
(3/5/9)
(4/5/9)
(5/9)

A=1st
B=2nd
C=3rd
D=4th
E=5th
F=6th

6
6
6
6
6
6

wks
wks
wks
wks
wks
wks

(A/2/9)
(B/2/9)
(C/2/9)
(D/5/9)
(E/5/9)
(F/5/9)

8=Sem 3
(8/9)

S=Summer

Sort Sequence: 1 (1=Grade/Student Name, new page for each grade)
(2=Grade/Student Name, continuous page)
(3=Student Name)
(4=Teacher, by prd, new page for each teacher)
Line Spacing: 1 (1-3)

Report Title: ______________________________

Report Width: W (N=Narrow, W=Wide)
Print Comments on Report? Y (Y/N)
Absence codes to be included ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ (***=no code, blank for all)
Include students whose 'EXCUSED' field is blank? N (Y=Yes, N=No, B=Blank only)
ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit without printing
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-3A. UNEXCUSED ABSENCES REPORT SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------DATE_RANGE

Required. This field should contain the date range of the
attendance to be reported in month, day, year format. (6N + 6N)

TERM_CODE

Required. This field should represent the terms to be
selected for this report. This field is really only needed
for sort sequence 4, but a valid entry will always be required
here, regardless of the sort sequence.
Valid entries:

0
1
2
3
4
5
8

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Qtr
Qtr
Sem
Qtr
Qtr
Sem
Sem

1
2
1
3
4
2
3

(0/2/9)
(1/2/9)
(2/9)
(3/5/9)
(4/5/9)
(5/9)
(8/9)

A
B
C
D
E
F
S

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1st 6 wks (A/2/9)
2nd 6 wks (B/2/9)
3rd 6 wks (C/2/9)
4th 6 wks (D/5/9)
5th 6 wks (E/5/9)
6th 6 wks (F/5/9)
Summer (S)
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UNEXCUSED ABSENCES REPORT

6-8-3
(Continued)

------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------SORT_SEQUENCE

Required. This field should contain the desired sort sequence
to print the report. (1N)
Valid entries: 1=Grade/Student Name, new page for each grade
2=Grade/Student Name, continuous page
3=Student Name
4=Teacher, by prd, new page for each teacher

LINES_TO_SPACE

Required. This field should contain a number indicating the
spacing for the report. (1N)
Valid entries: 1 = single spacing
2 = double spacing
3 = triple spacing

REPORT_TITLE

Required. You have the option of entering a different report
title other than the default title (Unexcused Absences
Report). (30 A/N)

REPORT_WIDTH

Required.

PRINT_COMMENTS
ON_REPORT

Required. Indicate with a "Y" yes, or an "N" no, whether or
not comments, if entered, should print on the report. (1 A)

ABSENCE_CODES
TO_BE_INLUDED

Optional. You can specify up to five absence codes to limit
the report to only those absence reasons. Leave these fields
blank to select all absence codes. You can enter *** to pick
up any absence with no absence code. (3 A/N)

EXCUSED

Required. This report will select all students who have an
absence (i.e., type "R" or no type/reason indicated) with an
excused indicator with a value of "N". Enter "Y", if you
want to include students whose 'EXCUSED' field is blank.
Enter "N", if you don't want to include these students. Enter
"B", if you want to include only those students whose excused
indicator is blank.

N = Narrow width (80 characters).
W = Wide width (132 characters).

Once all the fields have been entered, press ENTER. The system will validate
the data. If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the
problem. After all errors have been corrected, either press ENTER to continue
and produce the report or press F16 to exit.
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UNEXCUSED ABSENCES REPORT

6-8-3
(Continued)

If ENTER is pressed to produce the report, a message is displayed, "Processing
Request", indicating that the report is being generated. The ATTENDANCE
REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is re-displayed upon completion.
The entries on this screen will default to the entries last used to produce
the report, with the exception of the date range which will always be blank.
For sort options 1, 2, and 3, parents' names, phone, work names and phones
will also print. For sort option 4, parents' names and phones will print but
not work names and phones.
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6-8-4.

ABSENCE REASON REPORT

6-8-4

In order to print the Absence Reason Report, press F8 from the ATTENDANCE AND
DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU
(Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F4. The ABSENCE REASON REPORT SCREEN
(Figure 6-8-4A) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS

ABSENCE REASON ATTENDANCE REPORT

Format: 0000

No report format loaded.

F11=Load format.

F12=Format help.

Enter date range of attendance to report (MMDDYY).
From ( __ / __ / __ ) to ( __ / __ / __ )
Enter attendance types and reasons to report (Leave BLANK for ALL).
Enter type and no reason code to select all reasons for one type.
( _ __ ) ( _ __ ) ( _ __ ) ( _ __ ) ( _ __ )
Minimum # of days absent/tardy: __.01 (00.01-99.99)
Maximum # of days absent/tardy: 999.00 (000.01-999.99)
Number of lines to space on report: 1 (1-3)
Report width: N (N=Narrow, W=Wide)

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit without printing
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-4A. ABSENCE REASON REPORT SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
---------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ----------------DATE_RANGE

Required. This field should contain the date range of
the attendance to be reported in month, day, year format.
(6N + 6N)

TYPES_AND_REASONS

Optional. This field could contain valid type and reason
codes from the Codes/Reasons file. Leave blank to
include all types and reasons. Enter type and no reason
code to select all reasons for one type. (1A/N + 2N)

MINIMUM_ABSENCES

Required. This field should indicate the minimum number
of absences or tardies a student can have before
appearing on this report. (4N 2DEC)

MAXIMUM_ABSENCES

Required. This field should indicate the maximum number
of absences or tardies a student can have before
appearing on this report. (5N 2DEC)
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ABSENCE REASON REPORT

6-8-4
(Continued)

---------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ----------------LINES_TO_SPACE

Required. This field should contain a number indicating
the desired spacing for the report. (1N)
Valid entries:

REPORT_WIDTH

Required.

1 = single spacing
2 = double spacing
3 = triple spacing

N = Narrow width (80 characters).
W = Wide width (132 characters).

Once all the fields have been entered, press ENTER. The system will validate
the data. If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the
problem. After all errors have been corrected, either press ENTER to continue
and produce the report or press F16 to exit. If ENTER is pressed to produce
the report, a message is displayed, "Processing Request", indicating that the
report is being generated. The ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is
re-displayed upon completion.
The entries on this screen will default to the entries last used to produce
the report, with the exception of the date range which will always be blank.
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6-8-5.

ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT

6-8-5

In order to print the Attendance History Report, press F8 from the ATTENDANCE
AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The ATTENDANCE REPORTING
MENU (Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F5. The ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT
SCREEN (Figure 6-8-5A) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT
Format: 0000 No report format loaded. F11=Load format. F12=Format help.
1. Date Range of Attendance to Review: _8 26 99 thru _6 _1 00 (MMDDYY)
2. Beginning date to report reaching min/max requirements: _8 26 99 (MMDDYY)
3. Minimum-maximum # of Absent/Tardy: __.01 to 999.00 (00.01-999.99)
4. How many tardies equal one absence? _ (Blank or 1-9)
5. Should tally be by period, days, or # of times? P (P=Prd, D=Day, T=Times)
6. Enter any periods to be ignored: _ _ _ (Blank or H, E, A, B, C, 1-9)
7. Students: _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ I
8. If criteria met, change citizenship to _ (Non-blank=set to non-blank value)
9. Types/Reasons: R __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __
_ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __
10. Disc violation: __ Action: __ Generate letter#: ___ (000-999)
Term: _
Handled? ___ Generate discipline record?
N (Y/N)
Serve Dt: __ __
11. Print schedule? N (Y/N)
Print discipline?
N (Y/N)
12. Parents/work/emergency names and phone numbers?
N (N/P/W/E)
13. Include students whose 'REASON' field is blank?
N (Y/N)
14. Include non-exempt items only?
N (Y/N) Spec ed: I I/E/O
15. Include (E)xcused, (U)nexcused, or (B)oth?
B (E/U/B)
16. Spacing: 1 (1-3) L margin: 00 (00,05,10) Width:
N (N=Narrow, W=Wide)
17. Incl WD? N (Y/N) Det/Sum: S (D/S/B/N)
Sort:
1 (1=Gr, 2=HR Tchr, 3=Tm)
18. Grades: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ (BLANK for ALL)
I (I)ncl/(E)xcl
4=Alpha
ENTER=Continue, F5=Student Roster, F18=Help, F16=Exit without printing
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-5A. ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT SCREEN
Located to the right of 14 is an option to include, exclude, or select only
special ed students. Valid responses are I, E, and O.
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------DATE_RANGE

Required. Both beginning and ending dates are required.
Enter dates as 2-digit month, 2-digit day, 2-digit year. (6N +
6N)

BEGINNING_DATE

Required. The date entered here will restrict the selection
process to report only those students 'hitting' the min/max
range on or after this date. This date keeps students from
repeatedly appearing on the report when attempting to evaluate
new violators of the attendance policy. If the purpose of
running this report is to print all absences for the date
range specified in item 1, then this date should be the same
as the beginning date entered in item 1. (6 N)
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------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------MIN/MAX
ABSENT/TARDY

Required. This entry defines the range of absences/tardies to
select. If attempting to define attendance policy range, the
entry might be 05-007, or 08-999. If attempting to select all
absences/tardies for a student or students, an entry of
.05-999 would be made. (4N 2DEC + 6N 2DEC)

#_OF_TARDIES
EQUAL_ABSENCE?

Optional. Indicate the number of tardies (1-9) that would be
equivalent to one absence. Leave this field blank to indicate
that multiple tardies do not equate to absences. (1 N)

TALLY

Required. Enter a 'P' if tallying by number of absences or
tardies in any single period. Enter a 'D' if tallying by
full/half day. Enter a 'T' if tallying by number of times
regardless of which period. The 'T' option should primarily
be used for tallying the number of times tardy. For example,
if a student was tardy first and fourth periods in same day,
that would count as two times. If "T" is selected to tally by
number of times, the summary report will show a sub-total of
the number of times at the end of each grade level or homeroom
(based on the sort option selected), and will print a grand
total at the end of the report. (1 A/N)

PERIODS_TO_BE
IGNORED

Optional. Indicate any periods that should be ignored when
this report is run. Valid entries are:
H=Homeroom
E=Early bird
A=10th period
B=11th period
C=12th period
1-9=First through 9th periods

STUDENTS

Optional. Leave blank to review all students' history, or
enter ID numbers of students to be individually reviewed.
(7A/N)

CHANGE
CITZENSHIP
CRITERIA

Optional. If any non-blank character is entered in this
field, it means that any student selected for the history
report will have his/her "Citzenship Rating " field changed to
the value entered here. (1 A/N)

TYPES/
REASONS

Optional. Leave the types and reasons blank to select only
those students whose reason field is blank. Enter specific
types and reasons codes to select students based on particular
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------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------TYPES/(cont.)

codes. Or, enter a type code and leave the reason code blank
to select all reasons for one type. Valid types would be 'R',
'S', or 'T'.Valid codes would be found on the Attendance Codes
and Reasons

REASONS

File. Attendance codes to be selected can be further
restricted by the non-exempt (see #14) and excused (see #15)
selection fields on this screen. (1 A/N + 2N)

DISC
VIOLATION

Required entry to generate a discipline record, and can also
be used for generating a letter; otherwise, leave blank. The
code entered here must be a valid type V code defined on the
Discipline Code file (section 6-14-9). (2 A/N)

ACTION

Required entry to generate a discipline record, and can also
be used for generating a letter; otherwise, leave blank. The
code entered here must be a valid type A code defined on the
Discipline Code file (section 6-14-9). (2 A/N)

GENERATE
LETTER#

Optional. To have a letter automatically generated, enter the
number (001-999) of a valid Discipline/Attendance letter;
otherwise, leave blank. (3 N)

TERM

Optional. A term code is required if the letter being
generated has a reserved word that refers to a student's
schedule. Valid entries are: 0=1st Quarter, 1=2nd Quarter,
2=1st Semester, 3=3rd Quarter, 4=4th Quarter, 5=2nd Semester,
9=All Year, S=Summer (3rd Semester). (1 A/N)

HANDLED

Optional. The logon user ID of the administrator handling
this item should be entered if a discipline record is to be
generated. (3 A/N)

GENERATE
DISC._RECORD

Optional.
generated,
VIOLATION,
generating

SERVE_DATE

Optional. To have a serve date automatically entered into the
discipline record, enter the date in MM DD format here. (4 A)

To have a discipline record automatically
enter a 'Y'; otherwise, enter an 'N'. DISC
ACTION, and HANDLED fields are required entries for
a discipline record. (1 A/N)
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------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------PRINT
SCHEDULE

Required. Enter a 'Y' to have the student's schedule print on
the history report; otherwise, enter 'N'. You will not be
allowed to enter a response of "Y" unless the response for
item #17, "Det/Sum" is a "D" or "B". If 'Y' is entered, only
one student will print per page. (1 A/N)

PRINT
DISCIPLINE

Required. Enter a 'Y' to have the student's discipline
history print on the attendance history report; otherwise,
enter 'N'. You will not be allowed to enter a response of
"Y" unless the response for item #17, "Det/Sum" is a "D" or
"B". If a 'Y' is entered, only one student will print per
page. (1 A/N)

PARENTS/
PHONE

Required. Enter an 'N' to not print parent names and phones.
Enter a 'P' to print parent names and phones. Enter a 'W' to
print parent names, work names and phones. Enter an 'E' to
print parent, work, and emergency names and phones. An entry
of 'P' or 'W' or 'E' will not force only one student per page.
(1 A/N)

INCLUDE_BLANK
REASON

Required. Enter a 'Y' to include students whose 'REASON'
field is blank; otherwise, enter 'N'. (1 A/N)

INCLUDE_NONEXEMPT_ONLY

Required. Enter a 'Y' to include only those items coded as
non-exempt, as defined on the Attendance Codes and Reasons
File. If the student's 'REASON' field is blank, it will be
considered as non-exempt. Enter 'N' to include both exempt
and non-exempt items. (1 A/N)

SPECIAL_ED

Required. Enter an "I" to include special ed, and "E" to
exclude special ed, or an "O" to select special ed students
only. (1A)

EXCUSED/
UNEXCUSED

Required. Enter an 'E' to include only those items coded as
excused on the individual attendance entries. Enter a 'U' to
include only those items codes as unexcused. Enter a 'B' for
both. (1 A/N)

SPACING

Required. This field should contain a number indicating the
desired spacing on the report. (1N) Valid entries are:
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------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------1 = single spacing

2 = double spacing

3 = triple spacing

MARGIN

Required. Enter 00, 05 or 10 to indicate the number of
characters for the left margin of the Attendance History
Report. Left margins of attendance letters must be specified
within the definition of the individual letters (F6-10). (2 N)

WIDTH

Required. Enter an 'N' to print the report in an 80-character
format. Enter a 'W' to print the report in a 132-character
format. (1 A/N)

INCLUDE
WITHDRAWN

Optional. Enter a 'Y' to indicate
students or an 'N' to indicate no,
students. The value of this field
individual student is selected. (1

DET/SUM

Required. Valid entries are:
D=detail of each absence/tardy
S=summary of total absence/tardy per student
N=print no report (this option would be used if you want
to generate letters without any attendance report)
B=print both a detail report and a summary report

SORT

Required. Enter a '1' to sort by grade level, a '2' to sort
by homeroom teacher, a '3' to sort by team, or a 4 to sort
alphabetically within the school. (1 N)

GRADES

Optional. Enter a specific grade level(s) that this report
should include or exclude. In the next field, you will enter
an 'I' to indicate include this grade level(s) only or an 'E'
to indicate exclude this grade level(s) only. Leave blank to
indicate all grade levels at your school should be included.
(2 N)

yes, include withdrawn
don't include withdrawn
will be ignored when an
A)

INCLUDE/EXCLUDE Required. Enter an 'I' to include the grades levels entered
in the previous field or an 'E' to exclude the grade levels
entered in the previous field. (1 A)
Once all the fields have been entered, press ENTER. The system will validate
the data. If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the
problem. After all errors have been corrected, either press ENTER to continue
and produce the report or press F16 to exit.
If ENTER is pressed to produce the report, a message is displayed, "Processing
Request", indicating that the report is being generated. The ATTENDANCE
REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is re-displayed upon completion. The entries on
this screen will default to the entries last used to produce the report, with
the exception of the student ID numbers which will always be blank.
Press F5 from the ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT screen for assistance with
entering individual student ID numbers. The ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT STUDENT
ROSTER OPTION screen (Figure 6-8-5B) is displayed.
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________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Attendance History Report
Student Roster Option
Optional beginning student name: ____________________
Optionally, restrict to grade __ and/or sex _
NOTE: If a student is selected from the roster, that student's ID
number will be placed in the first blank slot on the previous
screen in the 'Student ID' column. If there are no available
slots, the selected ID will NOT be placed on the previous screen.
ENTER=Search for Student, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-5B. ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT STUDENT ROSTER OPTION SCREEN
Entering a partial student name and pressing ENTER will display a STUDENT NAME
SEQUENCE screen (Figure 6-2B). Refer to section 6-2 for assistance with the
options on this screen. You can restrict your name search by entering a grade
level and/or sex (F/M).
Press F18 from the ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT screen (Figure 6-8-5A) to display
the first of five HELP screens.
________________________________________________________________________________
Help Screen for Attendance History Report
ENTER=Next Screen, F16=Return to Selection Screen
Screen 1 of 5
1. Date_Range_of_Attendance_to_Review: Both beginning and ending dates
are required. Enter dates as 2-digit month, 2-digit day, 2-digit year.
2. Beginning_date,_min/max: The date entered here will restrict
the selection process to report only those students 'hitting'
the min/max range on or after this date. This date keeps students
from repeatedly appearing on the report when attempting to evaluate
new violators of the attendance policy.
3. Min/max: This entry defines the range of absences/tardies to select.
If attempting to define attendance policy range, the entry might be
005-007, or 008-999. If attempting to select all absences/tardies for a
student or students, an entry of 001-999 would be made.
4. #_tardies_to_equal_1_absence: Leave blank if tardies do not equate to
absence. Otherwise, enter a number from 1-9. For example, if 3 tardies
equal 1 absence, enter a 3 in this field.
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-5C. ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT HELP SCREEN 1
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Press ENTER to continue to the next help screen or press F16 to return to the
ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT screen (Figure 6-8-5A). If ENTER is pressed the
next help screen will be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Help Screen for Attendance History Report
ENTER=Next Screen, F16=Return to Selection Screen, F22=Return to Previous
Screen 2 of 5
5. Tally_by_prd/day/time: Enter a 'P' if tallying by number of absences or
tardies in any single period. Enter a 'D' if tallying by full/half day.
Enter a 'T' if tallying by number of times regardless of which period.
6. Periods_to_be_ignored: If any class period should be ignored for tally
purposes, enter the value(s) here. Enter 1-9 or A (10), B (11), C (12),
H (homeroom), and E (early bird or extra-curricular).
7. Students: Leave blank to review all students' history, or enter ID
numbers of students to be individually reviewed. I/E=Include/Exclude.
8. Change_citizenship? Leave blank to not effect the student's citizenship
rating. Enter any value to cause the student's rating to be changed
to the value entered, if the criteria entered on the screen is met.
9. Types/Reasons: Leave types and reasons blank to select all types and
reasons. Enter type and leave reason blank to select all reasons for
one type. Valid types would be 'R', 'S', or 'T'. Valid codes would be
found on the Attendance Codes and Reasons File. Attendance codes to be
selected can be further restricted by items #13 and 14 on this screen.
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-5D. ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT HELP SCREEN 2
Press ENTER to continue to the next help screen, press F22 to return to the
previous help screen, or press F16 to return to the ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT
screen (Figure 6-8-5A). If ENTER is pressed the next help screen will be
displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Help Screen for Attendance History Report
ENTER=Next Screen, F16=Return to Selection Screen, F22=Return to Previous
Screen 3 of 5
10. Disc_violation: Required entry to generate a discipline record. If not
creating a discipline record, leave blank.
Action: Required entry to generate a discipline record, and can also be
used for generating a letter; otherwise, leave blank.
Generate_letter#: To have a letter automatically generated, enter the
number (001-999) of a valid Disc/Attend letter; otherwise, leave blank.
Term: Enter a term code of 0/1/2/3/4/5/S if creating a letter that
contains a reserved word for printing the student's schedule.
Handled: The logon user ID of the administrator handling this item
must be entered if a discipline record is to be generated.
Generate_discipl? To have a discipline record automatically generated,
enter a 'Y'; otherwise, enter an 'N'. Disc violation, Action, and Handled
fields are required entries for generating a discipline record.
Serve_Dt: A serve date can be plugged into the discipline record and/or
can be printed in the letter. To use this feature, enter 2-digit MM & DD.
11. Print_schedule: Enter a 'Y' to have the student's schedule print on
the history report; otherwise, enter 'N'. If 'Y' is entered, only one
student will print per page.
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-5E. ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT HELP SCREEN 3
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Press ENTER to continue to the next help screen, press F22 to return to the
previous help screen, or press F16 to return to the ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT
screen (Figure 6-8-5A). If ENTER is pressed the next help screen will be
displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Help Screen for Attendance History Report
ENTER=Next Screen, F16=Return to Selection Screen, F22=Return to Previous
Screen 4 of 5
Print_Discipline: Enter a 'Y' to have the student's discipline history
print on the attendance history report; otherwise, enter 'N'. If a 'Y' is
entered, only one student will print per page.
12. Parents/phone: Enter an 'N' to not print parent name and phone. Enter a
'P' to print parent name and phone. Enter a 'W' to print parent name,
work name and phones. Enter an 'E' to print parent, work, and emergency.
An entry of 'P' or 'W' or 'E' will not force only one student per page.
13. Include_blank_'REASON': Enter a 'Y' to include students whose 'REASON'
field is blank; otherwise, enter 'N'.
14. Include_non-exempt_items_only: Enter a 'Y' to include only those items
coded as non-exempt, as defined on the Attendance Codes and Reasons File.
If the student's 'REASON' field is blank, it will be considered as
non-exempt. Enter 'N' to include both exempt and non-exempt items.
15. Include_excused/unexcused: Enter an 'E' to include only those items
coded as excused on the individual attendance entries. Enter a 'U' to
include only those items coded as unexcused. Enter a 'B' for both.
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-5F. ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT HELP SCREEN 4
Press ENTER to continue to the next help screen, press F22 to return to the
previous help screen, or press F16 to return to the ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT
screen (Figure 6-8-5A). If ENTER is pressed the next help screen will be
displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Help Screen for Attendance History Report
ENTER=Next Screen, F16=Return to Selection Screen, F22=Return to Previous
Screen 5 of 5
16. Spacing: Enter a number from 1-3 to specify single, double or triple
spacing on the report.
L_Margin: Enter 00, 05 or 10 to indicate the number of characters for
the left margin of the Attendance History Report. Left margins of
attendance letters must be specified within the definition of the letter
(F6-10).
Width: Enter an 'N' to print the report in an 80-character format.
Enter a 'W' to print the report in a 132-character format.
17. Include_withdrawn: Enter an 'N' to not include withdrawn students. Enter
a 'Y' to include withdrawn students.
Det/Sum: Enter a 'D' to print attendance detail, an 'S' to print a
summary line of attendance, a 'B' for both, or an 'N' for no report.
Sort: Enter a '1' to sort grade/alpha, a '2' to sort homeroom-teachername/alpha, a '3' to sort by team, a '4' to sort straight alpha.
18. Grades: To select all grade levels, leave blank. Otherwise, enter specific
grade levels to be included or excluded, based on the entry of the letter
'I' or 'E' after the grade levels.
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-5G. ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT HELP SCREEN 5
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Press F22 to return to the previous help screen, press either ENTER or F16 to
return to the ATTENDANCE HISTORY REPORT screen (Figure 6-8-5A).
FOR EAST ALLEN COUNTY SCHOOLS ONLY:
If a report is being run to determine which students missed 5 to 7 days, the
report/letter will include a student who hits 6 days on or after the
"beginning date to report reaching min/max requirements" even if the student
hit 5 days before that date.
FOR EVANSVILLE-VANDERBURGH SCHOOL CORPORATION ONLY:
This process has been modified to print a letter each time a student hits the
minimum number of periods for the dates specified. For example, if the
minimum is 5 and the maximum is 9 and a student hits the minimum of 5 in
period number 3, then a letter is produced. The following week, the student
hits the minimum in period number 4. Even though the maximum was now exceeded
for period number 3, a letter is still generated. For all other school
districts (except East Allen County Schools), a letter is generated only the
first time the student hits the range in any period.
FOR CROWN POINT SCHOOLS & EVANSVILLE-VANDERBURGH SCHOOL CORPORATION ONLY:
The software will create a "hit" for any student who reaches the maximum in a
class, even if the maximum was hit in a different class in a prior timeframe.
Following is an example of running the Attendance History Report at the
beginning of a semester when trying to determine which students have 1, 2, 3,
or 4 non-exempt absences, with each getting a different letter ... plus, the
parents have 48 hours to report why a student has been absent.

Attendance History Report
48-hour Delay
Run_Date

Beginning_Date

Ending_Date

As_of_Date

Range_of_Abs

01-24-96

01-22-96

01-22-96

01-22-96

01 thru 01

01-25-96
01-25-96

01-22-96
01-22-96

01-23-96
01-23-96

01-23-96
01-23-96

01 thru 01
02 thru 02

01-26-96
01-26-96
01-26-96

01-22-96
01-22-96
01-22-96

01-24-96
01-24-96
01-24-96

01-24-96
01-24-96
01-24-96

01 thru 01
02 thru 02
03 thru 03

01-27-96
01-27-96
01-27-96
01-27-96

01-22-96
01-22-96
01-22-96
01-22-96

01-25-96
01-25-96
01-25-96
01-25-96

01-25-96
01-25-96
01-25-96
01-25-96

01
02
03
04

thru
thru
thru
thru

01
02
03
04

01-28-96
01-28-96
01-28-96
01-28-96

01-22-96
01-22-96
01-22-96
01-22-96

01-28-96
01-28-96
01-28-96
01-28-96

01-28-96
01-28-96
01-28-96
01-28-96

01
02
03
04

thru
thru
thru
thru

01
02
03
04
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In order to print the Aggregate Attendance Report, press F8 from the
ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The ATTENDANCE
REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F6. The PRINT AGGREGATE
ATTENDANCE REPORT SCREEN (Figure 6-8-6A) is displayed. This report can be run
for an individual school or for the entire district. If the district option
is chosen (school ID = 00), you will have the same options as shown on the
screen below, but you will also be able to select which schools to be included.
________________________________________________________________________________
C11

Print Aggregate Attendance Report

Reporting period: _8 23 _1 thru _6 _3 _2
Year to date period: _8 23 _1 thru _6 _3 _2
Grade levels to be skipped: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
School Year: 01 02
Include 1/2 day absences? N (Y/N, respond N for 15-day count)
Include out-of-district? Y (Y/N)
Foreign exchange students? Y (Y/N)

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-6A. PRINT AGGREGATE ATTENDANCE REPORT SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------REPORTING
PERIOD

Required. Both beginning and ending dates are required.
Enter dates as 2-digit month, 2-digit day, 2-digit year. The
reporting period range might be one week, one month, one grade
period, one semester, etc. It can also be the same as the
year-to-date period, if desired. (6N + 6N)

YEAR_TO_DATE
PERIOD

Required. Both beginning and ending dates are required. Enter
dates as 2-digit month, 2-digit day, 2-digit year. (6N + 6N)

GRADE_LEVELS
TO_BE_SKIPPED

Optional. Up to ten grade levels can be entered here to
exclude them from this report. The report totals will not
include skipped grade levels. (2 A/N)
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------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------SCHOOL_YEAR

Required. Specify (YY YY format) the desired school year of
attendance to report. This field will always default to the
current school year and can only work for a prior school year
if each student's rank history (RHISFILE), student master
history (KHISFILE) and attendance history records (KATTFILE)
are still available in your school's files. (2N + 2N)

INCLUDE_1/2_
DAY_ABSENCES_

Required. Valid responses are "Y" (yes), or "N" (no).
Respond "N" for the 15-day count. (1 A)

INCLUDE_OUTOF-DISTRICT

Required. Enter a "Y" (yes) to include out-of-district, and
an "N" (no) to exclude out-of-district. (1 A)

FOREIGN
EXCHANGE
STUDENTS

Required. Enter a "Y" (yes) to include foreign exchange
students, or an "N" (no) to exclude foreign exchange
students. (1 A)

After all the selection criteria has been entered, press ENTER to continue.
The screen will be redisplayed for confirmation. Press ENTER to generate the
report, or F16 to reenter the screen. You will be returned to the ATTENDANCE
REPORTING MENU upon completion.
If all schools are desired, enter the district code on the Student Records
System Security screen, the PRINT DISTRICT AGGREGATE ATTENDANCE REPORT screen
(Figure 6-8-6B) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Print Aggregate Attendance Report
Reporting period: __ __ __ thru __ __ __
Year to date period: __ __ __ thru __ __ __
Grade levels to be skipped: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Include out-of-dist? Y (Y/N)
Foreign exchange? Y (Y/N)
Include 1/2 day absences? _ (Y/N, respond N for 15-day count)

Select_all_schools_to_be_printed_for_the_above_period,_by_entering_an_'X':_____
_ C11 CPHS
_ C22 Taft Middle
_ C31 Eisenhower
_ C32 Lake Street
C33 MacArthur
_ C34 Solon
_ C35 Timothy Ball _ C36 Winfield

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-6B. PRINT DISTRICT AGGREGATE ATTENDANCE REPORT SCREEN
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Enter the selection criteria based on the same data entry requirements as the
PRINT AGGREGATE ATTENDANCE REGISTER REPORT screen (Figure 6-8-6A). Place an
'X' in the field next to each school that should be included in the report.
Press ENTER to continue. The screen will be redisplayed for verification.
Press ENTER to generate the report or F16 to reenter the screen. You will be
returned to the ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU upon completion.
NOTE: Type "S" (Special) absences will not be counted in this report.
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In order to print the Average Daily Attendance Report, press F8 from the
ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The ATTENDANCE
REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F7. The PRINT AVERAGE DAILY
ATTENDANCE SCREEN (Figure 6-8-7A) is displayed. This report can be run for an
individual school or for the entire district. If the district option is
chosen (school ID = 00), you will have the same options as shown on the screen
below, but you will also be able to select which schools to be included.
NOTE: School calendars for each attendance track must be entered (F1-13), and
the enrollment should be current before running this report.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS

Print Average Daily Attendance

Reporting period: _1 _1 00 thru _1 30 01
Include out-of-district?

Y (Y/N)

Foreign exchange students?

Y (Y/N)

Print summary report only?

N (Y/N/E/T)

Report Format: 2 (1/2)
School Year: 00 01
Include 1/2 day absences? _ (Y/N, respond N for 15-day count)
Y
N
E
T

=
=
=
=

Print
Print
Print
Print

summary report without showing students who were excluded
detail report showing students included, excluded, and summary
summary report and also show students who were excluded
total line only

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-7A. PRINT AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------REPORTING
PERIOD

Required. Both beginning and ending dates are required.
Enter dates as 2-digit month, 2-digit day, 2-digit year. (6N +
6N)

INCLUDE_OUT_OF
DISTRICT

Required. If out of district students should be included on
the report, enter a "Y" for yes. If out of district students
should not be included, enter an "N" for no. Students are
considered to be out of district if their district of
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6-8-7
(Continued)

------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------residency code does not match the county and school code on
the School Control Screen (F1-2). (1 A)
FOREIGN
EXCHANGE
STUDENTS

Required. If foreign exchange students should be included on
the report enter a "Y" for yes. If foreign exchange students
should not be included, enter an "N" for no. Students are
considered to be foreign exchange students if the foreign
exchange field on the Miscellaneous Data Screen (F8-8-21)
contains any non-blank character. (1 A)

PRINT_SUMMARY
REPORT_ONLY

Required. Valid entries are as follows:
Y = Print a summary report without showing students who
were excluded.
N = Print a detailed report showing all students included,
excluded, and a summary.
E = Print a summary report and also show students who were
excluded.
T = Print a total line only for the school.

REPORT_FORMAT

Required. Specify the desired report format (1-2). Format 1
shows student enrollment and attendance for a user-definable
period of time, with a summary page showing information by
grade level and for the school. Format number 2 prints a
separate summary page for each grade level and breaks out
regular and special ed totals. Also, a signature line appears
on the last page for the principal. Two additional print
files are created with report format 2, one for enrollments
within the period and one for withdrawals within the period.
(1 N)

SCHOOL_YEAR

Required. Specify (YY YY format) the desired school year of
attendance to report. This field will always default to the
current school year and can only work for a prior school year
if each student's rank history (RHISFILE), student master
history (KHISFILE), and attendance history records (KATTFILE)
are still available in your school's files. (2N + 2N)

INCLUDE_1/2_
DAY_ABSENCES_

Required. Valid responses are "Y" (yes), or "N" (no). Respond
"N" for the 15-day count. (1 A).

After all the selection criteria has been entered press ENTER to continue.
The screen will be redisplayed for confirmation. Press ENTER to generate the
report, or F16 to reenter the screen. You will be returned to the ATTENDANCE
REPORTING MENU upon completion.
NOTE: Type "S" (Special) absences will not be counted in this report.
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6-8-8.

PRINT STUDENT ATTENDANCE REGISTER

6-8-8

In order to print the Student Attendance Register, press F8 from the
ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The ATTENDANCE
REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F8. This report can be run
district-wide, or by individual schools, to show each student's attendance for
the period specified.
If your default is set to a specific school, or you have access rights to only
one school, or if you enter an individual school code on the Student Records
System Security screen, the PRINT STUDENT ATTENDANCE REGISTER screen (Figure
6-8-8A) is displayed.
NOTE: School calendars for each attendance track must be entered (F1-13), and
the enrollment should be current before running this report.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Print Student Attendance Register
Reporting period: _1 _1 __ thru _2 _1 __
Year to date period: _1 _1 __ thru _2 _1 __
Range of absences: ______ thru 999.99 (0-999.99)
Range of tardies: ___ thru 999 (0-999)
Show percentages: Y (Y=Yes, N=No, O=Only)
Sort sequence: 2 (1=Alpha, 2=Homeroom, 3=Grade/Alpha)
PERFECT ATTENDANCE: range of absences must be from zero thru zero (or blank).
If tardies must also be perfect, enter a range of zeroes for tardies. If the
student can have any number of tardies, set the tardies range from 0 thru 999.
PERFECT TARDIES: range of tardies must be from zero thru zero (or blank).
If absences must also be perfect, enter a range of zeroes for absences. If the
student can have any number of absences, set the absences range from 0 thru
999.99.
ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-8A. PRINT STUDENT ATTENDANCE REGISTER SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------REPORTING
PERIOD

Required. Both beginning and ending dates are required.
Enter dates as 2-digit month, 2-digit day, 2-digit year. The
reporting period might be one week, one month, a grade period, or a
semester. (6N + 6N)
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(Continued)

------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------YEAR_TO
DATE_PERIOD

Required. Both beginning and ending dates are required.
Enter dates as 2-digit month, 2-digit day, 2-digit year. (6N +
6N)

RANGE_OF
ABSENCES

Required. Enter a range of absences to list students with
a specific range of days absent. Enter ".00 thru .00" to
report any student with perfect attendance for the date range
being requested. Enter a range of absences of .00 thru 999.99
to report any number of absences for the date range being
requested. Enter a range of 6.00 thru 999.99 to report
students with 6 or more absences. (6N + 6N)

RANGE_OF
TARDIES

Required. Enter a range of tardies to list students with
a specific range of tardies. Enter ".00 thru .00" to report
any student with perfect tardies for the date range being
requested. Enter a range of tardies of .00 thru 999.99 to
report any number of tardies for the date range being
requested. Enter a range of 6.00 thru 999.99 to report
students with 6 or more tardies. (3N + 3N)

SHOW
PERCENTAGES

Required. Enter a "Y" to indicate yes, you want to generate
a summary report that will show percentages of attendance by
homeroom, grade, or the entire school, depending on how this
report is being sorted. Enter an "N" to indicate that you do
not want a percentage summary report. Enter an "O" to
indicate that you want to generate a percentage summary report
only. (1 A)

SORT
SEQUENCE

Required. Enter the number of the desired sort sequence.
Valid entries are as follows:
1=Alpha
2=Homeroom
3=Grade/Alpha
NOTE: If the Homeroom sort is selected, the teacher name will
appear in the upper right-hand corner of the page.

After all the selection criteria has been entered, press ENTER to continue.
The screen will be redisplayed for confirmation. Press ENTER to generate the
report, or F16 to reenter the screen. You will be returned to the ATTENDANCE
REPORTING MENU upon completion.
If all schools are desired, enter the district code on the Student Records
System Security screen, the PRINT DISTRICT STUDENT ATTENDANCE REGISTER screen
(Figure 6-8-8B) is displayed.
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6-8-8
(Continued)

________________________________________________________________________________
Print Student Attendance Register
Reporting period:
Year to date period:
Range of absences:
Range of tardies:
Show percentages:
Sort sequence:

__ __ __ thru __ __ __
__ __ __ thru __ __ __
______ thru 999.99 (0-999.99)
___ thru 999 (0-999)
_ (Y=Yes, N=No, O=Only)
_ (1=Alpha, 2=Homeroom, 3=Grade/Alpha)

Select_all_schools_to_be_printed_for_the_above_period,_by_entering_an_'X':_____
_ E04 Bosse
_ E05 Central
_ E06 Harrison
_ E07 North
_ E08 Reitz
_ E09 Stanley Hall _ E10 Signature
_ E11 McAuliffe
_ E13 Caze
_ E14 Cedar Hall
_ E16 Culver
_ E17 Cynthia Hts.
_ E18 Daniel Wertz _ E19 Delaware
_ E20 Dexter
_ E21 Evans
_ E22 Fairlawn
_ E24 Glenwood
_ E25 Harper
_ E26 Harwood
_ E27 Hebron
_ E28 Helfr. Park
_ E30 Highland
_ E31 Howard Roosa
_ E32 Lincoln
_ E33 Lodge
_ E34 McGary
_ E35 Oak Hill
_ E36 Perry Height _ E37 Plaza Park
_ E38 Scott
_ E39 Stockwell
_ E40 Stringtown
_ E41 Tekoppel
_ E42 Thompkins
_ E43 Vogel
_ E44 Washington
_ E45 West Terrace _ E46 EPPC
_ E52 Henry Reis
_ E53 EVSC Summer
_ E55 Central Even _ E56 State Hosp.
_ E57 Media Serv.
_ E87 Test Element _ E88 Test Middle
_ E89 Test High
_ RDS
ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-8B. PRINT DISTRICT STUDENT ATTENDANCE REGISTER SCREEN
Enter the selection criteria based on the same data entry requirements as the
PRINT STUDENT ATTENDANCE REGISTER screen (Figure 6-8-8A). Place an 'X' in the
field next to each school that should be included in the report.
Press ENTER to continue. The screen will be redisplayed for verification.
Press ENTER to generate the register or F16 to reenter the screen. You will
be returned to the ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU upon completion.
NOTE: The days absent and tardy will be accumulated from the daily attendance
file (KATTFILE), not from the attendance summary record (RHISFILE) for each
grade period. The school's calendar will be used to determine the number of
days present for each student. If the days present are incorrect, ask your
System Administrator to check your school's calendar (F1-13).
NOTE: Type "S" (Special) absences will not be counted in this report.
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6-8-9.

ATTENDANCE/TARDIES BY GRADE PERIOD REPORT

6-8-9

In order to print the Attendance/Tardies by Grade Period report, press F8 from
the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The
ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F9. The
ATTENDANCE/TARDIES BY GRADE PERIOD REPORT SCREEN (Figure 6-8-9A) is displayed
asking for the report selection criteria.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
ATTENDANCE/TARDIES BY GRADE PERIOD

Enter School Year to be printed: 95 96
Enter 'A' for Attendance --OR-- 'T' for Tardy info to be printed: A
Number of Copies to be Printed: _1

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-9A. ATTENDANCE/TARDIES BY GRADE PERIOD REPORT SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------SCHOOL_YEAR

TYPE_INFO
TO_PRINT

Required. This field should contain two 2-digit years of the
attendance/tardies to be reported. For example, if the year
to be reported is from the 1986 - 1987 school year, enter
'8687' (quotes should not be entered). (2N + 2N)

Required. This field should indicate whether attendance data
or tardy data is to be reported. (1 A/N)
Valid entries:

A = Attendance
T = Tardy

Once all the fields have been entered, press ENTER. The system will validate
the data. If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the
problem. After all errors have been corrected, either press ENTER to continue
and produce the report or press F16 to exit. If ENTER is pressed to produce
the report, a message is displayed, "Processing Request", indicating that the
report is being generated. The ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is
re-displayed upon completion.
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6-8-10.

PERFECT ATTENDANCE REPORT

6-8-10

In order to print the Perfect Attendance report, press F8 from the ATTENDANCE
AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The ATTENDANCE REPORTING
MENU (Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F10. The PERFECT ATTENDANCE REPORT
SCREEN (Figure 6-8-10A) is displayed asking for the report selection
criteria. (Please refer to the "Very Important" note at the end of this
section!)
________________________________________________________________________________
C11
PERFECT ATTENDANCE REPORT
School year to be printed:
Semester or grade period:
Semester:
Grade period:
Sort:
Ignore Summary File:
Number of copies:
Should tardies keep the student

01 02
G (S=Semester, G=Grade period)
1 (1, 2, 3, or blank for all year)
1 (1-6, or blank for all year)
4 (1=Alpha, 2=Homeroom, 3=Grade, 4=Counselor)
Y (Y/N)
01 (01-99)
off of the perfect attendance report? N (Y/N)

This process will report students with no whole or half days absent on the
attendance summary file (RHISFILE) as having perfect attendance. If you have
not transferred attendance using F6-4 or would like this process to also look
at the attendance history file, enter the date range below to be analyzed.
By entering a date range, students with even one period absent will not be
included. Special absences (type 'S') will not cause a student to be excluded
from perfect attendance, except the following type 'S' codes: 10 __ __ __ __ __
00 00 00 thru 00 00 00
NOTE:

Withdrawn students will not be included.

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-10A. PERFECT ATTENDANCE REPORT SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------SCHOOL_YEAR

Required. This field should contain two 2-digit years of the
perfect attendance to be reported. For example, if the year
to be reported is from the 2000 - 2001 school year, enter
'0001' (quotes should not be entered). (2N + 2N)

SEMESTER
Required. Enter an "S" if you are running this report for a
OR_GRADE_PERIOD semester's perfect attendance. Enter a "G" if you are running
this report for a grade period's perfect attendance.
SEMESTER
1,_2,_or_3

Optional.
reported.

This field should contain the semester to be
Leave blank for all year. Valid entries:
1 = Semester 1
2 = Semester 2
3 = Semester 3
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6-8-10
(Continued)

GRADE_PERIOD

Optional. This field should contain the grade period (1-6) to
be reported. Leave blank for all year. (1 N)

SORT

Required.

Enter the desired sort sequence.

Valid entries are:

1=Alpha
2=Homeroom/Alpha
3=Grade/Alpha
4=Counselor/Alpha
IGNORE
SUMMARY_FILE

Required. This allows for a Perfect Attendance report to be
run on a weekly or monthly basis, or any given date range.
Respond "Y" to Ignore Summary File, and also enter the date
range near the bottom of the screen. The summary file being
ignored is the rank history summary file (RHISDATA) which
stores whole and half day absences by grade period, and is
viewable in F6-3. If you don't ignore the summary file, the
software will think everybody has perfect attendance. The
summary file is updated at the end of each grade period when
F6-4 (Attendance Transfer) is run.

NUMBER
OF_COPIES

Required. This field should contain the number of copies you
wish to create. This field will default to 1 but can be
modified.

SHOULD_TARDIES
KEEP_STUDENT
OFF_PERFECT
ATTENDANCE
REPORT?

Required. Enter a "Y" (yes) to indicate you want tardies to
keep a student off the Perfect Attendance Report. Enter an "N"
(no) to allow students with tardies to be included on the
report.

SPECIAL
ABSENCES

Optional. This function ignores type "S" absences when
determining if a student has perfect attendance. However, if
certain type "S" absences should keep a student off of the
perfect attendance report you can enter up to six type "S"
codes here. (2 A/N)

DATE
RANGE

Optional. Enter the date range of time (MM DD YY format) to be
considered for the purpose of running this report without
having transferred attendance using F6-4. Also enter the date
range here if the F6-4 option has been run but you would like
this report to exclude students who have period absences or
tardies on their F6-2 screen
(6 N + 6 N)

Once all the fields have been entered, press ENTER. The system will validate
the data. If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the
problem. After all errors have been corrected, either press ENTER to continue
and produce the report or press F16 to exit. If ENTER is pressed to produce
the report, a message is displayed, "Processing Request", indicating that the
report is being generated. The ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is
re-displayed upon completion.
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6-8-10
(Continued)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------* * *

V E R Y

I M P O R T A N T

* * *

------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you are using the period-by-period attendance system (i.e., maintaining
attendance through the "Add/Update Daily Attendance by Date" option), you must
run the option to "Transfer Daily to Grade Period Attendance" for the grade
period that you wish to see perfect attendance
before_you_can_run_this_report. Once the "Transfer Daily to Grade Period
Attendance" has been run once, this report can be run at any time thereafter
as many times as desired without rerunning the option to "Transfer Daily to
Grade Period Attendance".
If you maintain attendance by entering it in summary on the "Display/Update
Student by Grade Period" option (F3 on the Attendance and Discipline Systems
Master Menu), or if you maintain attendance by having the teachers bubble it
in on the scan sheets, you would not have to run the option to "Transfer Daily
to Grade Period Attendance" before running this report.
IF A STUDENT APPEARS ON THE PERFECT ATTENDANCE LISTING and you feel that
he/she should not have appeared, please review the student's attendance by
going into "Display/Update Student by Grade Period" (F3 on the ATTENDANCE AND
DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU). The information on that screen is what is
used to produce the report UNLESS you fill in a date range. If the date range
is filled in, the student's detailed attendance (on screen F6-2) will also be
used.
NOTE: If your school uses trimester scheduling, check with your system
administrator before running this report. The rank control file (F1-12) will
need to contain certain information to enable you to run this for the 3rd
trimester.
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6-8-11.

ATTENDANCE CALENDAR CARDS

6-8-11

In order to print the Attendance Cards, press F8 from the ATTENDANCE AND
DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU
(Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F11. The PRINT ATTENDANCE CALENDAR CARDS
SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-8-11A) is displayed asking for the card selection
criteria.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
PRINT ATTENDANCE CALENDAR CARDS
Grade levels to be printed (blank for all) __ __ __ __ Number of copies, 1-9: 1
Include withdrawn? Y/N N
Number of blank cards: ___ for track:
Sort: 3

0=Blanks only, 1=Alpha, 2=Homeroom, 3=Grade/Alpha

Starting row: 2

Starting column: 5

Optionally,_enter_individual_student(s)_to_be_printed:
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
Grade levels AND individual students cannot be selected at the same time.
For individual students, F5 can be used for help for a Student Roster.
ENTER=Continue, F5=Student Roster, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-11A. PRINT ATTENDANCE CALENDAR CARDS SELECTION SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------GRADE_LEVEL

Optional. This field can contain selected grade level(s) to
be printed. Leave blank for all. (2 A/N + 2 A/N + 2 A/N + 2
A/N)

NUMBER_OF
COPIES

Required. This field should contain the number (1-9) of copies
to be printed. Automatically defaults to a 1. (1 N)

INCLUDE
WITHDRAWN

Required. This field should contain either a "Y" to indicate
yes, include withdrawn students or an "N" to indicate no,
don't include withdrawn students. Automatically defaults to
"N".

NUMBER_OF
BLANK_CARDS

Optional. Enter the number of blank cards to be printed
(0-999). (3 N)
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------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------TRACK

Optional. Enter the desired track number.
0-9. (1 N)

SORT

Required. Enter the desired sort sequence.
0=Print blank cards only
1=Alpha
2=Homeroom
3=Grade/Alpha

STARTING
ROW

Required. Because the first day of July will fall somewhere
within the first couple of rows and because this changes each
year, you will need to tell the computer on which row July
starts. (1 N)

STARTING
COLUMN

Valid entries are

Valid entries are:

Required. Within the row specified in the previous field
entry, tell the computer here which position/column within that row
is the first day of July. (1 N)

Press F5 for Student Roster selection assistance. The ATTENDANCE CARDS
STUDENT ROSTER OPTION screen (Figure 6-8-11B) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Attendance Cards
Student Roster Option

Optional beginning student name: ____________________
Optionally, restrict to grade __ and/or sex _

NOTE:

If a student is selected from the roster, that student's ID
number will be placed in the first blank slot on the previous
screen in the 'Student ID' column. If there are no available
slots, the selected ID will NOT be placed on the previous screen.

ENTER=Search for Student, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-11B. ATTENDANCE CARDS STUDENT ROSTER OPTION SCREEN
Entering a partial student name and pressing ENTER will display a STUDENT NAME
SEQUENCE screen (Figure 6-2B). Refer to section 6-2 for assistance with the
options on this screen. You can restrict your name search by entering a grade
level and/or sex (F/M).
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6-8-12.

ATTENDANCE BAR CODE CARDS

6-8-12

In order to print the Attendance Bar Code Cards, press F8 from the ATTENDANCE
AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The ATTENDANCE REPORTING
MENU (Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F12. The ATTENDANCE BAR CODE
SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-8-12A) is displayed asking for the bar code
selection criteria. Bar codes cannot be printed unless you have advanced
printer functions for one of your system printers.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Attendance Bar Code

Enter the Appropriate Selector
Code from the Legends: _

Selector
Code
_______Terms_to_be_Selected______
9
All Terms
(0123456789ABCDEFS)
1
1st Semester
(012ABC9)
2
2nd Semester
(345DEF9)
3
3rd Trimester
(6789)
Selector
4
1st Quarter
(029)
Code
____Terms_to_be_Selected___
5
2nd Quarter
(129)
A
1st 6 Weeks
(A29)
X
2nd Quarter Only
(1)
B
2nd 6 Weeks
(B29)
6
3rd Quarter
(359)
C
3rd 6 Weeks
(C29)
7
4th Quarter
(459)
D
4th 6 Weeks
(D59)
Q
4th Quarter Only
(4)
E
5th 6 Weeks
(E59)
S
Summer School
(S)
F
6th 6 Weeks
(F59)
Y
2nd Semester Only
(5)
Grade: __ __ __ __ __ __ (Blank for all) Prd: __ __ __ __ __ __ (Blank for all)
Generate homeroom cards? N (Y=Yes, N=No, X=Yes, but no regular cards)
Extra-curricular cards? N (Y=Yes, N=No, X=Yes, but no regular cards)
Enter date range to print schedule changes only: __ __ __ thru __ __ __ MMDDYY
ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-12A. ATTENDANCE BAR CODE SELECTION SCREEN

Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------TERMS

Required. Enter the selector code desired for this report.
Valid entries are as follows:
9
1
2
3
4
5

All
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd

Terms
Semester or Trimester
Semester or Trimester
Trimester
Quarter
Quarter

A
B
C

1st 6 Weeks
2nd 6 Weeks
3rd 6 Weeks

X
6
7
Q
Y
S

2nd Quarter Only
3rd Quarter
4th Quarter
4th Quarter Only
2nd Semester Only
Summer School

D
E
F

4th 6 Weeks
5th 6 Weeks
6th 6 Weeks

(1 N)
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------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------TERMS
(cont.)

Based on the selector code entered, each student's schedule
will be reviewed and a bar code card will be created for each class
that is scheduled in one of the terms shown in the parenthesis on
the right side of the screen.

GRADE
LEVELS

Optional. You can enter up to six valid grade levels to run this
process for specific grades. Leave these fields blank to print all
grade levels. (2 A/N + 2 A/N + 2 A/N + 2 A/N + 2 A/N + 2 A/N)

PERIOD

Optional. You can enter up to six periods to run this process for
specific periods of the day. Leave these fields blank to print bar
codes for all periods. (2 N + 2 N + 2 N + 2 N + 2 N + 2 N)

GENERATE
HOMEROOM
CARDS

Required. Enter a "Y" to indicate yes, generate homeroom cards
in addition to the regular period-by-period bar code cards. Enter
an "N" to indicate no, don't generate homeroom cards. Or, enter an
"X" to indicate yes, generate homeroom cards but not regular cards.

EXTRARequired. Enter a "Y" to indicate yes, generate extra-curricular
CURRICULAR cards in addition to the regular period-by-period bar code cards.
CARDS
Enter an "N" to indicate no, don't generate extra-curricular
cards. Or, enter an "X" to indicate yes, generate extra-curricular
cards but not regular cards.
DATE_RANGE Optional. Enter a date range (MMDDYY format), to print bar code
TO_PRINT
cards for only those students whose schedules have changed.
SCHEDULE
CHANGES
Once all the selection criteria has been entered press ENTER to continue. The
screen will be redisplayed for confirmation. Press ENTER to generate the
Attendance Bar Code Cards or F16 to reenter the screen. You will be returned
to the ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU upon completion.
NOTE: A separate print file is generated for each period's cards. This
allows the computer operator to load different colored cards for each period
of the day. Also, these cards will be sorted by the "attending school" for
those schools whose students attend classes at other schools/buildings in
addition to the "home school". The "attending school" is defined by entering
a building code for a class section on the course master file (F4-1).
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6-8-13.

PRINT ATTENDANCE SCAN SHEETS

6-8-13

In order to print the Attendance Scan Sheets, press F8 from the ATTENDANCE AND
DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU
(Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F13. Depending which scan form you have
defined on the Attendance Control Screen (F6-18), will determine whether or
not you can access the district or school selection screen. This process is a
district function (school code = 00) if you have entered 01 in the "Attendance
Scan Form" field on the Attendance/Discipline Control Data screen. The PRINT
DISTRICT ATTENDANCE SCAN SHEETS SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-8-13A) will be
displayed. Form #04 will generate an attendance gathering document rather
than scan sheets.
________________________________________________________________________________
Print Attendance Scan Sheets
For week beginning: __ __ __ (MMDDYY for Monday)

Select_all_schools_to_be_printed_for_the_above_week,_by_entering_an_'X':_______
_ E31 Park Hill LC _ E50 Harlan Elem
_ E51 Highland Ter _ E52 Hoagland El
_ E53 Leo Elem
_ E54 Meadowbrook
_ E55 Monroeville
_ E56 New Haven El
_ E57 Southwick El _ E58 Village El
_ E59 Woodburn El
_ E60 New Haven MS
_ E61 VWMS
_ E70 Heritage J/S _ E71 Leo Jr/Sr
_ E72 New Haven HS
_ E73 PHHS
_ E74 Woodlan J/S
_ E88 El Test Sch
_ E99 Sec Test Sch

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-13A. PRINT DISTRICT ATTENDANCE SCAN SHEETS SELECTION SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------FOR_WEEK
BEGINNING

Required. Enter Monday's date for the week to be printed
on the scan sheets. (6 N)

SELECT
SCHOOLS

Required. Put an "X" next to each of the schools for which
you would like to have scan sheets printed.

Press ENTER to continue.
The screen will be redisplayed for confirmation.
Press ENTER to generate the scan sheets. You will be returned to the
Attendance Reporting Menu upon completion.
This process is a school function if you have entered 02 or 04 in the
"Attendance Scan Form" field on the Attendance/Discipline Control Data
screen. The PRINT SCHOOL ATTENDANCE SCAN SHEETS SELECTION SCREEN (Figure
6-8-13B) will be displayed.
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________________________________________________________________________________
CHS

Print Attendance Scan Sheets

For week beginning: __ __ __ (MMDDYY for Monday)
Enter the appropriate Selector Code from the legends below: _
Enter period to print scan sheets
for one period only: HR
(blank for all, HR=homeroom)

Selector
Code
____Terms_to_be_Selected___
A
1st 6 Weeks
(A29)
B
2nd 6 Weeks
(B29)
C
3rd 6 Weeks
(C29)
D
4th 6 Weeks
(D59)
E
5th 6 Weeks
(E59)
F
6th 6 Weeks
(F59)

Selector
Code _______Terms_to_be_Selected______
1
1st Semester
(012ABC9)
2
2nd Semester
(345DEF9)
3
3rd Trimester
(6789)
4
1st Quarter
(029)
5
2nd Quarter
(129)
X
2nd Quarter Only
(1)
6
3rd Quarter
(359)
7
4th Quarter
(459)
Q
4th Quarter Only
(4)
S
Summer School
(S)
Y
2nd Semester Only
(5)

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-13B. PRINT SCHOOL ATTENDANCE SCAN SHEETS SELECTION SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------FOR_WEEK
BEGINNING

Required. Enter Monday's date for the week to be printed
on the scan sheets. (6 N)

SELECTOR_CODE

Required. Enter the selector code that corresponds to the
desired term. (1 N) Valid entries are:
1 1st Semester or Trimester
X 2nd Quarter Only
2 2nd Semester or Trimester
6 3rd Quarter
3 3rd Trimester
7 4th Quarter
4 1st Quarter
Q 4th Quarter Only
5 2nd Quarter
S Summer School
Y 2nd Semester Only
A 1st 6 Weeks
D 4th 6 Weeks
B 2nd 6 Weeks
E 5th 6 Weeks
C 3rd 6 Weeks
F 6th 6 Weeks

ONE_PERIOD
ONLY

Optional. Enter a valid period to print scan sheets for
one period only. Leave this new field blank to print scan
sheets for all periods. Enter "HR" to print attendance sheets
by homeroom. NOTE: Any student without a homeroom assignment
will appear at the beginning of the report. (2 A/N)
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Press ENTER to continue.
The screen will be redisplayed for confirmation.
Press ENTER to generate the scan sheets. You will be returned to the
Attendance Reporting Menu upon completion.
NOTE: Each time you process the print attendance scan sheets function (even
if you do not actually print the scan sheets), a file is created and placed in
your school's library (KXXXDATA where XXX = district & school code). This
file is called AYYMMDDT, where YYMMDDT refers to the year, month, day and term
the file was created. For example, if you printed the attendance scan sheets
on December 14, 1998, using a term selector code of "1" for semester 1, the
file would be called A9812141. This file (AYYMMDDT) is matched up with the
ATT2FILE file which is the file that is created when the attendance is
scanned. With the file name being unique by date, several weeks can be
maintained concurrently.
FOR FORM 02 & 04: Courses can be skipped/not printed in this process by
entering an "N" in the attendance field of individual course sections in F4-1
or F4-11, (field #23).
FORM 04: If form 04 is being used, (defined on the Attendance/Discipline
Control Data Screen, F6-18), you can create attendance sheets by homeroom.
Students will be sorted by homeroom number (not homeroom teacher name).
FOR GRIFFITH PUBLIC SCHOOLS ONLY (County = 45, District 5700): Scan form 02
will start printing 4 positions to the left of where the left margin was
originally set.
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LOAD ATTENDANCE FROM SCANNED FILE

6-8-17

In order to load attendance from a scanned file, press F8 from the ATTENDANCE
AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The ATTENDANCE REPORTING
MENU (Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F17. If you have entered form 01 in
the "Attendance Scan Form" field on the Attendance/Discipline Control Data
screen, the LOAD DISTRICT ATTENDANCE FROM SCANNED FILE SCREEN 1 (Figure
6-8-17A) is displayed. NOTE: Form 01 is for district processing only (school
code = 00).
________________________________________________________________________________
You have selected the option to create attendance records from
from your scanned sheets, and to print the edit listing.
(F17 was selected, for Scan Form #MP04-71989-1098 A1502)

Press ENTER to continue
or press ANY function key to exit.

________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-17A. LOAD DISTRICT ATTENDANCE FROM SCANNED SHEETS SCREEN 1
Press ENTER to continue to create the attendance records from your scanned
sheets or press any function key to exit.
NOTE: Prior to selecting this option, attendance scan sheets must be
scanned. Then, the file should be transferred from the PC into K12DATA. The
file name should be SCNAFILE in K12DATA.
This file will be matched up with a
file called ASCNMMDD, where MM = the two-digit month and DD = the two digit
day of the Monday of the week of the scanned attendance, which was created
when the scan sheets were last printed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Load Attendance from Scanned File
This program will take the scanned information, create attendance
history records, and produce a listing of errors only. To produce
an edit listing of the records created, the Attendance
Verification
report must be run following the completion of this step.
The date entered below is extremely important for the proper
creation of attendance history records.
For week beginning: __ __ __

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit without any updating
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-17B. LOAD ATTENDANCE FROM SCANNED SHEETS SCREEN 2
On the LOAD ATTENDANCE FROM SCANNED SHEETS SCREEN 2 (Figure 6-8-17B), enter
the 2-digit month, 2-digit day, and 2-digit year of the Monday of the week of
the scanned attendance. Press ENTER to continue.
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After the attendance history records have been created, you will be returned
to the ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A). An error listing will be
created if any errors are encountered.
If you have entered form 02 in the "Attendance Scan Form" field on the
Attendance/Discipline Control Data screen, the LOAD SCHOOL ATTENDANCE FROM
SCANNED FILE SCREEN 1 (Figure 6-8-17C) is displayed. Form 02 will handle up
to two weeks of period-by-period attendance and is for individual school
attendance processing only.
________________________________________________________________________________
C11
Load Attendance Scan Sheets

You have selected the option to create attendance records
from your scanned sheets, and to print the edit listing.

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit without loading
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-17C. LOAD SCHOOL ATTENDANCE FROM SCANNED SHEETS SCREEN 1
Press ENTER to sort your scanned data into page number sequence or press F16
to exit. If ENTER is pressed, the LOAD SCHOOL ATTENDANCE FROM SCANNED FILE
SELECTION screen 1 (Figure 6-8-17D) will be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
C11
Load Attendance from Scanned File
For week beginning: 11 10 97 (MMDDYY)

Specific date to be loaded: 11 14 97

Is this a complete batch for the day? N (Y/N)

Enter the Appropriate Selector
Code from the Legends: 4

Selector
Code
____Terms_to_be_Selected___
A
1st 6 Weeks
(A29)
B
2nd 6 Weeks
(B29)
C
3rd 6 Weeks
(C29)
D
4th 6 Weeks
(D59)
E
5th 6 Weeks
(E59)
F
6th 6 Weeks
(F59)

Load by period or day? _ (P/D)

Selector
Code
_______Terms_to_be_Selected______
1
1st Semester
(012ABC9)
2
2nd Semester
(345DEF9)
3
3rd Trimester
(6789)
4
1st Quarter
(029)
5
2nd Quarter
(129)
X
2nd Quarter Only
(1)
6
3rd Quarter
(359)
7
4th Quarter
(459)
Q
4th Quarter Only
(4)
S
Summer School
(S)
Y
2nd Semester Only
(5)

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit without any updating
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-17D. LOAD SCHOOL ATTENDANCE FROM SCANNED FILE SELECTION SCREEN 1
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Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------FOR_WEEK
BEGINNING

Required.
(6 N)

This should be the first day of the 2-week period.

SPECIFIC_DATE
TO_BE_LOADED

Required. This will always default to today's date but can be
changed if you are scanning/loading a prior day's sheets. (6 N)

IS_THIS_A
COMPLETE_BATCH
FOR_THE_DAY?

Required. This will always default to an "N". Change this to
a "Y" only if you are loading all sheets for one day at one
time in one complete batch. If you enter a "Y", the edit
listing will include notification of missing scan sheets. (1 A)

LOAD_BY_PERIOD
OR_DAY?

Required. Enter a "P" if you want to load each absence based
on the period the absence was reported. Enter a "D" to mark
the student absent for the entire day regardless of the period
the absence was reported. (1 A)

SELECTOR_CODE

Required. Enter the appropriate term code here. After this
code is entered the first time, it will default to that entry
each time this screen appears. (1 N) Valid entries are:
1
2
3
4
5
Y

1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
2nd

Semester or Trimester
Semester or Trimester
Trimester
Quarter
Quarter
Semester Only

A
B
C

1st 6 Weeks
2nd 6 Weeks
3rd 6 Weeks

X
6
7
Q
S

2nd Quarter Only
3rd Quarter
4th Quarter
4th Quarter Only
Summer School

D
E
F

4th 6 Weeks
5th 6 Weeks
6th 6 Weeks

Press ENTER to continue.
The screen will be redisplayed with a new area
appearing. This new area will show the 10 day period with an X flashing under
the day you indicated in the "Specific date to be loaded:" field. You will
see this new area highlighted on the LOAD ATTENDANCE FROM SCANNED FILE screen
2 (Figure 6-8-17E) on the next page.
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________________________________________________________________________________
C11
Load Attendance from Scanned File
For week beginning: 11 10 00 (MMDDYY)

Specific date to be loaded: 11 14 00

Is this a complete batch for the day? N (Y/N)
MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI
X

Enter the Appropriate Selector
Code from the Legends: 4

Selector
Code
A
B
C
D
E
F

____Terms_to_be_Selected___
1st 6 Weeks
(A29)
2nd 6 Weeks
(B29)
3rd 6 Weeks
(C29)
4th 6 Weeks
(D59)
5th 6 Weeks
(E59)
6th 6 Weeks
(F59)

MON

Selector
Code
1
2
3
4
5
X
6
7
Q
S
Y

Load by period or day? P (P/D)
TUE

WED

THU

FRI

_______Terms_to_be_Selected______
1st Semester
(012ABC9)
2nd Semester
(345DEF9)
3rd Trimester
(6789)
1st Quarter
(029)
2nd Quarter
(129)
2nd Quarter Only
(1)
3rd Quarter
(359)
4th Quarter
(459)
4th Quarter Only
(4)
Summer School
(S)
2nd Semester Only
(5)

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit without any updating
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-17E. LOAD SCHOOL ATTENDANCE FROM SCANNED FILE SELECTION SCREEN 2
It is extremely important that the correct day of the week is flashing for
the file you want loaded. Press ENTER to load the scanned file. You will be
returned to the Attendance Reporting Menu upon completion.
NOTE: Prior to selecting this option, attendance scan sheets must be
scanned. Then, transfer the file from the PC into your school's library. The
file name should be ATT2FILE. This file will be matched up with a file called
AYYMMDDT in your school's library, which is created each time the scan sheets
are printed.
It_is_the_responsibility_of_the_system_administrator_to_scratch_these_files_when
they_are_no_longer_needed.
IMPORTANT
It is important to be out of the "Add/Upd Daily Attendance by Date" screen,
F6-1, when loading the attendance from the scan file.
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ATTENDANCE VERIFICATION

6-8-18

In order to print the Attendance Verification Report, which is a district
function only, press F8 from the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU
(Figure 6-0). The ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is displayed.
Press F18. The ATTENDANCE VERIFICATION SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-8-18A) is
displayed asking for the attendance verification selection criteria.
________________________________________________________________________________
Print Attendance Verification

This program will produce a report from the attendance master
file based on data that was scanned for the date entered below.

For week beginning: __ __ __
Sort sequence: 1 1=Grade/Alpha, 2=Homeroom/Alpha

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-18A. ATTENDANCE VERIFICATION SELECTION SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------FOR_WEEK
BEGINNING

Required. Enter Monday's date of the week for which you
would like the scanned attendance to be verified. (6 N)

SORT

Required.

Enter the desired sort sequence.

Valid entries are:

1=Grade/Alpha
2=Homeroom/Alpha
A listing will be produced showing any exceptions encountered.
scanning corrections can be made in sections F6-1 or F6-2.

Attendance
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PHONE NOTIFICATION SYSTEM

6-8-19

In order to create the Phone Notification System interface file, press F8 from
the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The
ATTENDANCE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-8A) is displayed. Press F19. The PHONE
NOTIFICATION SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-8-19A) is displayed asking for the
phone notification selection criteria.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Phone Notification System
__ __ __ thru __ __ __ (MMDDYY)

Spacing: 1 (1/2/3)

Dashes in-between? Y (Y/N)

Enter a date range above to select all students who were absent without a
reason for the dates specified, or who had an absence due to one of the reasons
entered here: ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
If the above date range is left blank, then students will be selected based
on the parameters entered below. A course number can be entered without a
section number and without a term code. A report will be generated to show
the students selected. The phone notification file is called PHONFILE and
will be placed in your school's library (K***DATA).
Discipline action code: __ and serving date: __ __ (MM DD)
Grade levels to be printed (blank for all): __ __ __ __
Homerooms to be printed (blank for all):
______ ______ ______ ______
File format: 02 (01-02)
Use Parent #1 Phone if entered? N (Y/N)
Course: ______ Section: __ Term: _ (0-9,A-F,S)
Students (blank for all): _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______
ENTER=Continue, F4=Student Roster, F18=Help, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-19A. PHONE NOTIFICATION SELECTION SCREEN
For HELP press F18. This will display the PHONE NOTIFICATION SYSTEM HELP
SCREEN (Figure 6-8-19-18A).
________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Notification System Help Screen
Format 01:

Phonemaster

Format 02:

Parlant Attendance

The Phonemaster format can be used in the area of attendance, discipline, or
general purposes such as selection by grade, homeroom, or course enrollment.
When used for attendance, only one record is created per day or portion of a
day of absence.
The Parlant format can be used for attendance only. A date range is required
and all other parameters on the screen are ignored. One record is created for
each period of absence or tardiness.
ENTER/F16=Return to previous screen
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-8-19-18A. PHONE NOTIFICATION SYSTEM HELP SCREEN
To return to previous screen, PHONE NOTIFICATION SELECTION SCREEN (Figure
6-8-19A) press ENTER or F16.
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Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------DATE_RANGE

Optional. Enter the desired date range (MMDDYY format) to
create a file of students who were absent without a reason for
the date range entered. If a single day is selected then the
ending date can be left blank. If no date is entered, then
the students will be selected based on the parameters entered
in the following fields. (6 N + 6 N)

SPACING

Required. This field should contain a number indicating the
desired spacing on the report. (1N) Valid entries are:
1 = single spacing

2 = double spacing

3 = triple spacing

DASHES_BETWEEN

Required. Indicate whether or not to have a line of dashes
print between students. Valid entries are: N=no or Y=yes.

REASON_CODES

Optional. Enter up to 15 valid reason codes to select
students who were absent for a specific reason(s). When using
this selection option, it is important to understand that the
software will select any of these codes and any record whose
reason is blank. If reason codes are not entered here, then
only those records whose reason is blank will be selected. (3
A/N)

DISCIPLINE
ACTION_CODES

Optional. Enter a specific action code to call students based
on a discipline action code (such as "Saturday School"). If
an action code and serving date (next field) are entered, all
other selection options will be ignored except grade level and
homeroom. (2 A/N)

SERVING_DATE

Optional. Enter a specific serving date (in month and day
format) to correspond with the action code entered in the
previous field. If an action code and serving date are
entered, all other selection options will be ignored except
grade level and homeroom. (2 N)

GRADE_LEVELS

Optional. Select a valid grade level(s) to be printed.
this field blank to print all. (8 N)

HOMEROOMS

Optional. Enter up to four homerooms to be printed or leave
this field blank to print all. (6 N)

FILE_FORMAT

Required. Specify the desired format. Enter 01 for the
Phonemaster format. Enter 02 for the Parlant format. The
Parlant format requires that a date range be entered at the
top of the screen. For HELP press F18. (1 A)

Leave
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------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------PARENT_#1
PHONE

Required.

Enter a 'Y' for yes, or 'N' for no.

COURSE

Optional. Enter a course number if records should be created
for students enrolled in a particular course(s). (6 A/N)

SECTION

Optional. If a course number has been entered in the previous
field, the section number can be entered here. (2 A/N)

TERM

Optional. Enter the term code to be used if a course number
has been entered in the previous field. Valid entries are:
0=Quarter 1
1=Quarter 2
2=Semester 1
3=Quarter 3
4=Quarter 4
5=Semester 2
9=All Year
S=Summer

STUDENTS

A=1st
B=2nd
C=3rd
D=4th
E=5th
F=6th

six
six
six
six
six
six

(1 A)

weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks

Optional. Enter the student ID for up to twelve individual
students. F4 can be used for assistance in locating students
by name. Leave this field blank to print all students. (7
A/N)

This function will create a file called PHONFILE in your school's library
(K***DATA) that can be imported into the PHONEMASTER phone notification
system. A listing will be produced in student name sequence, showing which
students would be called.
NOTE: If a phone number has been entered for Parent/Guardian #1 on the
Emergency Screen, PHONEMASTER will use that phone number instead of the home
phone number.
FOR EVANSVILLE-VANDERBURGH SCHOOL SCHOOLS (District = 82-7995) ONLY:
1.

If the area code is 502, a "1" will automatically be placed in
front of the phone number.

2.

If the phone number prefix is 354, 359, 536, 845, 768, 682, 749,
385, 874, 673, or 729, a "1" and area code 812 will automatically
be placed in front of the phone number.

FOR MICHIGAN CITY AREA SCHOOLS ONLY: The student's name will be split between
last and first names instead of stringing the whole name together.
SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR: When transferring the file to a PC to be input or
imported into PHONEMASTER, the file extension should be ".DIS" (without the
quotes).
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6-9

In order to add/update an individual student's discipline violations by date,
press F9 from the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0).
The ADD/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT DISCIPLINE SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-9A) will
be displayed.
Be sure to have all violation and action codes (refer to section 6-14-9) and
discipline letters (refer to section 6-10) entered before using this function
for the first time.
NOTE:

Disciplinary entries do not affect the student's attendance or schedule!

Figure 6-9A.

STUDENT DISCIPLINE SELECTION SCREEN

For an individual student, you may do the following items within this function:
1.

Make an entry to record a disciplinary violation.

2.

View a summary screen of all violations for a student.

3.

View and modify a specific violation record.

4.

Print a discipline history report for the student being viewed.

5.

Generate a letter for the student being viewed.

6.

Review the student's schedule (and print it), attendance, emergency,
medical, and transcript information (and print a transcript), and
miscellaneous data.
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There are two access methods available: Direct Access Option and Student Roster
Option, as described below.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------DIRECT ACCESS OPTION
------------------------------------------------------------------------------To access a student directly, enter either the student's number or name, and
then press ENTER.
Entering_the_student_number (and pressing ENTER) will directly find that
student's record. If an invalid number is entered, the message:
STUDENT NOT FOUND IN THIS SCHOOL
will appear on the screen. Enter the correct number and press ENTER again to
display the student's record.
Entering_the_name or partial name (and pressing ENTER) will display the record
of the student whose name most closely matches the name entered. If the record
displayed is not the correct student, F13 or F19 can be used to continue
searching alphabetically through the students until the desired student is
found. F13 will display the next student within the same grade level, F19 will
display the next student regardless of grade level.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------STUDENT ROSTER OPTION
------------------------------------------------------------------------------This method of access (i.e., function keys 5, 6, 7 and 8) will display a full
screen of students to review for selection. Function keys 5, 6 and 7 will
display only those students within your own school. F8 will display all
students within your school district. F5 also offers the option to review a
roster of students in another school, or in the district. To do this, enter
that school's code, or the district code, (00) and select F5. You will not be
allowed to access students in other schools.
Optionally, you may restrict the students to be displayed to a certain grade
level, sex, or first name by filling in any of those fields shown on the STUDENT
DISCIPLINE SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-9A).
The_grade,_sex,_and_first_name_restrictions_are_ignored_for_any_selection_other
_than_F5,_F6_or_F7.
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FIRST_NAME_OPTION
The "first name" field can be used to display a roster of students with the same
first name. You have the option of asking for either an "Exact" match by
entering a "Y", or an inexact match by entering an "N". For example, if you
type in the name "Robert", an exact match will give you only the students whose
name is "Robert". A non-exact match would be for a name like Jason. Sometimes,
it is spelled "Jasen". If you enter "Jas" with "N" for exact, you'll find more
Jasons. (Of course, you'll find other names as well.) When requesting a roster
of students with a particular first name, you will be returned to the list of
students when you exit from an individual student's screen. For example, you
request a roster of all students whose first name is Robert. After selecting
one of the Roberts, you realize it is the wrong one. When you press F16, you
will be returned to the list of Roberts so you can select another one. This
feature will only work when you have requested a particular first name.
F5_-_REVIEW_STUDENTS_IN_STUDENT_NAME_SEQUENCE
If you want to start at the beginning of your students alphabetically, simply
press F5. Nothing has to be filled in on the screen, and the cursor does not
have to be positioned in the F5 option area.
If you want to start with a specific student name, you must tab to the F5 option
field and type all or part of a student's name (last name first)
and_then_select_F5. Students will be displayed in alphabetical sequence
beginning with the name most closely matching the entire or partial name
entered. The STUDENT NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN 1 (Figure 6-9B) will be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Student Name Sequence
DISCIPLINE SYSTEM
F23=Show Parent Name
K22 F20=Print Screen
F24=Show Locker, HR, WD
S
F Number_ ______Student_Name________ Gr x _Phone__ Address________________Zip_
1 J950020 Adams, Diane
08 F 294-6797 22749 Cr 17 E
46516
2 W960010 Adams, Grant
07 M 875-8651 59348 Cr 4 S
46517
3 J950030 Adams, Kathy
08 F 294-6797 22749 Cr 17 E
46516
4 J960070 Adams, Kent
07 M 293-1215 1263 Bontrager
46517
5 J950040 Adkins, Bart
08 M 875-6678 23571 Martin Ave.
46517
6 J950050 Akers, Miriam
08 F 534-1626 12571 Wabash Ave.
46526
7 J950060 Alley, Rhiannon
08 F 534-5442 2324 Woodmere Lane
46526
8 J950080 Andersen, Beverly
08 F 875-5926 25366 Himebaugh Ave. 46516
9 J950090 Anderson, Cricket F.
08 F 875-4947 24818 Frederick Circ 46517
10 J950100 Anderson, Ruth
08 F 293-7598 53213 Ashby Ct.
46516
11 J950110 Arbogast, Jennifer
08 F 294-1360 26328 Meadowood Dr.
46516
12 J953500 Arnett, Jack
08 M 293-9923 783 A-Lane, Apt. 1A
46517
13 J950120 Ash, Charles
08 M 875-8737 24284 Walnut St.
46516
14 W960020 Atkinson, Matthew
07 M 522-4993 42946 Knoll Dr.
46517
15 O960020 Ayers, Krysta
07 F 534-5976 74625 Ellis St.
46516
ENTER=More Students, F1-15=Select Corresponding Student, F18=Prev, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-9B. STUDENT NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN 1
From the STUDENT NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN 1 (Figure 6-9B), one of the following
options can be taken:
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ENTER

View the next screen of students alphabetically.

F1-15

Select the corresponding student's record.

F18

Return to the previous full screen of students.

F20

Print Screen.

F23

Change the last column which currently shows "Address and Zip" to
instead show parents' names.

F24

Change the last column which currently shows "Address and Zip" to
instead show locker number, homeroom assignment, and withdrawn status.

If F23 is selected from the STUDENT NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN 1 (Figure 6-9B), the
"Address and Zip" column will be changed to show "Parent/Guardian Name" as shown
below in the STUDENT NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN 2 (Figure 6-9C). Notice that only the
last column changes.
________________________________________________________________________________
Student Name Sequence
DISCIPLINE SYSTEM
F22=Show Address
K22 F20=Print Screen
F24=Show Locker, HR, WD
S
_F Number_ ______Student_Name________ Gr x _Phone__ Parent/Guardian_Name_______
1 J950020 Adams, Diane
08 F 294-6797 Adams, Johnny & Billie J
2 W960010 Adams, Grant
07 M 875-8651 Adams, Lou & Pamela
3 J950030 Adams, Kathy
08 F 294-6797 Jones, Johnny & Billie J
4 J960070 Adams, Kent
07 M 293-1215 Adams, Sally A
5 J950040 Adkins, Bart
08 M 875-6678 Adkins, Patrick & Patricia
6 J950050 Akers, Miriam
08 F 534-1626 Akers, Julia
7 J950060 Alley, Rhiannon
08 F 534-5442 Alley, John & Martha
8 J950080 Andersen, Beverly
08 F 875-5926 Andersen, Alex & Mary
9 J950090 Anderson, Cricket F.
08 F 875-4947 Anderson, Burt & Alice
10 J950100 Anderson, Ruth
08 F 293-7598 Anderson, Clarence & Mabel
11 J950110 Arbogast, Jennifer
08 F 294-1360 Arbogast, Mary
12 J953500 Arnett, Jack
08 M 293-9923 Smith, Sarah
13 J950120 Ash, Charles
08 M 875-8737 Ash, Roger & Sylvia
14 W960020 Atkinson, Matthew
07 M 522-4993 Atkinson, Hank & Susan
15 O960020 Ayers, Krysta
07 F 534-5976 Ayers, David & Lucinda
ENTER=More Students, F1-15=Select Corresponding Student, F18=Prev, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-9C. STUDENT NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN 2
If F24 is selected from the STUDENT NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN 1 (Figure 6-9B) or from
the STUDENT NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN 2 (Figure 6-9C), the "Address and Zip" column
will be changed to show "Locker, Homeroom, and Withdrawn Status" as shown below
in the STUDENT NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN 3 (Figure 6-9D).
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________________________________________________________________________________
Student Name Sequence
DISCIPLINE SYSTEM
F22=Show Address
K22 F20=Print Screen
S
F23=Show Parent Name
F Number_ ______Student_Name________ Gr x _Phone__ Sch_WD__Date__Locker_Homerm
1 J950020 Adams, Diane
08 F 294-6797 K22 W2
0001
114
2 W960010 Adams, Grant
07 M 875-8651 K22
0002
103
3 J950030 Adams, Kathy
08 F 294-6797 K22
0316
104
4 J960070 Adams, Kent
07 M 293-1215 K22
0003
119
5 J950040 Adkins, Bart
08 M 875-6678 K22
0317
115
6 J950050 Akers, Miriam
08 F 534-1626 K22
0318
106
7 J950060 Alley, Rhiannon
08 F 534-5442 K22
0319
125
8 J950080 Andersen, Beverly
08 F 875-5926 K22
0359
125
9 J950090 Anderson, Cricket F.
08 F 875-4947 K22
0321
125
10 J950100 Anderson, Ruth
08 F 293-7598 K22
0322
205
11 J950110 Arbogast, Jennifer
08 F 294-1360 K22
0323
104
12 J953500 Arnett, Jack
08 M 293-9923 K22 W1
0324
202
13 J950120 Ash, Charles
08 M 875-8737 K22
0326
201
14 W960020 Atkinson, Matthew
07 M 522-4993 K22
0004
110
15 O960020 Ayers, Krysta
07 F 534-5976 K22
0005
121
ENTER=More Students, F1-15=Select Corresponding Student, F18=Prev, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-9D. STUDENT NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN 3
F6_-_REVIEW_STUDENTS_IN_STUDENT_NUMBER_SEQUENCE
If you want to start at the beginning of your students numerically, simply press
F6. Nothing has to be filled in on the screen, and the cursor does not have to
be positioned in the F6 option area. If you want to start with a specific
student number, you must tab to the F6 option field and type all or part of a
student's number and_then_select_F6. Students will be displayed in numerical
sequence beginning with the number most closely matching the entire or partial
number entered. The STUDENT NUMBER SEQUENCE SCREEN (Figure 6-9E) will be
displayed. This option is often used to determine the last student number
assigned.
________________________________________________________________________________
Student Number Sequence
DISCIPLINE SYSTEM
F23=Show Parent Name
K22 F20=Print Screen
S
F24=Show Locker, HR, WD
_F Number_ ______Student_Name________ Gr x _Phone__ Address________________Zip_
1 E960000 Balyeat, Jason J
07 M 522-3258 56789 Sapphire Blvd
46516
2 E960010 Barber, Jeff Andrew
07 M 293-1975 57731 Sapphire Blvd
46516
3 E960020 Becker, Jenna L
07 F 293-5648 82778 Elm Drive
46516
4 E960030 Bidlingmeyer, Marcella
07 F 875-8575 24334 Bluff Crest Dr 46517
5 E960040 Blary, Mary Catherine
07 F 294-7525 56883 Weymouth Lane
46516
6 E960050 Borneman, Lauren M
07 F 294-1579 55555 Summit Park Dr 46516
7 E960060 Briganti, Kendra K
07 F 293-9834 56524 Sapphire Blvd
46516
8 E960070 Clark, Matthew Kent
07 M 875-6794 23861 C.R. 20
46526
9 E960080 Colglazier, Kelly
07 F 294-3244 55869 Pinecrest Dr
46516
10 E960090 Craigo, Joshua Joe
07 M 875-8628 57442 Downy Court
46526
11 E960100 Davis, Ralph R
07 M 522-6582 56862 Pearl Ann Dr
46516
12 E960110 Dickey, Hanna P
07 F 293-4455 42666 S.R. 120
46516
13 E960120 Dirmyer, Kevin J
07 M 295-4235 23763 Cedar Knoll Ct 46516
14 E960130 Dues, Charles S
07 M 294-8855 43623 Weymouth Lane
46516
15 E960140 Dunafin, Kurk K
07 M 875-6623 55470 Wescott Lane
46526
ENTER=More Students, F1-15=Select Corresponding Student, F18=Prev, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-9E. STUDENT NUMBER SEQUENCE SCREEN
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From the STUDENT NUMBER SEQUENCE SCREEN (Figure 6-9E), one of the following
options can be taken:
ENTER

View the next screen of students numerically.

F1-15

Select the corresponding student's record.

F18

Return to the previous full screen of students.

F20

Print screen.

F23

Change the last column which currently shows "Address and Zip" to
instead show parents' names.

F24

Change the last column which currently shows "Address and Zip" to
instead show locker number, homeroom assignment, and withdrawn status.

F7_-_REVIEW_STUDENTS_IN_PARENT_NAME_SEQUENCE
If you want to start at the beginning of your parents' names alphabetically,
simply press F7. Nothing has to be filled in on the screen, and the cursor does
not have to be positioned in the F7 option area.
If you want to start with a specific parent's name, you must tab to the F7
option field and type all or part of the parent's name (last name first)
and_then_select_F7. Students will be displayed in sequence alphabetically by
parent's name, beginning with the name most closely matching the entire or
partial parent's name entered. The PARENT NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN (Figure 6-9F)
will be displayed. This option is often used to find a student whose parent has
a different last name.
________________________________________________________________________________
Parent Name Sequence
DISCIPLINE SYSTEM
F22=Show Address
K22 F20=Print Screen
F24=Show Locker, HR, WD
S
F Number_ ______Student_Name________ Gr x _Phone__ Parent/Guardian_Name_______
1 W960440 Riggs, Henry
07 M 295-3762 Adamcik, Glenda Ottman
2 J952600 Richards, Jenna L
08 F 293-8663 Adamcyk, Richard Charles
3 J960070 Adams, Kevin Keith
07 M 295-2655 Adams, Dawn E
4 W960010 Adams, Michael
07 M 875-8293 Adams, Lee & Pamela
5 S960850 Alargy, Mitchel
07 M 875-8579 Alargy, Janice Marie
6 O960160 Albertson, Charles Glenn
07 M 534-2223 Albertson, John & Mary
7 J951570 Hartman, Rudy E
08 M 875-9736 Alibi, James & Marge
8 J950520 Alicia, Samuel Thomas
08 M 875-5227 Alicia, June
9 J950320 Brenneman, Seth
08 M 293-2973 Alicia, Michael & Ruth
10 J953490 Woodiwiss, Joel
08 M 293-6678 Allen, Steve & Jane
11 J950480 Allison, Michael
08 M 522-2457 Allison, Dwight Bryce
12 J953970 Anastasi, Thomas
08 M 293-8844 Anastasi, Pedro & Maria
13 J950600 Anastasi, Vernon
08 M 293-8844 Anastasi, Pedro & Maria
14 S960370 Johnson, Sid
07 M 875-3440 Andrews, Dora J
15 W960480 Andrew, Kathryn Gail
07 F 293-8571 Andrews, Iris Kathryn
ENTER=More Students, F1-15=Select Corresponding Student, F18=Prev, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-9F. PARENT NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN
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From the PARENT NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN (Figure 6-9F), one of the following options
can be taken:
ENTER

View the next screen of students alphabetically by parent's name.

F1-15

Select the corresponding student's record.

F18

Return to the previous full screen of students.

F20

Print screen.

F22

Change the last column which currently shows "Parent/Guardian Name"
to instead show addresses.

F24

Change the last column which currently shows "Parent/Guardian Name"
to instead show locker number, homeroom, and withdrawn status.

F8_-_REVIEW_STUDENTS_IN_FAMILY_NAME_SEQUENCE
While all other options within the "STUDENT ROSTER OPTION" feature are
restricted to your individual school, this option will show all students within
your entire district. If you want to start at the beginning of your family
names alphabetically, simply press F8. Nothing has to be filled in on the
screen, and the cursor does not have to be positioned in the F8 option area.
If you want to start with a specific family name, you must tab to the F8 option
field and type all or part of the family name (last name only)
and_then_select_F8. Students will be displayed in sequence alphabetically by
family name and code, beginning with the family name most closely matching the
entire or partial family name entered. The FAMILY NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN (Figure
6-9G) will be displayed. This option is used to find all siblings belonging to
the same family within the entire school district.
________________________________________________________________________________
Family Name Sequence
DISCIPLINE SYSTEM
K22 F20=Print Screen
S
_F Number_ ______Student_Name________ Gr x _Phone__ Sch/Family_Name______Code__
1 J960070 Adamcik, Kent
07 M 293-1191 K22 Adamcik
11931021
2 W960010 Adamcyk, George
07 M 875-6991 K22 Adamcyk
69915952
3 H900010 Adams, Beth
12 F 999-9999 K22 Adams
99991914
4 H910010 Adams, Janet
12 F 875-8668 K22 Adams
86682456
5 H910020 Alargy, Maryanne
12 F 875-3395 K22 Alargy
33956033
6 S970670 Stults, Samuel
06 M 875-8666 K22 Albertson
86666036
7 S980610 Stults, Jenna
05 F 875-8666 K22 Albertson
86666036
8 O960160 Edwards, Thomas
07 M 534-1383 K22 Alicia
13836031
9 H910030 Alicia, Cassandra
12 F 875-5332 K22 Alicia
53322216
10 J951570 Allen, Steven
08 M 875-7878 K22 Allen
78786048
11 J941360 Allison, Joshua
09 M 294-2449 K22 Allison
24495672
12 J950520 Anatasi, Eric
08 M 875-8122 K22 Anastasi
81225906
13 J950320 Anatasi, Erica
08 F 875-8122 K22 Anastasi
81225906
14 W990180 Johnson, Lorraine
04 F 522-3922 K22 Andrews
3922509
15 J953490 Johnson, Michael
08 M 522-3922 K22 Andrews
3922509
ENTER=More Students, F1-15=Select Corresponding Student, F18=Prev, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-9G. FAMILY NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN
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From the FAMILY NAME SEQUENCE SCREEN (Figure 6-9G), one of the following options
can be taken:
ENTER

View the next screen of students alphabetically by family name.

F1-15

Select the corresponding student's record, but only if the student
belongs to your school. Otherwise, you will be denied access to the
record.

F18

Return to the previous full screen of students.

F20

Print screen.

IF THE FAMILY_NAME_AND_CODE SHOWN IN THE LAST COLUMN ARE THE SAME, then the
students reside in the same family.
After selecting the desired student, the STUDENT DISCIPLINE SUMMARY SCREEN
(Figure 6-9H) will be displayed.
NOTE:

Disciplinary entries do not affect the student's attendance or schedule!

Figure 6-9H.

STUDENT DISCIPLINE SUMMARY SCREEN

All existing disciplinary items for this student are listed in descending
chronological sequence, so that the most recent incident will always appear
first. All current semester entries will be highlighted. If the wrong entries
are being highlighted (or NOT highlighted), refer to the "First day of the 1 st,
2nd, or 3rd Semester" entries on the Attendance and Discipline Control Screen,
Section 6-18.
Note: The red E, located in the second line to the right of the school code,
indicates that this student has an “E Alert” entry on his/her Emergency screen
(F8-8-5). The red M, located in the second line to the right of the red E,
indicates that this student has a “M Alert” on his/her Medical Records screen
(F8-8-7).
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The following options are available from this screen:
F1

Go to a detail screen to add a discipline record for this student.

F2

This option will print discipline history without the “More Text” detail.
The “Generate Discipline History Report” selection screen (Figure
6-9I) will be displayed. The school code will default to the current
school but can be modified to the district code (00). Entering the
district code indicates that you want the discipline history printed
for any school this student attended within the district. Enter a Y or an
N in the SHOW NCLB records only field. The NCLB refers to the No Child
Left Behind Act requirement for the transfer of disciplinary records with
respect to suspension (out of school) or expulsion. This law requires the
current school district to provide suspension (out of school) or expulsion
information to the new school district the student will be attending.
NCLB records must have been tagged as NCLB on the codes and reasons file,
type A records, in F6-14-9. Optionally enter a Date range or leave blank
to print all dates. If a beginning date is entered without an ending
date, all records on and after the beginning date will be printed. If an
ending date is entered without a beginning date, all records on or before
the ending date will be printed.
Press ENTER to generate the report. The message "*** Generating History
Report ***" will appear on the screen. When the screen returns to the
discipline summary screen (Figure 6-9H), it means that the report has been
sent to your printer. You may then select another option.

Figure 6-9I.

GENERATE DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT SCREEN

F3

Print a discipline history or NCLB report for this student with the “More
Text”. Refer to the F2 description for help with this option.

F4

View this student's schedule and optionally print it.

F5

View this student's emergency information (including phone numbers).
view this student's 2nd screen of emergency information, press F5
again. Press F16 to return to this student's 1st emergency screen.

To
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F6

View this student's transcript history, and optionally print a transcript.

F7

View this student's medical data.

F8

View this student's record of entries and withdrawals.

F9

View this student's attendance history.

F13

Go to the next student's discipline summary screen (Figure 6-9H)
within_the_same_grade_level as the student currently displayed.

F19

Go to the next student's discipline summary screen (Figure 6-9H)
regardless_of_grade_level.

F21

View this student's miscellaneous data.

ENTER To display/update an individual discipline item, place an 'X' next to
the desired disciplinary item and press ENTER. The STUDENT DISCIPLINE
DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-9J) is displayed. If you want to add or update
the discipline comment on this screen, type the comment and press ENTER
and the message, "**COMMENT LINE UDATED IN STUDENT'S RECORD", will appear
at the bottom of the screen. If you accidentally type over the comment
area or erase part of it, don't worry! It's not permanently changed
until you press ENTER. Simply exit (F16) and come right back into this
screen and you will see it as it originally was entered.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ADDING DISCIPLINE RECORDS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------In order to add a discipline record, F1 must be selected from the STUDENT
DISCIPLINE SUMMARY SCREEN (Figure 6-9H). The ADD DISCIPLINE VIOLATION SCREEN
(Figure 6-9J) will be displayed with the fields cleared for initial entry.
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8120033 Name: Test, Student
Gr: 11 Sex: F Spec Ed:
C11
Street: 7326 W 143rd Ave
Cnslr: BRUSS
City/State: Cedar Lake IN
46303
BD: 07 28 08
Lunch: P
Parent/Guard: Custodial, Parent
Work Permit:
Waiver: _
Home Phone: 219 663 2525 N
Work Ph:
Withdraw Dt:
---------------------------- F4/5=Print this item ----- Handled by: BGS______
Date: _9 23 10 (MMDDYY) Time: 13 55 (HH:MM) Sch: C11 Loc: CLASSROOM__
Violation: 30 Disrespectful to a staff member
Comments: Student refused to open book and demonstrated defiant behavior.__
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Tchr#: 0535 Referred by: Mr. ADAMS
Period: 07
Incident: 3rd
Action: CS Suspended from a class one day
# of Days: 1.00 Serve Dates: _9 24 __ __
__ __
__ __
__ __
__ __
__ __ __ __
__ __
__ __
__ __
__ __
Return Dt: __ __ __ (MMDDYY)
DOE-ES BegDt:
EndDt:
EB HR 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 Times/Days In Session
Abs/Tardy: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
______
_______
DOE-ES Incident #: 001074008
IAES (Y/N):
Svcs Prov During Rmvl(1-4):
Letter: 231
No. of Days Expelled: ___
F8=More Text
ENTER=Val, F6=Del, F9=Paste, F10=Tchr, F12=Letter, F14=Cursor, F18=Hlp, F16=Ex
Figure 6-9J. ADD DISCIPLINE VIOLATION SCREEN
STEPS TO ADD A RECORD:
1.
Complete the various field entries by following the DATA ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS shown on the next page.
2.

Press ENTER to validate the screen entries. If an error exists, a message
will be displayed indicating the problem. After all errors have been
corrected, either press ENTER to validate again, or press F16 to exit.
3. After all entries have been validated and found to pass all edits, the ADD
DISCIPLINE VIOLATION SCREEN (Figure 6-9J) will be redisplayed with all
fields protected against modification. This is your opportunity to review
your entries and make sure that all items are correct. If any fields are
not as you intended, select F16 to open up the screen for corrections.
Otherwise, select one of the following options:
a.

Press ENTER to add the record and stay on the same screen. By
staying on the same screen, you can then request a letter to be
printed (F12), make additional modifications to the record that
you just created, or add additional text relating to this incident
(F8).

b.

Press F10 for Teacher Help
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c.

Press F11 to add the record and return to the STUDENT DISCIPLINE
SUMMARY SCREEN (Figure 6-9H) so that you may either add another
entry for the same student, or select one of the other options
available from the STUDENT DISCIPLINE SUMMARY SCREEN, or exit to
process another student.

d.

Press F12 to add the record and return to the STUDENT DISCIPLINE
SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-9A) so that you may either process
another student, or select F16 to exit.

Press F14 to display the Cursor Positioning Default screen (Figure 6-9K).
This screen allows you to define your individual preference for the
positioning of the cursor when the ADD DISCIPLINE VIOLATION SCREEN
(Figure 6-9J) is displayed. Simply type in the number of the field you want
to start entering data in. Press ENTER to update.
C11

Cursor Positioning Default

8120033 Test, Student

30

Disr Staff

09-23-10

Indicate the field to position the cursor for initial record entry: 03
01
02
03
04
05
06
07

Waiver
Handled by
Date
Time
Sch
Loc
Violation

ENTER=Update, F16=Return to previous screen
Figure 6-9K. CURSOR POSITIONING DEFAULT SCREEN
Follow the editing rules below when adding or updating a record.
There_is_a_maximum_number_of_ten_entries_per_student_per_day
------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------HANDLED_BY

Optional. If entered, this field should contain the initials
of the administrator handling this violation. This field will
default to the user ID of the person logged onto the computer,
but may be changed. This field is important in that when
certain reports are run, disciplinary records can be printed
for an individual administrator, by matching on this field. (3
A/N)

DATE

Required. When adding a violation, this field will default to
the current date, but can be changed. This field should
contain the date of the disciplinary violation. (6 N)

TIME

Optional. When adding a violation, this field can be used to
enter the time of the incident. The time must be entered in
the 4-digit military format. (4 N)
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SCHOOL

Optional. This field will default to the current school but can
be modified. It should represent the school where the incident
occurred. Alpha characters must be entered in uppercase only.
(3 A/N)

LOCATION

Optional. When adding a violation, this field can be used to
enter the location where the incident occurred. Alpha
characters must be entered in uppercase only. (12 A/N)

VIOLATION

Required. This field should contain a valid violation code
from the VIOLATIONS & ACTIONS CODE FILE (refer to section
6-14-9). Select F2 if help is needed to review available
codes (refer to Figure 6-9J). (2 A/N)

COMMENTS

Optional. This field can contain any additional comments
associated to the violation or action. (325 A/N)

TEACHER #

Optional. This field can be used to indicate the “referring
Teacher”. This field was added to gain consistency in data
entry, so that the Teacher Referral Report (F6-12-10) is not
dependent on manually typed names. To use this option, enter
the teacher number or press F10 for Teacher Help. A screen will
be displayed allowing you to enter a partial teacher last name.
Enter a partial name and press ENTER to get a list of teacher
numbers. Press the function key that corresponds to the desired
teacher. That teacher number will be pulled into the discipline
record and the teacher’s short name will be pulled from the
teacher master file and placed in the referral name field (even
if something different is typed there).
The referral title can
still be manually updated as desired when the teacher # is used.

REFERRED_BY

Optional. If entered, this field should contain the name of
the person who reported the violation. In the first 4
positions, "Mr.", "Ms.", "Miss", or "Mrs." would be entered.
In the next 20 positions, the person's last name would be
entered. If desired, you may enter both the first and last
name to better identify the person. However, try to be
consistent in how names are being entered. There is a
"REFERRAL" summary report available (please refer to section
6-12-10) which summarizes disciplinary referrals by the names
entered in this field. If "Mrs. Beverly Johnson" is entered
on one student and "Mrs. B. Johnson" is entered on another
student, the "REFERRAL" summary report will consider her to be
two separate people. (4 A/N + 20 A/N)

PERIOD

Optional. This field should contain the period of the day
that the violation occurred. For example, if the violation
occurred in the first class period, "1st" should be entered
(without the quotes). The reason for entering this
information as "1st" instead of "01" or "1" is that this field
is available for use when generating letters. "01" or "1"
could not be used flexibly in a variable sentence structure.
(4 A/N)
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INCIDENT

Optional. This field should contain the number of this
occurrence. For example, if this is the second time that the
student has violated the same rule, "2nd" should be entered
(without the quotes). The reason for entering this
information as "2nd" instead of "02" or "2" is that this field
is available for use when generating letters. "02" or "2"
could not be used flexibly in a variable sentence structure.
(3 A/N)

ACTION

Required. This field should contain a valid action code from
the VIOLATIONS & ACTIONS CODE FILE (refer to section 6-14-9).
Select F3 if help is needed to review available codes (refer
to Figure 6-9K). (2 A/N)

#_OF_DAYS

Optional. If entered, this field should contain the number of
days the student is to be suspended or serve detention. (2N)

SERVE_DATES

Optional. If entered, these fields should contain the dates
that the student is to be suspended or serve detention. Each
date should be entered as a two digit month and two digit
day. The year is not entered. Up to 12 dates may be
entered. Although you may enter "1" (without the quotes) to
represent January, it is easier to enter "01" so that the
cursor automatically jumps to the day field, rather than
typing "1" and then having to press the "TAB" key to jump to
the day field. (4N)

RETURN_DATE

Optional. If entered, this field should contain the date
(MMDDYY format) a student can return to school following an
expulsion or suspension. The date entered here will be
edited to make sure it is not earlier than the discipline
date. (6N)

DOE-ES BEG_DATE Optional/Required. This field should contain the beginning date
(MMDDYY format) of an expulsion or suspension. This is a
required entry for expulsions or suspensions. (6N)
END_DATE

Optional/Required. This field should contain the ending
date (MMDDYY format) of an expulsion or suspension. This is
a required entry for expulsions or suspensions. (6N)

ABS/TARDY

Optional. There are two ways of placing information into
these fields. (2N)
1. By running the attendance history report for excessive
absences (refer to section 6-8-5) and telling it to create
discipline records for all students meeting the criteria.
2. By manually entering the number of absences or tardies in
these fields.
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Optional. There are two ways of placing information into this
field. (2N + 2DEC)
1. By running the attendance history report for excessive
absences (refer to section 6-8-5) and telling it to create
discipline records for all students meeting the criteria.
2. By manually entering the number of absences or tardies in
this field.

IN_SESSION

Optional. This field will store the number of days enrolled.
(maximum of 999.99) It will automatically be plugged with the
appropriate number of days when a discipline record is
generated from the attendance history report process (F6-8-5).
(3N + 2DEC)

DOEES INCIDENT# Optional. This field is used to report the incident number of
an expulsion or suspension record and is used when reporting
the DOE-ES to the state. If the Attendance/Discipline
Control screen (F6-18) contains a response of “Y” to “Auto
assign incident #”, the incident # will be automatically
assigned the next incremental number regardless of the type of
action taken. If an incident # should not be automatically
assigned, type in an incident # before pressing ENTER. When
pasting a discipline entry to other students, the other students
will get the same incident number that was assigned to the
student being pasted.
IAES

Optional. This field is used to report the Interim Alternative
Educational Setting for a special education participant and is
referenced when reporting the DOE-ES to the state.

SVCS PROV
DURING
RMVL

Optional. This field should be used to indicate the
services provided for the student that was removed from school.
The description for the values 1-4 are described at the bottom
of the Help Screen (F18). (1 N)

#_DAYS_EXPELLED Optional. If entered, this field should contain the number of
days a student will be expelled. This field is used for the
DOE-EX report. (6N)
NOTE: If the Attendance/Discipline Control Screen (F6-18) contains a response of
“Y” to “EX/SU edit?”, the following fields will be required when the Action code
contains a Susp/Expul entry of 1 or 2:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

# of Days
at least one serve date
Return Dt
DOE-ES Beg Dt
End Dt
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The following fields will be required when the Action code contains a Susp/Expul
entry of 3:
1. SCCS PROV DURING RMVL
2. No. of Days Expelled
3. DOE-ES Beg Dt
4. Return Dt
Press F2 to assist with the entry of the VIOLATION codes. The HELP FOR
VIOLATION CODES SCREEN (Figure 6-9L) is displayed.

Figure 6-9L.

HELP FOR VIOLATION CODES SCREEN

Press the corresponding function key to plug that code into the "VIOLATION"
field on the entry screen or press F16 to return to the entry screen.
Press F3 to assist with the entry of the ACTION codes.
CODES SCREEN (Figure 6-9M) is displayed.

Figure 6-9M.

The HELP FOR ACTION

HELP FOR ACTION CODES SCREEN
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Press the corresponding function key to plug that code into the "ACTION" field
on the entry screen or press F16 to return to the entry screen.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ADDING ADDITIONAL TEXT TO A DISCIPLINE RECORD
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------In order to add additional text relating to a specific discipline incident,
select F8 from the STUDENT DISCIPLINE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-9L). The STUDENT
DISCIPLINE TEXT SCREEN (Figure 6-9N) will be displayed.

Figure 6-9N. STUDENT DISCIPLINE TEXT SCREEN
This text screen cannot be accessed without a minimum of "read" access rights on
the 3rd level of discipline security. To add or update text information, a
minimum of "write" access rights on the 3rd level of discipline security are
required.
ENTER

Press ENTER to validate, then ENTER to update the record. If you need
to make corrections or adjustments after pressing ENTER once, simply
press F16.

F12

Press F12 to return to the STUDENT DISCIPLINE SUMMARY SCREEN (Figure
6-9H) without updating the text.

F16

Press F16 to return to the STUDENT DISCIPLINE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure
6-9M) without updating the text.

Whenever text is entered on this screen, "F8=More Text" will be highlighted on
the STUDENT DISCIPLINE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-9O). If it is not highlighted,
then no text has been entered.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------DISPLAYING/UPDATING DISCIPLINE RECORDS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------In order to display or update an individual discipline record, an 'X' must be
entered next to the desired item on the STUDENT DISCIPLINE SUMMARY SCREEN
(Figure 6-9H) and ENTER must be pressed. The STUDENT DISCIPLINE DETAIL SCREEN
(Figure 6-9O) will be displayed.
8120033 Name: Test, Student
Gr: 11 Sex: F Spec Ed:
C11
Street: 7326 W 143rd Ave
Cnslr: BRUSS
City/State: Cedar Lake IN
46303
BD: 07 28 08
Lunch: P
Parent/Guard: Custodial, Parent
Work Permit:
Waiver: _
Home Phone: 219 663 2525 N
Work Ph:
Withdraw Dt:
---------------------------- F4/5=Print this item ----- Handled by: BGS______
Date: _9 23 10 (MMDDYY) Time: 13 55 (HH:MM) Sch: C11 Loc: CLASSROOM__
Violation: 30 Disrespectful to a staff member
Comments: Student refused to open book and demonstrated defiant behavior.__
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Tchr#: 0535 Referred by: Mr. ADAMS
Period: 07
Incident: 3rd
Action: CS Suspended from a class one day
# of Days: 1.00 Serve Dates: _9 24 __ __
__ __
__ __
__ __
__ __
__ __ __ __
__ __
__ __
__ __
__ __
Return Dt: __ __ __ (MMDDYY)
DOE-ES BegDt:
EndDt:
EB HR 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 Times/Days In Session
Abs/Tardy: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
______
_______
DOE-ES Incident #: 001074008
IAES (Y/N):
Svcs Prov During Rmvl(1-4):
Letter: 231
No. of Days Expelled: ___
F8=More Text
ENTER=Val, F6=Del, F9=Paste, F10=Tchr, F12=Letter, F14=Cursor, F18=Hlp, F16=Ex
Figure 6-9O. STUDENT DISCIPLINE DETAIL SCREEN
If you wish to view a discipline record without making modifications, simply
press F16. If the F8 option is highlighted, it means that text has already been
entered on the STUDENT DISCIPLINE TEXT SCREEN (Figure 6-9N). If you wish to
update any of the entries, follow the steps described below.
STEPS TO UPDATE A RECORD:
1.

Modify any of the various field entries by following the DATA ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS shown on the previous pages.

2.

Press ENTER to validate the screen entries. If an error exists, a
message will be displayed indicating the problem. After all errors have
been corrected, either press ENTER to validate again, or press F16 to
exit.

3.

After all entries have been validated and found to pass all edits, the
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STUDENT DISCIPLINE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-9O) will be redisplayed with
all fields protected against modification. Review your entries and make
sure that all items are correct. If any fields are not as you intended,
select F16 to open up the screen for corrections. Otherwise, select one
of the following options:
a.

Press ENTER to update the record and stay on the same screen. By
staying on the same screen, you can then request a letter to be printed
(F12), or even make additional modifications to the record that you just
updated.

b.

Press F11 to update the record and return to the STUDENT DISCIPLINE
SELECTION SUMMARY SCREEN (Figure 6-9H) so that you may either update
another entry for the same student, or select one of the other options
available from the STUDENT DISCIPLINE SUMMARY SCREEN, or exit to process
another student.

c.

Press F12 to update the record and return to the STUDENT DISCIPLINE
SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-9A) so that you may either process another
student, or select F16 to exit.

The student's name will be saved or not saved in the Direct Access 'name'
field, based on each user's session default response to the question "Save
student's name" (F23).
------------------------------------------------------------------------------HOW TO PASTE DISCIPLINE RECORDS
Pressing F9 from the STUDENT DISCIPLINE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-9L) enables you
to enter the same discipline data for a group of students who are involved in
the same incident. After entering a discipline record for a student, press ENTER
once to validate and again to update. The STUDENT DISCIPLINE DETAIL SCREEN
(Figure 6-9L) will be redisplayed showing the newly entered record.
Press F9 to display the PASTE DISCIPLINE RECORD screen (Figure 6-9P).
C11

Paste Discipline Record

8120033 Test, Student

30

Disr Staff

09-23-10

Individual student(s) for which the same record should be created:
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
ENTER=Validate, F5=Student Roster, F16=Return to previous screen
Figure 6-9P.

PASTE DISCIPLINE RECORD SCREEN
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Enter the ID number of the other students who should have the same record.
you need help for student ID numbers, use F5 to view a student roster.

If

After entering the ID numbers for the other students involved, press ENTER. The
screen will be redisplayed for confirmation of the ID numbers entered and the
student names will appear next to the ID numbers. The warning message, "0000000
has record for the same date!", will appear if any of the students already have
a record that matches the date and violation code of the one you are about to
copy. This is just a warning, you will be allowed to continue if the software
finds less than ten discipline records for that day. You will need to press
ENTER a 2nd time to create the new records.
You will be returned to the original student's discipline record upon
completion. The message "Record(s) pasted! Enter next request!" will appear
at the bottom of the screen. If any unique changes need to be made to the other
student's records that were just created, you can simply go into those students'
records as you normally would and make the changes.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------DELETING DISCIPLINE RECORDS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------In order to delete an individual discipline record, an 'X' must be entered next
to the desired item on the STUDENT DISCIPLINE SUMMARY SCREEN (Figure 6-9H) and
ENTER must be pressed. The STUDENT DISCIPLINE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-9O) will
be displayed.
STEPS TO DELETE A RECORD:
1.

Select F6 to request that the record be deleted.

2.

After pressing F6, the STUDENT DISCIPLINE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-9O) will
be redisplayed with all fields protected against modification. This is
your opportunity to review the record one more time and make sure that you
really want to delete the record. If so, press F22 to delete the record,
or select F16 to open up the screen to select another option. After
pressing F22, you will be returned to the STUDENT DISCIPLINE SELECTION
SCREEN (Figure 6-9L) so that you may either process another student, or
select F16 to exit.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------GENERATING A DISCIPLINE LETTER
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Before attempting to generate discipline letters, please refer to Section 6-10
of this guide for information on entering standard discipline letters into the
computer.
In order to generate a letter relating to a specific discipline record for an
individual student, you must access the STUDENT DISCIPLINE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure
6-9L) by going into either the "ADDING DISCIPLINE RECORDS" option or the
"DISPLAYING/UPDATING DISCIPLINE RECORDS" option as described on the previous
pages. If you want to generate a letter to a group of students, refer instead
to Section 6-12-4 of this guide.
STEPS TO GENERATE A LETTER:
1.

Select F12 to request that a letter be generated. This can be done
immediately after adding a discipline record or immediately after updating
a record. Or, a letter can be requested without making any updates to the
record.

2.

After pressing F12, a letter selection screen (Figure 6-9Q) will be
displayed. If this is the first time that a letter is being requested for
this disciplinary item, all fields will be blank. If a letter was
previously requested or recorded for this item, the Letter, Copies and
Date fields will contain data, but can be modified. To preserve a record
of the previously sent letter and avoid resending it with subsequent
entries, erase the number of copies. To record that a letter was sent,
but not print it at this time, simply fill in the Letter # and Date, and
leave the Number of Copies blank. A letter will not be generated when the
Number of Copies field is blank.

3.

To print a new letter now, type the number of the desired letter on the
next available line, the number of copies needed and the date. Up to ten
letters/forms can be produced at the same time. Press ENTER. The message
"*** Generating Letter ***" will appear on the screen. When the screen
returns to the STUDENT DISCIPLINE SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-9A), it means
that the letter/form has been sent to your printer.
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LETTER SELECTION SCREEN

If help is needed to determine the letter to be generated, select F1 for help.
The HELP FOR LETTERS SCREEN (Figure 6-12-4B) will be displayed.

Figure 6-12-4B.

HELP FOR LETTERS SCREEN

Press the corresponding function key to plug the letter number into the previous
screen, or press ENTER to view additional letters. At any time, F16 will return
you to the STUDENT DISCIPLINE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-9O).
Please note that the sample screen above shows printer control information in
the last column (DN10, DN08, D, DY05, AN05). The last 3 characters of these
entries are optional and may not appear on your screen. These "letter controls"
have the following meanings:
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DN10 =

D=Discipline letter; N=No, don't eject to the top of page before
printing; 10=10-character left margin.

DN08 =

D=Discipline letter; N=No, don't eject to the top of page before
printing; 8=8-character left margin.

D

D=Discipline letter; with no printer controls, the letter will
eject to the top of page before printing and will have no left
margin.

=

DY05 =

D=Discipline letter; Y=Yes, eject to the top of page before
printing; 05=5-character left margin.

AN05 =

A=Attendance letter; N=No don't eject to the top of page before
printing; 05=5-character left margin.
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In order to maintain discipline letters, press F10 from the ATTENDANCE AND
DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The MAINTAIN DISCIPLINE/
ATTENDANCE LETTERS SCREEN 1 (Figure 6-10A) will be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Maintain Discipline/Attendance Letters
Letter number: __2 (1-999)
As you maintain each letter, you will notice that you have the capability
to define letters that contain up to 130 characters per print line, with
up to 62 print lines per letter. Due to the fact that you may want to
direct different letters to different printers, you may want to enter the
same letter twice using two different letter numbers. The width code that
is defined for the letter will restrict entering text past that width, and
will also have an effect on the centering option (F14). You may optionally
enter a one-line description for each letter which will appear on each
maintenance screen.
F8 = Help for existing letters.

Enter starting letter number above.

NOTE: This is not a word processing application. This Attendance and
Discipline Letter Master File is separate from fee and general letters.
ENTER=Continue, F1=First, F12=Print ALL Letters, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________

Figure 6-10A.

MAINTAIN DISCIPLINE/ATTENDANCE LETTERS SCREEN 1

Press F1 to display the first letter on file. Press F8 to display a listing of
all Discipline/Attendance letters on file. Press F12 to print all Discipline/
Attendance letters on file. Or, enter the number of the Discipline/Attendance
letter that you wish to add or update and press ENTER. The MAINTAIN
DISCIPLINE/ATTENDANCE LETTERS SCREEN 2 (Figure 6-10B) will be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
001
ENTER=Val, F2=1st F3=Up F4=Down F5=Next-10 F6=Prev-10 F7=Insert F8=Remove
F9=Nxt-Ltr F10=Copy/Move F12=Print F14=Center F15=Width F18=Res Words, F16=Exit
Width C Desc First_offense_letter_________________________________________
F1=Line Pos
F22=Delete letter
A/D: D Page Eject: Y Left Margin: 05
01A
_________________________________________________________________
01B
_________________________________________________________________
02A
______________Merrillville_Community_School_Corporation__________
02B
_________________________________________________________________
03A
____________________1111_Delaware_Street_________________________
03B
_________________________________________________________________
04A
___________________Merrillville,_IN__46410_______________________
04B
_________________________________________________________________
05A
_________________________________________________________________
05B
_________________________________________________________________
06A
_________________________________________________________________
06B
To_the_parent_or_guardian_of:_<FIRST>_<LAST>_____________________
07A
_________________________________________________________________
07B
_________________________________________________________________
08A
Your_child_has_been_found_guilty_of_the_following_violation:_____
08B
_________________________________________________________________
09A
________<VIOLATION-L>____________________________________________
09B
_________________________________________________________________
10A
_________________________________________________________________
10B
_________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Figure 6-10B.

MAINTAIN DISCIPLINE/ATTENDANCE LETTERS SCREEN 2
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Due to the wide range of word processing applications being used by our
customers, and due to the various levels of ease and difficulty in interfacing
with them, this function to MAINTAIN DISCIPLINE/ATTENDANCE LETTERS has been
developed in "Data Processing" mode. This is not a word processing
application. Therefore, there is not automatic word wrap-around at the end of
a line, nor will you find any of the other features of a word processing
application. This function was designed to give you the opportunity to
structure a free-format letter which can include "RESERVED WORDS" enabling you
to plug variable student data elements into the letter.
As you maintain each letter, you have the capability to define letters with up
to 130 characters per print line and up to 62 print lines per letter. The
first 65 characters of a print line should be typed on the "A" portion of the
line, while the last 65 characters of a print line should be typed on the "B"
portion of the line.
If there will be a need to direct the same letter to two different printers
(e.g., one printer might be set to print at 10 characters per inch, while
another printer is set to print at 12 characters per inch), you should enter
the letter twice using two different numbers.
Optionally, a one-line description can be entered for each letter and will
appear on the top of each screen while maintaining the letter. This
description will be used in the HELP FOR LETTERS SCREEN (Figure 6-12-4B) to
assist users in selecting the appropriate letter to be printed.
The width code defined for the letter will restrict entering text past that
width, and will also have an effect on the centering option (F14). If you
happen to exceed the maximum allowed characters, the PRINTLINE WARNING SCREEN
(Figure 6-10C) is displayed after you press ENTER once.
________________________________________________________________________________
W A R N I N G !

The following printlines exceed your desired report width of
Print line #

55 characters.

8

F1=Allow overflow, F16=Return to shorten printline(s)
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-10C. PRINTLINE WARNING SCREEN
Press F1 to allow the overflow or press F16 to shorten the printline.
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When adding or updating lines of a letter or its description or width code,
ENTER must be pressed twice to store the text.
Once within the maintain function, several options are available:
F1

Gives the line position of the cursor.

F2

Display the first 10 lines of the letter for updating.

F3

This will move the screen up one line in the letter. For example, if
the first line displayed on the screen is 11A, pressing F3 will change
the screen so that line 10A is displayed first.

F4

This will move the screen down one line in the letter. For example, if
the first line displayed on the screen is 1A, pressing F4 will change
the screen so that line 2A is displayed first.

F5

Display the next 10 lines of the letter for updating.

F6

Display the previous 10 lines of the letter for updating.

F7

Insert spaces in a line for the purpose of
without having to retype a line. Position
the letter where you want to insert one or
F7. Make sure you ENTER twice to save any

F8

Remove characters/spaces from a line. Position the cursor at the point
in the letter where you want to delete one or more characters, then
press F8.

F9

Go to the next letter on file. Be careful! Do not make changes on the
screen and then select F9. Changes are not stored until ENTER has been
pressed twice. Select F9 only if there are no changes to store.

F10

To copy another letter into this letter, move a range of lines up or
down within this letter, copy this letter into another school, or copy
this letter from the district level into one or more schools. You will
use F1 to copy a letter, F2 to move a line(s) up or down within this
function, or F3 to copy this letter into another school from the school
or district level. You must have "write" or "administrative" access
rights at the other school to be able to do the copy. See the next page
for the screen that will be presented when F10 is pressed.

being able to add a word(s)
the cursor at the point in
more characters, then press
changes made.
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________________________________________________________________________________
COPY/MOVE
Option 1:

To copy another letter into this letter, enter the other letter #
here and press F1. Select F12 for help for letters.
Letter to copy into this letter: 000 (and press F1)

Option 2:

To move a range of lines up or down:
Starting line: 00 Ending line: 00 Move up/down: ____ # of lines: 00
(and press F2)

Option 3:

To copy this letter into another school, enter the other school
I.D. here and press F3.
Copy this letter into school: ___ (and press F3)

Press function key for selected option, or F16=Return
________________________________________________________________________________
If the letter being copied already exists at the school it is being
copied into, the message:
"LETTER ALREADY EXISTS AT THAT SCHOOL!

F5 to continue, F16 to respecify!"

will be displayed giving you the option to continue with the copy (F5)
or respecify the school (F16).
F12

Print a sample of the letter currently displayed.

F14

Center the line on which the cursor is positioned. Normally, text would
be entered starting at the first position on the line and then you would
press F14. However, text can be entered anywhere on the line and F14
will center it
based_upon_the_width_code_entered_at_the_top_of_the_screen.

F15
Display the HELP FOR WIDTH CODES SCREEN (Figure 6-10D).
________________________________________________________________________________
Letter_Width_Codes
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85

characters
characters
characters
characters
characters
characters
characters
characters
characters

J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

90 characters
95 characters
100 characters
105 characters
110 characters
115 characters
120 characters
125 characters
130 characters

ENTER=/F16 = Return to previous screen
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-10D. HELP FOR WIDTH CODES SCREEN
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F18

Display the HELP FOR RESERVED WORDS SCREENS to assist in
determining the names of data elements that can be plugged into
the letter from student records. Please note that the "[" and "<"
can be used interchangeably on the left side of a reserved word,
while "]" and ">" can be used interchangeably on the right side of
a word. NOTE: Using "[" and "<" for any purpose other than
designating the start of a reserved word may cause unpredictable
results. The reserved words that are available for use in
discipline letters are described in Appendix L.

F20

Pressing F20 will insert one line into the letter and move all
existing text down one line accordingly. To add one line to the
letter, position the cursor at the point where you would like to
add a line and press F20.

F21

Pressing F21 will remove one line from the letter and move all
existing text up one line accordingly. To remove one line from
the letter, position the cursor at the point where you would like
to delete a line and press F21.

F22

Pressing F22 will give the user the option to delete the letter.
The message "F22=Confirm deletion of entire letter" will appear at
the top of the letter. Pressing F22 again will delete the
letter. Pressing F16 returns the user to the MAINTAIN
DISCIPLINE/ATTENDANCE LETTERS SCREEN 2 (Figure 6-10B).

ENTER

After making any changes to a letter or its description or the
width code, be sure to press ENTER twice to update the
information. The screen will then redisplay to enable you to
select another option (such as, F12 to print a sample of the
letter). Press F16 to exit when done.

A/D

Enter an "A" for attendance, or a "D" for discipline, to define
whether the letter is an attendance or discipline letter.
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The following

1.

Fixed-length_RESERVED_WORDS.
By adding a "$" to the end of any of your reserved words (with the
exception of "SCHED" and "TEXT"), you will be telling the software
to reserve space for the entire length of the field rather than
doing the normal text compression. For example, you can use the
reserved word [PARENT$] instead of [PARENT] to eliminate field
compression.

2.

Underlined_RESERVED_WORDS.
By adding the letter "U" to the end of any of your reserved words
(with the exception of "SCHED" and "TEXT"), you will be telling
the software to underline the field. For example, you can use the
reserved word [PARENTU] instead of [PARENT] to underline the
parent's name.

3.

Underlined_fixed-length_RESERVED_WORDS.
By adding a "$" and the letter "U" to the end of any of your
reserved words (with the exception of "SCHED" and "TEXT"), you can
develop a more column/form structured look. For example, the
reserved word [SSN$U] or [SSNU$], will print an underline for the
length of SSN plus hyphens, even_if_the_field_is_blank!

NOTE: As long as the "$" (fixed length) option is not used in the reserved
words COMMENT-1, COMMENT-2, COMMENT-3, COMMENT-4, and COMMENT-5, the
compression logic will be used to eliminate a blank line from appearing when
any of those fields are blank.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------PRINTING CONTROLS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------The printer control entries are optional.
________________________________________________________________________________
001
ENTER=Val, F2=1st F3=Up F4=Down F5=Next-10 F6=Prev-10 F7=Insert F8=Remove
F9=Nxt-Ltr F10=Copy/Move F12=Print F14=Center F15=Width F18=Res Words, F16=Exit
Width C Desc First_offense_letter_________________________________________
F1=Line Pos
F22=Delete letter
A/D: D Page Eject: Y Left Margin: 05
01A
_________________________________________________________________
01B
_________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-10B. MAINTAIN DISCIPLINE/ATTENDANCE LETTERS SCREEN 2
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6-10.

MAINTAIN DISCIPLINE/ATTENDANCE LETTERS

6-10
(Continued)

Two options are available for controlling the printer output:
1.

PAGE EJECT (1 A/N):
N = No, don't eject to the top of page before printing the letter.
If this control is used, the letter will not eject to the top of
the page for the first letter, but will eject for all of the
letters that follow when doing a group (batch) of letters.
Y = Yes, eject to the top of page before printing the letter.
Note:

2.

Even if you enter an "N" for "Page Eject" control, your printer
may be configured to automatically eject to the top of form
regardless of this entry here. Please speak to your system
administrator if you are sure that you have entered the "N" in
the "Page Eject" field and your printer is still ejecting to the
top of form before printing the letter.
Normally,_the_printer_will_always_eject_to_the_top_of_form_when_
printing_the_very_first_item_of_the_day, or right after forms have
been changed.

LEFT MARGIN CONTROL (2 N):
Type a 2-digit number to indicate the amount of the left
margin.
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6-11.

REVIEW DISCIPLINE DATA BY DATE AND VIOLATION

6-11

By selecting F11 on the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure
6-0), the REVIEW DISCIPLINE DATA BY DATE AND VIOLATION MENU (Figure 6-11A) is
displayed. The purpose of this function is to display on the screen selected
disciplinary violations. For example, to review all students who have been
expelled for any reason for the first semester, you would enter the first
semester date range followed by the desired sort sequence, with the violation
codes left blank and enter only the action code meaning "expelled".
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS

DISCIPLINE SYSTEM
Review Discipline by Date and Violation

Date range of violations: __ __ __ thru __ __ __
(Leave ending date blank if same as beginning)
Sort sequence: _ 1=Violation, Student, Date
2=Date, Violation, Student
3=Violation, Date, Student
Violation codes to be reviewed: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
(Leave blank for all codes)
Action codes to be included: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
(Leave blank for all codes)

ENTER=Continue, F2=Violations, F3=Actions, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-11A. REVIEW DISCIPLINE/ATTENDANCE BY DATE AND VIOLATION
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------DATE_RANGE

Required. Must contain the date range of the violations to be
reported in month, day, year format. To list all violations
for a single day, only a beginning date needs to be entered.

SORT_SEQ.

Required. This field should contain a number indicating the
desired sort sequence on the screen to be presented. (1N)
Valid entries:

1=Violation, Student, Date
2=Date, Violation, Student
3=Violation, Date, Student
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6-11.

REVIEW DISCIPLINE DATA BY DATE AND VIOLATION

6-11
(Continued)

------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------VIOLATION
CODES

Optional. If entered, should contain a valid violation
code(s) on the violation code file for record selection.
Leave blank for ALL. ( A/N)
If you are unsure of the violation code(s), press F2 to display
the DISCIPLINE VIOLATION CODE FILE SCREEN (Figure 6-11B).

________________________________________________________________________________

Discipline Violation Code File
F
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Violation
DISRUPTIVE
DISRUPTIVE
DISRUPTIVE
DISRUPTIVE
SLEEPING
NO MAT
CHEATING
GUM
MISC
TARDYCLASS
TARDY DET
SIGNIN OUT
NO CALL
IMPERSON
TRUANT ALL

Cd
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
12
13
14
15
1A

Long Description
Excessive talking in class
Out of assigned seat without permission
Disturbing classmates
Disruptive
Sleeping in class
Not bringing proper materials to class
Cheating on class assignment or test
Chewing gum in class
Miscellaneous
Tardy to class
Tardy to detention or suspension
Failure to sign in/out of school-Did not return signed pass
No phone call for student absence
Impersonating a parent
Truant to school

Enter For Additional Codes, F1-F15 to Select Particular Code, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-11B. DISCIPLINE VIOLATION CODE FILE SCREEN
Press the corresponding function key to plug the code number
on the DISCIPLINE SYSTEM SCREEN (Figure 6-11) and continue,
or press ENTER for additional codes.
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6-11.

REVIEW DISCIPLINE DATA BY DATE AND VIOLATION

6-11
(Continued)

------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------ACTION_CODE

Optional. If entered, should contain a valid action code on
the discipline code file for record selection. Leave blank
for ALL. (2 A/N)
If you are unsure of the action codes, press F3 to display the
DISCIPLINE ACTION CODE FILE (Figure 6-11C).

________________________________________________________________________________

Discipline Action Code File
F
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Action
CLASSUSP
DET P.M.
DET A.M.
EXPELLED
SECTION F
Letter Snt
LEGAL NOTE
PARENT CF
PLACED/CON
PARENT CAL
SATURDAY
SUSP IN
SUSP OUT
TARDY CONT
WARNING

Cd
C
D
DA
EX
F
L
LN
P1
PC
PP
S
SI
SO
TC
W

Long Description
Suspended from a class
After-school detention
Morning detention
Expelled
Section F
Letter Sent
Legal notice sent
Parent conference
Placed on contract
Parent call
Saturday School
In-school suspension
Out-of-school suspension
Tardy Contract
Warning

Enter For Additional Codes, F1-F15 to Select Particular Code, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-11C. DISCIPLINE ACTION CODE FILE SCREEN
Press the corresponding function key to plug that code into
the "ACTION CODES" field on the DISCIPLINE SYSTEM SCREEN
(Figure 6-11A), or press F16 to return to the DISCIPLINE
SYSTEM SCREEN without selecting a code.

Once all of the fields have been entered, press ENTER to validate the data.
If ENTER is pressed, the message, "Building Discipline Workfile", appears and
subsequently the VIOLATION REVIEW SCREEN 1 (Figrue 6-11D) is displayed. This
may take a minute or two to process. Be patient!
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6-11.

REVIEW DISCIPLINE DATA BY DATE AND VIOLATION

6-11
(Continued)

Sample of the first screen might look like the following:
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Review Discipline by Date and Violation
08-23-93 thru 03-31-94
Sorted: Violation, Student, Date
Violations: A L L
Actions: A L L
(F12) Position to:
Student
__ID___
E980710
E980710
J950020
H960039
J951100
H950750
H960079
H942850
H955420
H970023
J940770
J960090

___Student_Name_____
Aaron, xxxxxx xxxxxx
Aaron, xxxxxx xxxxxx
Adams, xxxxxx
Bryan, xxxxxxxx x
Doleys, xxxxxxxx x
Doxtator, xxxxxx
Dripps, xxxxx x
Flynn, xxxxxxxxxx
Frey, xxxxxx
Hoover, xxxxxxxx
Johnson, x xxxx
Kinzler, xxxxx

Gr
11
11
11
10
11
11
11
12
11
09
11
10

__Date__
11-03-93
01-24-94
09-29-93
01-24-94
01-24-94
01-24-94
01-24-94
01-24-94
01-24-94
01-24-94
01-24-94
01-24-94

Vi
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

___Desc___ Ac Letter __Date__ WD
DISRUPTIVE PP
DISRUPTIVE
002
01-24-94
DISRUPTIVE EX
DISRUPTIVE
002
01-24-94
DISRUPTIVE
002
01-24-94
DISRUPTIVE
002
01-24-94
DISRUPTIVE
002
01-24-94
DISRUPTIVE
002
01-24-94
DISRUPTIVE
002
01-24-94
DISRUPTIVE
002
01-24-94
DISRUPTIVE
002
01-24-94
DISRUPTIVE
002
01-24-94

ENTER=More, F1=1st, F18=Previous, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-11D. SAMPLE VIOLATION REVIEW SCREEN 1
By pressing ENTER, the next screen of violations will be presented, according
to the sort parameter defined on Figure 6-11A.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Review Discipline by Date and Violation
08-23-93 thru 03-31-94
Sorted: Violation, Student, Date
Violations: A L L
Actions: A L L
(F12) Position to:
Student
__ID___ ___Student_Name_____ Gr
J970047 Berntssen, xxxxx
09
W970610 Hicks, xxxxxxxx x
09
O970450 Mikel, xxxxx x
09
O970450 Mikel, xxxxx x
09
H955540 Prizio, xxxxxxx x
11
J970016 Torres, xxxxxxx x
09
J970069 Neukom, xxxxxx x
09
1111111 Aaron, xxxxxx xxxxxx 10
1111111 Aaron, xxxxxx xxxxxx 10
E980710 Aaron, xxxxxx xxxxxx 11
E980710 Aaron, xxxxxx xxxxxx 11
H960023 Pujols, xxxxxxxx
10

__Date__
09-03-93
08-31-93
08-31-93
08-31-93
09-03-93
08-31-93
08-31-93
03-30-94
03-30-94
11-05-93
11-03-93
08-31-93

Vi
03
03
03
03
03
03
04
05
05
05
06
08

___Desc___
DISRUPTIVE
DISRUPTIVE
DISRUPTIVE
DISRUPTIVE
DISRUPTIVE
DISRUPTIVE
DISRUPTIVE
SLEEPING
SLEEPING
SLEEPING
NO MAT
GUM

Ac Letter __Date__ WD
W
W
D
S
DA
D
S
D
001
04-07-94
PP 007
03-30-94
PP
PC
D

ENTER=More, F1=1st, F18=Previous, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-11E. SAMPLE VIOLATION REVIEW SCREEN 2
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6-12.

DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU

6-12

By selecting F12 on the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure
6-0), the DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) is displayed.
ALL FUNCTIONS ARE FOR CURRENT YEAR USE ONLY and are unable to generate reports
for prior years
________________________________________________________________________________
Discipline Reporting Menu
School/Dist
Violations by Date Range,
option to sort by date or violation code ... F1

S

Letter for Group of Students ................... F4

S

Students by Action Code and Serve Date .........
Discipline Serve Date Report ...................
Discipline History Report ......................
Perfect Discipline Report ......................
Summary of Discipline by Violation Code.........
Summary of Discipline by Referral ..............
Summary of Discipline by Action Code ...........
Suspension Report DOE-SU .......................
Expulsion Report DOE-EX ........................
Out of School Susp with/without disabilities ...

F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
D/S
D/S
D/S

Session Defaults ......... F23
Display Print Files ...... F15
Exit ..................... F16
(C) Copyright Regional Data Services, Inc. 1999 - All Rights Reserved
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12A. DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU
There are 12 discipline reporting options available through the Discipline
Reporting Menu. Each of these items is available for selection at any time.
The reports that are available are defined below.
--------- Report Title ---------

---------------- Description ----------------

Violations by Date

This report will list violations by date
range. You may select single "HANDLED BY"
initials and/or single "ACTION CODE" and/or
single "Violation Code" or leave blank for
ALL. This report is available in only the
narrow report width.

Letter for Group of Students

This option will print a specific discipline
letter for a group of students according to
action code and serving date. You may
optionally select single "HANDLED BY"
initials or leave blank for ALL.
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6-12.

DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU

6-12
(Continued)

--------- Report Title ---------

---------------- Description ----------------

Students by Action Code
and Serve Date

This report will list students by action
code and serving date. Optionally enter
specific "ACTION CODE" or "HANDLED BY"
initials or leave blank for ALL. This
report is available in only the narrow
report width.

Discipline Serve Date

This report lists students with a specific
serving date for violations. Optionally
enter specific "ACTION CODES," "VIOLATION
CODES," and "GRADES," or leave blank for
all. Special Ed students can be included,
excluded or selected exclusively. Withdrawn
students can be included. The report is
only available in the narrow width format.

Discipline History Report

This report will show a history of
discipline entries for the date range
entered. All students or individual
students can be selected for printing. This
report option can determine which students
meet the excessive discipline criteria, can
optionally generate letters & can optionally
generate a discipline violation record for
each student meeting the criteria. This
report is available in both wide and narrow
report widths.

Perfect Discipline Report

The purpose of this report is to print a
listing of all students who had no
discipline violations for a particular date
range. Optionally, you can also print
absence summary information for those
students with "perfect discipline".
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6-12.

DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU

6-12
(Continued)

--------- Report Title ---------

---------------- Description ----------------

Summary of Discipline by
Violation Code

The purpose of this report is to supply
violation code totals by date range, grade,
sex, and/or ethnic code. Optionally enter
date range, grade level, sex, and ethnic or
leave blank for ALL.*

Summary of Discipline by Referral The purpose of this report is to supply
violation referral totals by date range,
grade, sex, and/or ethnic code. Optionally
enter date range, grade level, sex, and
ethnic or leave blank for ALL.*

Summary of Discipline by Action
Code

The purpose
action code
sex, and/or
date range,
leave blank

of this report is to supply
totals by date range, grade,
ethnic code. Optionally enter
grade level, sex, and ethnic or
for ALL.*

------------------------------------------------------------------------------Narrow Width = 80 Characters Wide ( 8 1/2 x 11 ) Form
------------------------------------------------------------------------------*These reports will print in narrow format
if 4 or less grade levels are selected.
Otherwise, the reports will print in wide
format.
On the following pages are procedures for selecting the above mentioned
reports.
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6-12-1.

VIOLATIONS BY DATE

6-12-1

In order to print Violations by Date, press F12 from the ATTENDANCE AND
DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU
(Figure 6-12A) is displayed. Press F1. The VIOLATIONS BY DATE SCREEN (Figure
6-12-1A) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Print_Detail_Listing_of_Violations_by_Date
Enter date range of violations to print:
_9 25 98 thru 10 25 98
(MM DD YY)
(MM DD YY)
To list all violations for a single day,
only a beginning date needs to be entered.
School Year: 98 99
Sort Violations by (D)ate or (C)ode: D

(D/C)

Show descriptions when sorting by date: Y

(Y/N)

'HANDLED BY' initials (blank for all): ___
ACTION code (blank for all): __
VIOLATION code (blank for all): __

ENTER=Continue, F2=Violations, F3=Actions, F16=Exit without printing
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-1A. VIOLATIONS BY DATE SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
-------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS -------------------DATE_RANGE

Required. Must contain the date range of the violations to be
reported in month, day, year format. To list all violations for
a single day, only a beginning date needs to be entered. The
beginning date always defaults to the current date, but may be
changed. (6N + 6N)

SCHOOL_YEAR

Required. Specify the school year to be processed. This will
default to the current school year. Prior year reporting is
limited to the data retained from prior years. (1 A/N)

SORT_SEQ.

Required. Will default to a "D" (date sequence), but can be
modified to be a "C" to sort in violation code sequence. (1 A/N)
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6-12-1.

VIOLATIONS BY DATE

6-12-1
(Continued)

-------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS -------------------SHOW
DESCRIPTIONS

Optional. Enter a "Y" (yes), to indicate that you want to see
the action and violation descriptions when sorting this report
by date. Enter an "N" (no), to indicate that you do not want
the descriptions to be printed. You will always see the
descriptions when you sort by violation code. (1 A)

HANDLED_BY

Optional. Should contain the "HANDLED BY" initials to compare
for selection. Leave blank for ALL. (3 A/N)

ACTION_CODE

Optional. If entered, should contain a valid action code on the
discipline code file for record selection. Leave blank for ALL.
(2 A/N)

VIOLATION
CODE

Optional. If entered, should contain a valid violation code on
the violation code file for record selection. Leave blank for
ALL. (2 A/N)

Once all of the fields have been entered, press ENTER to validate the data.
If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the problem. After
all errors have been corrected, press ENTER to continue or F16 to exit. If
ENTER is pressed, a message, "Processing Request", is displayed. The
DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) is redisplayed upon completion.
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6-12-4.

LETTER FOR GROUP OF STUDENTS

6-12-4

In order to print Letters for a Group of Students, press F12 from the
ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The DISCIPLINE
REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) is displayed. Press F4. The LETTER FOR GROUP
OF STUDENTS SCREEN (Figure 6-12-4A) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Generate_Letters_to_Group_of_Students

Number of letter to be generated: ___
Action code: __
Serving Date: __ __ (MM DD)
Handled By: ___ (Leave blank for all)
Date of Letter: _2 _5 91 (MM DD YY)

ENTER=Continue, F1=Help for Letters, F3=Help for Actions, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-4A. LETTER FOR GROUP OF STUDENTS SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------LETTER_NUMBER

Required. This field must contain the number of the
discipline letter to be printed. (3N)

If you are unsure of the letter number, press F1 to display
the HELP FOR LETTERS SCREEN (Figure 6-12-4B).
________________________________________________________________________________
Discipline Letter File
__F__ Letter Description____________________________________________________
1
21
First offense letter
DN10
2
27
Second offense letter
DN08
3
31
Suspension letter
D
4
38
Saturday School Letter
DY05
5
41
Excessive absences
AN05
6
42
Tardy Policy
DN05
7
43
Tardies Accumulated
DN05
8
78
DRIVING PRIVILEGES SUSPENDED
DN05
Enter For Additional Letters, F1-F15 to Select Particular Letter, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-4B. HELP FOR LETTERS SCREEN
Press the corresponding function key to plug the letter number
on the LETTER FOR GROUP OF STUDENTS SCREEN and continue, or
press ENTER for additional letters. At any time F16 will
return you to the LETTER FOR GROUP OF STUDENTS SCREEN (Figure
6-12-4A).
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6-12-4.

LETTER FOR GROUP OF STUDENTS

ACTION_CODE

6-12-4
(Continued)

Required. This field must contain a valid action code on the
discipline code file for record selection. (2 A/N)
If you are unsure of the action codes, press F3 to display the
HELP FOR ACTION CODES SCREEN (Figure 6-9K) to assist with
entry.

________________________________________________________________________________
Discipline Action Code File
_F __Action__ Cd Description_________________________________________________
1 CLASSROOMS C Classroom suspension
2 DETENTION D Afterschool Detention
3 DET AM
DA Morning Detention
4 SAT SCHOOL S Saturday Extention School Day
5 SUSP IN
SI In-School Suspension
6 SUSP OUT
SO Out of School Suspension
7 WARNING
W Warning

Enter For Additional Codes, F1-F15 to Select Particular Code, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-9K. HELP FOR ACTION CODES SCREEN
Press the corresponding function key to plug that code into
the "ACTION CODE" field on the LETTER FOR GROUP OF STUDENTS
SCREEN (Figure 6-12-4A), or press F16 to return to the LETTER
FOR GROUP OF STUDENTS SCREEN without selecting a code.
SERVING_DATE

Required. This field must contain the serving date to be
compared for record selection in month and day format. (2N +
2N)

HANDLED_BY

Optional. If entered, this field should contain the "HANDLED
BY" initials to compare for selection. Leave blank for ALL.
(3 A/N)

DATE_OF_LETTER

Required. This field will default to the current system date
but may be modified. (6N)

Once all of the fields have been entered, press ENTER to validate the data.
If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the problem. After
all errors have been corrected, press ENTER to continue or F16 to exit. If
ENTER is pressed, a message, "Generating Letter", is displayed. The
DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) is redisplayed upon completion. If
no students are found matching the parameters entered on the LETTER FOR GROUP
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6-12-4.

LETTER FOR GROUP OF STUDENTS

6-12-4
(Continued)

OF STUDENTS SCREEN (Figure 6-12-4A), the message "NO STUDENTS MATCH PARAMETERS
ENTERED!" will be displayed and no letter will be generated.
NOTE: As long as the "$" (fixed length) option is not used in the reserved
words COMMENT-1, COMMENT-2, COMMENT-3, COMMENT-4, and COMMENT-5, the
compression logic will be used to eliminate a blank line from appearing when
any of those fields are blank.

The letter number and the date used here DO NOT get stored in each student's
discipline record.
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6-12-5.

STUDENTS BY ACTION CODE AND SERVE DATE

6-12-5

In order to list Students by Action Code and Date Range, press F12 from the
ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The DISCIPLINE
REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) is displayed. Press F5. The STUDENTS BY ACTION
CODE AND DATE RANGE SCREEN (Figure 6-12-5A) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Print_Listing_of_Students_by_Action_Code_and_Serving_Date

Action code: __
(Leave blank for ALL)
Serving Date: __ __
(MM DD)
Handled by: ___
(Leave blank for ALL)

ENTER=Continue, F3=Help for Action Codes, F16=Exit without printing
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-5A. STUDENTS BY ACTION CODE AND DATE RANGE SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------ACTION_CODE

Required. This field must contain a valid action code on the
discipline code file for record selection. (2 A/N)
If you are unsure of the action codes, press F3 to display the
HELP FOR ACTION CODES SCREEN (Figure 6-9K) to assist with
entry.

________________________________________________________________________________
Discipline Action Code File
F
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

__Action__
CLASSROOMS
DETENTION
DET AM
SAT SCHOOL
SUSP IN
SUSP OUT
WARNING

Cd
C
D
DA
S
SI
SO
W

Description_________________________________________________
Classroom suspension
Afterschool Detention
Morning Detention
Saturday Extension School Day
In-School Suspension
Out of School Suspension
Warning

Enter For Additional Codes, F1-F15 to Select Particular Code, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-9K. HELP FOR ACTION CODES SCREEN
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6-12-5.

STUDENTS BY ACTION CODE AND SERVE DATE

6-12-5
(Continued)

------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------ACTION_CODE
(cont.)

Press the corresponding function key to plug that code into
the "ACTION CODE" field on the STUDENTS BY ACTION CODE AND
DATE RANGE SCREEN (Figure 6-12-5A), or press F16 to return to
the STUDENTS BY ACTION CODE AND DATE RANGE SCREEN without
selecting a code.

SERVING_DATE

Required. This field must contain the serving date to be
compared for record selection in month and day format. (2N +
2N)

HANDLED_BY

Optional. If entered, this field should contain the "HANDLED
BY" initials to compare for selection. Leave blank for ALL.
(3 A/N)

Once all of the fields have been entered, press ENTER to validate the data.
If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the problem. After
all errors have been corrected, press ENTER to continue or F16 to exit. If
ENTER is pressed, a message, "Processing Request", is displayed. The
DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) is redisplayed upon completion.
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6-12-6.

DISCIPLINE SERVE DATE REPORT

6-12-6

In order to print the Discipline Serve Date Report, press F12 from the
ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The DISCIPLINE
REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) is displayed. Press F6. The DISCIPLINE SERVE
DATE REPORT SELECTION SCREEN (Figure 6-12-6A) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
DISCIPLINE SERVE DATE REPORT
Format: 0000

No report format loaded.

F11=Load format.

F12=Format help.

1. Date Range of Serve Dates to be reviewed: 09 _1 00 to 09 30 00 (MMDDYY)
2. Action Codes: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ (I/E)

I

3. Violation Cd: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ (I/E)

I

4. Grades: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ (BLANK for ALL) I

(I/E)

5. Include Special Ed:

Incl WD?

I

(I)ncl/(E)xcl/(O)nly)

Y (Y/N)

6. Print Serve Dates within selected range only? N (Y/N)
7. Sort: 3 1=Gr/Alpha/Date 2=Act/Alpha/Date 3=Vio/Alpha/Date 4=Alpha/Date
8. Spacing: 1 (1-3)

Left margin: 00 (00,05,10)

ENTER=Continue, F8=Sort Help, F18=Help, F16=Exit Without Printing
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-6A. DISCIPLINE SERVE DATE REPORT SELECTION SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------DATE_RANGE

Required. This field must contain a valid date range of Serve
Dates to be reviewed. Both beginning and ending dates are
required. Enter dates as 2-digit month, 2-digit day, 2-digit
year. (6 N + 6 N)

ACTION_CODE

Optional. Enter up to 15 valid action codes for record
selection. Leave these fields blank to select all action
codes. You can optionally include (I), or exclude (E), the
action codes entered in the "Action Code" field. (2 A/N)

VIOLATION_CODE

Optional. Enter up to 15 valid violation codes for record
selection. Leave these fields blank to select all violation
codes. You can optionally include (I), or exclude (E), the
violation codes entered in the "Violation Code" field. (2 A/N)
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6-12-6.

DISCIPLINE SERVE DATE REPORT

6-12-6
(Continued)

------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------GRADES

Optional. Enter up to eight grade levels to print this report
for specific grade levels. Leave these fields blank to select
all grade levels. You can optionally include (I), or exclude
(E), the grade levels entered in the "Grades" field. (2 A/N)

INCLUDE
SPECIAL_ED

Required. Enter an 'I' to INCLUDE all Special Ed students, an
'E' to EXCLUDE all Special Ed students, or, an 'O' to see ONLY
Special Ed students. (1 N)

INCLUDE
WITHDRAWN

Required. Enter an 'N' (no), to not include withdrawn students.
Enter a 'Y' (yes), to include withdrawn students

PRINT_SERVE
DATES

Required. Enter a 'Y' (yes), to only print records with Serve
Dates that fall within the range of dates entered above. Enter
an 'N' to include records with serve dates that extend past the
date range entered above. For example, you've selected a date
range of 10-01-00 to 10-05-00. A student has serve dates of
9-30-00, 10-03-00, 10-05-00 and 10-06-00. If you enter a "Y"
here the report will only list the 10-03-00 and 10-05-00
dates. If you enter an "N" here, the report will list all 4
dates. (1 A)

SORT

Required. Enter the desired sort code.
1=Grade/Alpha/Date
2=Action/Alpha/Date
3=Violation/Alpha/Date
4=Alpha/Date

Valid entries are:

You can press F8 from the DISCIPLINE SERVE DATE REPORT SELECTION SCREEN (Figure
6-12-6A) for sort help. The SORTING SEQUENCE HELP SCREEN (Figure 6-12-6B) is
displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Discipline Serve Date Report
Sort
Code
1
2
3
4

----------------- Sorting Sequence ---------------Grade
Action Code
Violation Code
Student Name

Student Name
Student Name
Student Name
Violation Date

Violation Date
Violation Date
Violation Date

ENTER/F16=Return
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-6B. SORTING SEQUENCE HELP SCREEN
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------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------SPACING

Required. Enter a number from 1-3 to specify single, double,
or triple spacing on the report.

LEFT_MARGIN

Required. Enter 00, 05, or 10 to indicate the desired left
margin for this report.

Press ENTER after filling in the desired selection criteria.
FORMAT SCREEN (Figure F6-12-6C) will be displayed.

The SAVING REPORT

________________________________________________________________________________
C11

Saving Report Formats

You have created a new report definition. If you would like to save this
definition as your own, enter a 'Y' here, and be sure to enter a detailed
report description below.
Save this report definition? N (Y/N=Don't save)

Enter a complete description of the report parameters to be saved:
_________________________________________________

ENTER=Continue, F16=Return to previous screen
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-6C. SAVING REPORT FORMAT SCREEN
Answer "N" no, or "Y" yes, to the question "Save this report definition?"
you are saving a new definition, enter a complete description on the line
available.

If

Press ENTER to generate the report. The message "*** PROCESSING REQUEST ***"
will be displayed. You will be returned to the Discipline Reporting Menu upon
completion.
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In order to print the Discipline History Report, press F12 from the ATTENDANCE
AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU
(Figure 6-12A) is displayed. Press F7. The DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT SCREEN
(Figure 6-12-7A) is displayed.

Figure 6-12-7A.

DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT SCREEN

Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------DATE_RANGE

Both beginning and ending dates are required. Enter dates as
2-digit month, 2-digit day, 2-digit year. (6N + 6N)

BEGINNING_DATE

Required. The date entered here will restrict the selection
process to report only those students 'hitting' the min/max
range on or after this date. This date keeps students from
repeatedly appearing on the report when attempting to evaluate
students meeting a specific requirement. If the purpose of
running this report is to print all discipline violations in
the date range specified in item 1, then this date should be
the same as the beginning date entered in item 1. (6 N)

MIN/MAX
DISCIPLINE
ENTRIES

Required. This entry defines the range of times a discipline
violation has been recorded for a student, in order for the
student to be selected for this report and/or letter. If
attempting to select all discipline violations for a student
or students, an entry of 01-999 would be made.

MIN/MAX
SERVE_DAYS

Optional. This entry defines the range of number of serve
days assigned to a student, in order for the student to be
selected for this report and/or letter. If attempting to
select all serve days for a student or students, an
entry of .01 to 999.99 would be made.
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STUDENTS

Leave blank to review all students' history, or enter ID
numbers of students to include/exclude. (7A/N)

ACTION
CODES

Leave blank to select all action codes. Enter one or more
action codes to select students who have received specific
disciplinary action. (2 A/N)

VIOLATION_
CODES__

Leave blank to select all violation codes. Enter one or more
violation codes to select students who have violated specific
discipline policies. (2 A/N)

GRADES__

Leave blank to include all grade levels, or enter up to 7
grade levels to include/exclude. (2 A/N)

ETHNIC__

Leave blank to include all ethnic codes, or enter up to 6
ethnic codes to include/exclude. (1 A/N)

SPECIAL_ED

Leave blank to print all special ed students, or enter up to
10 special ed codes to include/exclude. Enter a "*" to
include/exclude any code that is non-blank. (1 A/N)

SEX_

Leave blank to print all students, or enter a sex code (F/M)
to restrict report by sex. (1 A/N)

HANDLED_BY

Leave blank to print all discipline entries. Enter a specific
user logon to select based on the administrator who handled
the discipline incident. (2 A/N)

GENERATE
LETTER#

Optional. To have a letter automatically generated, enter the
number (001-999) of a valid Discipline/Attendance letter;
otherwise, leave blank. (3 N)

TERM

Optional. A term code is required if the letter being
generated has a reserved word for printing a student's
schedule. Valid entries are: 1=1st Quarter, 1=2nd Quarter,
2=1st Semester, 3=3rd Quarter, 4=4th Quarter, 5=2nd Semester,
8=3rd Semester, 9=All Year, S=Summer (4th Semester). (1 A/N)

GENERATE
DISC._RECORD

Optional.
generated,
VIOLATION,
generating

SERVE_DATE

To have a serve date automatically entered into the discipline
record and/or letter, enter the date in MM DD format here.
(4 N)

DISC.
VIOLATION

A valid discipline violation code must be entered, as defined
on the Discipline Violation Codes file. (2 A/N)

ACTION

A valid discipline action code must be entered, as defined on
the Discipline Action Codes file. (3 A/N)

To have a discipline record automatically
enter a 'Y'; otherwise, enter an 'N'. DISC
ACTION, and HANDLED fields are required entries for
a discipline record. (1 A/N)
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HANDLED

The logon user ID of the administrator handling this item
should be entered if a discipline record is to be generated.
(3 A/N)

PRINT
ATTENDANCE

Required. Enter a 'Y' to have the student's attendance
history print on the discipline history report; otherwise,
enter 'N'. If an 'S' is entered, only absences from the
current school will be reported. If a 'D' is entered,
absences from any school in the district for this student will
be reported. Optionally, a date range of absences can be
entered in MMDDYY format. A beginning date can be entered
without an ending date and vice versa. (1 A/N)

PARENTS/
PHONE

Required. Enter an 'N' to not print parent names and phones.
Enter a 'P' to print parent name and phone. Enter a 'W' to
print parent name, work name and phones. Enter an 'E' to
print parent, work, and emergency name and phone. An entry of
'P' or 'W' or 'E' will not force only one student per page.
(1 A/N)

SPACING

Required. This field should contain a number indicating the
desired spacing on the report. (1N) Valid entries are:
1 = single spacing

2 = double spacing

3 = triple spacing

L_MARGIN

Required. Enter 00, 05 or 10 to indicate the number of
characters for the left margin of the Discipline History
Report. Left margins of discipline letters must be specified
within the definition of the individual letters (F6-10). (2 N)

WIDTH

Required. Enter an 'N' to print the report in an 80-character
format. Enter a 'W' to print the report in a 132-character
format. (1 A/N)
NOTE: This report will be directed to the user’s deskside
printer. The spoolfile will be generated with the file name
DISCHIST.

INCLUDE
WITHDRAWN

Optional. Enter a 'Y' to indicate
students or an 'N' to indicate no,
students. The value of this field
individual student is selected. (1

yes, include withdrawn
don't include withdrawn
will be ignored when an
A)

DET/SUM

Required. Valid entries are:
D=detail of discipline entry
S=summary of total disciplines per student
N=print no report (this option would be used if you want
to generate letters without any discipline report)
B=print both a detail report and a summary report

SORT

Required. Enter a valid sort code from 01-14, as defined on
the sort help screen (F8 from the DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT
selection screen). (1 N)
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PRINT
SERVE_DATE

Required. Enter a 'Y' to have the student's serve dates
print on the history report: otherwise, enter 'N'. (1 A)

COMMENTS

Required. Enter a 'Y' to have the student's discipline
comments (up to 5 lines) appear on the detail report;
otherwise, enter an 'N'. (1 A)

ADDITIONAL
TEXT

Required. Enter a 'Y' to have the student's additional
text (up to 21 lines) appear on the detail report: otherwise,
enter an 'N'. (1 A)

SCHEDULE

Required. Enter a 'Y' to have the student's schedule print
on the detail report; otherwise, enter an 'N'. If a 'Y' is
entered, only one student will print per page. (1 A)

SPECIAL ED

Required. Enter a 'Y' to have the student's special ed
print on the report; otherwise, enter an 'N'. If a 'Y'
entered, the special ed code will appear to the left of
student’s name on both the summary and detail reports.

TEACHER OF
RECORD

Required. Enter a 'Y' to have the student's “Teacher of Record
print on the report; otherwise, enter an 'N'. If a 'Y' is
entered, the Teacher of Record will appear in the “Tchr of Rec”
column on the report. (1 A)

USER DEFINABLE
FIELD

Optional. Enter the User Definable field (choices are shown in
parenthesis) to base student selection on. The program will
select students that have the value entered in the next field,
in the User Definable field found on their Miscellaneous Data
screen (F8-8-21).

VALUE

Required(ONLY WHEN USER DEFINABLE FIELD = NON BLANK). Enter the
User Definable entry to base student selection on. Enter an *
to match on any non-blank value for the User Definable field
specified in the previous field.

code
is
the
(1 A)

Once all the fields have been entered, press ENTER. The system will validate
the data. If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the
problem. After all errors have been corrected, either press ENTER to continue
and produce the report or press F16 to exit.
If ENTER is pressed to produce the report, a message is displayed, "Processing
Request", indicating that the report is being generated. The DISCIPLINE
REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) is re-displayed upon completion.
The entries on the DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT screen will default to the entries
last used to produce the report, with the exception of the student ID numbers
which will always be blank.
Press F5 from the DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT screen for assistance with entering
individual student ID numbers. The DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT STUDENT ROSTER
OPTION screen (Figure 6-12-7-5A) is displayed.
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________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Discipline History Report
Student Roster Option
Optional beginning student name: ____________________

NOTE:

Optionally, restrict to grade __ and/or sex _
If a student is selected from the roster, that student's ID
number will be placed in the first blank slot on the previous
screen in the 'Student ID' column. If there are no available
slots, the selected ID will NOT be placed on the previous
screen.

ENTER=Search for Student, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-7B. DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT STUDENT ROSTER OPTION SCREEN
Entering a partial student name and pressing ENTER will display a STUDENT NAME
SEQUENCE screen (Figure 6-2B). Refer to section 6-2 for assistance with the
options on this screen. You can restrict your name search by entering a grade
level and/or sex (F/M).
Press F18 from the DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT screen (Figure 6-12-7A) to display
the first of six HELP screens.
________________________________________________________________________________
Help Screen for Discipline History Report
ENTER=Next Screen, F16=Return to Selection Screen
Screen 1 of 6
1. Date_Range_of_Discipline_to_be_reviewed: Both beginning and ending dates
are required. Enter dates as 2-digit month, 2-digit day, 2-digit year.
2. Beginning_date,_min/max: The date entered here will restrict
the selection process to report only those students 'hitting'
the min/max range on or after this date. This date keeps students
from repeatedly appearing on the report when attempting to evaluate
students meeting a specific criteria.
3. Min/max_#_of_discipline_entries: This entry defines the range of times
a discipline violation has been recorded for a student, in order for the
student to be selected for this report and/or letter.
4. Min/max_#_of_serve_days: This entry defines the range of number of serve
days assigned to a student, in order for the student to be selected for
this report and/or letter.
5. Students: Leave blank to review all students' history, or enter ID
numbers of students to be individually reviewed. I/E=Include/Exclude.
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-7C. DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT HELP SCREEN 1
Press ENTER to continue to the next help screen or press F16 to return to the
DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT screen (Figure 6-12-7A). If ENTER is pressed the next
help screen will be displayed.
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________________________________________________________________________________
Help Screen for Discipline History Report
ENTER=Next Screen, F16=Return to Selection Screen, F22=Return to Previous
Screen 2 of 6
6. Action_Codes: Leave this area blank to select all action codes. Enter one
or more valid action codes to select students who have received specific
disciplinary action.
7. Violation_Codes: Leave this area blank to select all violation codes.
Enter one or more valid violation codes to select students who have
violated specific discipline policies.
8. Grades: To select all grade levels, leave blank. Otherwise, enter specific
grade levels to be included or excluded, based on the entry of the letter
'I' or 'E' after the grade levels.
9. Ethnic: To select all ethnic codes, leave blank. Otherwise, enter specific
ethnic codes to be included or excluded, based on the entry of the letter
'I' or 'E' after the ethnic codes.
10.Special_Ed: To include all special ed students, leave blank. Otherwise
enter specific special ed codes to be included or excluded, based on the
entry of the letter 'I' or 'E' after the special ed codes. Enter an
asterisk (*) to mean any code that is non-blank.
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-7D. DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT HELP SCREEN 2
Press ENTER to continue to the next help screen, press F22 to return to the
previous help screen, or press F16 to return to the DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT
screen (Figure 6-12-7A). If ENTER is pressed the next help screen will be
displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Help Screen for Discipline History Report
ENTER=Next Screen, F16=Return to Selection Screen, F22=Return to Previous
Screen 3 of 6
11. Sex: Enter an 'F' to select females only. Enter an 'M' to select males
only. Leave blank to select all.
Select_only_those_students_handled_by: Enter a specific user logon to
select based on the administrator who handled the discipline incident.
Leave blank to select all.
12. Generate_letter#: To have a letter automatically generated, enter the
number (001-999) of a valid Disc/Attend letter; otherwise, leave blank.
Term: Enter a term code of 0-9 or S if creating a letter that
contains a reserved word for printing the student's schedule.
13. Generate_discipline_record To have a discipline record automatically
generated, enter a 'Y'; otherwise, enter an 'N'. Of the fields that
follow, 'Serve Dt' is optional, but 'Disc violation', 'Action', and
'Handled' are all required.
Serve_Dt: A serve date can be plugged into the discipline record and/or
can be printed in the letter. To use this feature, enter 2-digit MM & DD.
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-7E. DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT HELP SCREEN 3
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Press ENTER to continue to the next help screen, press F22 to return to the
previous help screen, or press F16 to return to the DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT
screen (Figure 6-12-7A). If ENTER is pressed the next help screen will be
displayed.

Figure 6-12-7F.

DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT HELP SCREEN 4

Press ENTER to continue to the next help screen, press F22 to return to the
previous help screen, or press F16 to return to the DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT
screen (Figure 6-12-7A). If ENTER is pressed the next help screen will be
displayed.

Figure 6-12-7G.

DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT HELP SCREEN 5
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Press ENTER to continue to the next help screen, press F22 to return to the
previous help screen, or press F16 to return to the DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT
screen (Figure 6-12-7A). If ENTER is pressed the next help screen will be
displayed.

Figure 6-12-7G.

DISCIPLINE HISTORY REPORT HELP SCREEN 6
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In order to print a list of all students who had no discipline violations for
a particular date range press F12 from the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM
MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) is
displayed. Press F8. The PERFECT DISCIPLINE REPORT SELECTION SCREEN (Figure
6-12-8A) is displayed. NOTE: This is a school report only and can not be run
at the district level (school code = 00).
________________________________________________________________________________
C11

Perfect Discipline Report

Date range to be reviewed: _1 _1 01 thru _3 _1 02
(MM DD YY)
(MM DD YY)
School Year: 01 02
Sort: 2 (1=Alpha, 2=Grade/Alpha, 3=Team/Alpha)
Show Absences? N (Y/N)
Include withdrawn? N (Y/N)
Flag any student enrolled after: __ __ __
Copies: 01 (01-99)

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-8A. PERFECT DISCIPLINE REPORT SELECTION SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------DATE_RANGE

Required. This field should contain the date range of the
discipline to be reviewed in month, day, year format. (6N +
6N)

SCHOOL_YEAR

Required. This field should contain the school year in YY YY
format to be reported. Prior year reports are limited to the
data retained from prior years. (2 N + 2 N)

SORT

Required. Enter the desired sort sequence.
1 = Alpha
2 = Grade/Alpha
3 = Team/Alpha

Valid entries are:
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------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------SHOW_ABSENCES?

Optional. Answer with either a "Y" yes, or an "N" no, to
indicate whether or not you want to print an absence summary
for each student listed. (1 A)

INCLUDE
WITHDRAWN?

Optional. Answer with either a "Y" yes, or an "N" no, to
indicate whether or not you want to include withdrawn
students. (1 A)

FLAG_STUDENTS
ENROLLED_AFTER

Optional. Enter a date in MM DD YY format to "flag" any
student entered after that date. This will simply cause the
enrollment date to appear on the report for any student who
enrolled after the date entered. (6 N)

COPIES

Required. Enter the number (01-99) of copies to be printed.
This field will default to 01. (2 N)

Press ENTER to continue after all the data entry requirements have been filled
in. The screen will be redisplayed for confirmation but closed to data
entry. Press ENTER to generate the listing or F16 to reenter the screen.
After pressing ENTER to generate the report, you will be returned to the
Discipline Reporting Menu upon completion.
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In order to print a Summary of Discipline by Violation Code, press F12 from
the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The DISCIPLINE
REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) is displayed. Press F9. The SUMMARY OF
DISCIPLINE BY VIOLATION CODE SCREEN (Figure 6-12-9A) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Print_Summary_of_Discipline_by_Violation_Code
The purpose of this report is to supply discipline totals
by date range, grade, sex, and/or ethnic code.

Date Range of Discipline: __ __ __ thru __ __ __ (BLANK for ALL)
Grade Level: __

NOTE:

(BLANK for ALL)

Sex: _

(BLANK for ALL)

Ethnic Code: _

(BLANK for ALL)

4 or less grade levels will produce a narrow report format.
5 or more grade levels will produce a wide report format.

ENTER=Validate, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-9A. SUMMARY OF DISCIPLINE BY VIOLATION CODE SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------DATE_RANGE

Optional. If entered, this field should contain the date
range of the discipline to be reported in month, day, year
format. Leave blank for ALL. (6N + 6N)

GRADE_LEVEL

Optional. If entered, this field should contain a valid grade
level for record selection. Leave blank for ALL. (2 A/N)
Note: A maximum of 4 grade levels can appear on the report in
narrow format. If more than 4 grade levels are selected, the
report will print in the wide format.

SEX

Optional. If entered, this field should contain an "F" for
females or an "M" for males. Leave blank for ALL. (1 A/N)

ETHNIC_CODE

Optional. If entered, this field should contain a valid
ethnic code. Leave blank for ALL. (1 A/N)
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Once all of the fields have been entered, press ENTER to validate the data.
If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the problem. After
all errors have been corrected, press ENTER to continue or F16 to exit. If
ENTER is pressed, a message, "Processing Request", is displayed. The
DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) is redisplayed upon completion.
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In order to print a Summary of Discipline by Referral, press F12 from the
ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The DISCIPLINE
REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) is displayed. Press F10. The SUMMARY OF
DISCIPLINE BY REFERRAL SCREEN (Figure 6-12-10A) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
___Print_Summary_of_Discipline_by_Referral___
The purpose of this report is to supply discipline totals
by date range, grade, sex, and/or ethnic code.

Date Range of Discipline: __ __ __ thru __ __ __ (BLANK for ALL)
Grade Level: __

NOTE:

(BLANK for ALL)

Sex: _

(BLANK for ALL)

Ethnic Code: _

(BLANK for ALL)

4 or less grade levels will produce a narrow report format.
5 or more grade levels will produce a wide report format.

ENTER=Validate, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-10A. SUMMARY OF DISCIPLINE BY REFERRAL SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------DATE_RANGE

Optional. If entered, this field should contain the date
range of the discipline to be reported in month, day, year
format. Leave blank for ALL. (6N + 6N)

GRADE_LEVEL

Optional. If entered, this field should contain a valid grade
level for record selection. Leave blank for ALL. (2 A/N)
Note: A maximum of 4 grade levels can appear on the report in
narrow format. If more than 4 grade levels are selected, the
report will print in the wide format.

SEX

Optional. If entered, this field should contain an "F" for
females or an "M" for males. Leave blank for ALL. (1 A/N)

ETHNIC_CODE

Optional. If entered, this field should contain a valid
ethnic code. Leave blank for ALL. (1 A/N)
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Once all of the fields have been entered, press ENTER to validate the data.
If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the problem. After
all errors have been corrected, press ENTER to continue or F16 to exit. If
ENTER is pressed, a message, "Processing Request", is displayed. The
DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) is redisplayed upon completion.
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In order to print a Summary of Discipline by Action Code, press F12 from the
ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The DISCIPLINE
REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) is displayed. Press F11. The SUMMARY OF
DISCIPLINE BY ACTION CODE SCREEN (Figure 6-12-11A) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
__Print_Summary_of_Discipline_by_Action_Code_
The purpose of this report is to supply discipline totals
by date range, grade, sex, and/or ethnic code.

Date Range of Discipline: __ __ __ thru __ __ __ (BLANK for ALL)
Grade Level: __

NOTE:

(BLANK for ALL)

Sex: _

(BLANK for ALL)

Ethnic Code: _

(BLANK for ALL)

4 or less grade levels will produce a narrow report format.
5 or more grade levels will produce a wide report format.

ENTER=Validate, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-11A. SUMMARY OF DISCIPLINE BY ACTION CODE SCREEN
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------DATE_RANGE

Optional. If entered, this field should contain the date
range of the discipline to be reported in month, day, year
format. Leave blank for ALL. (6N + 6N)

GRADE_LEVEL

Optional. If entered, this field should contain a valid grade
level for record selection. Leave blank for ALL. (2 A/N)
Note: A maximum of 4 grade levels can appear on the report in
narrow format. If more than 4 grade levels are selected, the
report will print in the wide format.

SEX

Optional. If entered, this field should contain an "F" for
females or an "M" for males. Leave blank for ALL. (1 A/N)

ETHNIC_CODE

Optional. If entered, this field should contain a valid ethnic
code. Leave blank for ALL. (1 A/N)

Once all of the fields have been entered, press ENTER to validate the data. If
an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the problem. After all
errors have been corrected, press ENTER to continue or F16 to exit. If ENTER is
pressed a message, “Processing Request” is displayed. The DISCIPLINE REPORTING
MENU (Figure 6-12A) is redisplayed upon completion.
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In order to print a SUSPENSION REPORT DOE-SU, press F12 from the ATTENDANCE
AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU
(Figure 6-12A) is displayed. Press F12. The SUSPENSION REPORT DOE-SU SCREEN
(Figure 6-12-12A) is displayed.
This program produces the DOE-SU state suspension report. It can be run at
the district (school number = 00), or school level.
________________________________________________________________________________
C11
Suspension Report DOE-SU

This procedure will generate a report and magnetic media file to be sent
to the state.

The file will be called DOESU and will be placed in your

school's library.

If this is being run at the district level, the file

will be created in the K12DATA library.
Do not continue if you do not want to create a new DOESU file.

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-12A SUSPENSION REPORT DOE-SU SCREEN
Do not ENTER past this screen if you have already created the DOE-SU file and
want that previously created file to remain intact. Press ENTER if you do
want to continue. The SUSPENSION REPORT DOE-SU SELECTION SCREEN (Figure
6-12-12B) will be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
C11
Suspension Report DOE-SU
This process will create the DOE-SU magnetic media file and report.
School year: 00 01 (YY YY)

Spacing: 1 (1/2/3)

Assume all special ed students have IEPs? Y (Y/N)
To create this report, the discipline master file will be reviewed. If the
action code in the discipline record means 'suspended', the student will be
included in the report. Before running this report, make sure the discipline
code file has been updated by the system administrator to contain the proper
in-school or out-of-school suspension indicator for each action code that
means suspension.
Grade levels 01-12 will be reported as is. Grade levels K, KA, KP will be
reported as grade KG (kindergarten). Any other grade levels will be reported
as grade EU (elementary un-graded) for schools coded as school type 'E' on the
School Control Screen (F1-2). All other schools will have 'other grade levels’
reported as grade SU (secondary un-graded). Out of school suspensions for
students with IEP’s will be reported as grade IE.
ENTER=Validate, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-12B SUSPENSION REPORT DOE-SU SELECTION SCREEN
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Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------SCHOOL_YEAR

Required. Enter the desired school year in YY YY format. For
example, enter "00 01" for the 2000-2001 school year. (2N +
2N)

SPACING

Required. Enter a 1 (single), 2 (double), or 3 (triple) to
indicate the desired spacing between lines on the report. (1
N)

SPECIAL_ED
IEPs

Required. Enter a 'Y' to have this program assume that all
special ed students have IEPs. Enter an 'N' NOT to assume
that all special ed students have IEPs. If an 'N' is entered,
each special ed student's IEP field should be filled in on
his/her Mark Summary screen (F5-9). (1 A)

Press ENTER to continue. The DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) will be
displayed upon completion.
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In order to print an EXPULSION REPORT DOE-EX, press F12 from the ATTENDANCE
AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU
(Figure 6-12A) is displayed. Press F13. The EXPULSION REPORT DOE-EX SCREEN
(Figure 6-12-13A) is displayed.
This program produces the DOE-EX state expulsion report. It can be run at the
district (school number = 00), or school level.
_______________________________________________________________________________
C11

Expulsion Report DOE-EX

This procedure will generate a report and magnetic media file to be sent
to the state.

The file will be called DOEEX and will be placed in your

school's library.

If this is being run at the district level, the file

will be created in the K12DATA library.
Do not continue if you do not want to create a new DOEEX file.
ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-13A EXPULSION REPORT DOE-EX SCREEN
Do not ENTER past this screen if you have already created the DOE-EX file and
want that previously created file to remain intact. Press ENTER if you do
want to continue. The EXPULSION REPORT DOE-EX SELECTION screen (Figure
6-12-13B) will be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
C11
Expulsion Report DOE-EX
This process will create the DOE-EX magnetic media file and report.
School year: 00 01 (YY YY)

Spacing: 1 (1/2/3)

Assume all special ed students have IEPs? Y (Y/N)
To create this report, the discipline master file will be reviewed. If the
action code in the discipline record means 'expelled', the student will be
included in the report. Before running this report, make sure the discipline
code file has been updated by the system administrator to contain the proper
expulsion code for each violation code defined in the code file (F6-14-9).
Grade levels 01-12 will be reported as is. Grade levels K, KA, KP will be
reported as grade KG (kindergarten). Any other grade levels will be reported
as grade EU (elementary un-graded) for schools coded as school type 'E' on the
School Control Screen (F1-2). All other schools will have 'other grade levels'
reported as grade SU (secondary un-graded).

ENTER=Validate, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-12B SUSPENSION REPORT DOE-SU SELECTION SCREEN
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Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------SCHOOL_YEAR

Required. Enter the desired school year in YY YY format. For
example, enter "00 01" for the 2000-2001 school year. (2N +
2N)

SPACING

Required. Enter a 1 (single), 2 (double), or 3 (triple) to
indicate the desired spacing between lines on the report. (1
N)

SPECIAL_ED
IEPs

Required. Enter a 'Y' to have this program assume that all
special ed students have IEPs. Enter an 'N' NOT to assume
that all special ed students have IEPs. If an 'N' is entered,
each special ed student's IEP field should be filled in on
his/her Mark Summary screen (F5-9). (1 A)

Press ENTER to continue. The DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU (Figure 6-12A) will be
displayed upon completion.
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In order to print a SUSPENSION/EXPULSION REPORT, press F12 from the ATTENDANCE
AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The DISCIPLINE REPORTING MENU
(Figure 6-12A) is displayed. Press F14. The SUSP/EXPULSION REPORT WITH/WITHOUT
DISABILITIES SCREEN (Figure 6-12-14A) is displayed.
This function can be run at the district (school number = 00), or school level.

Figure 6-12-14A

SUSPENSION/EXPULSION REPORT W/WO DISABILITIES SCREEN

From this screen, you can define a new report or load the parameters from a
previously defined report by pressing the F11 Load Format option.
Fill in the appropriate selection criteria based upon the following data entry
requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------DATE_RANGE

Required. Enter the date range of the discipline to be
reported in month, day, year format. (6N + 6N)

GRADE_LEVEL

Optional. This field can contain up to eight valid grade
levels for record selection. Leave blank for ALL. (2A/N)

SELECTION

Required. Enter the desired discipline records selection.
Options are:
1=In School Suspension
2=Out of School Suspension
3=Expulsions
Blank=All
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SPECIAL ED

Optional. Enter up to twelve valid special ed codes to select
students based on special ed tagging. Leave these fields blank
to select all students regardless of special ed code. Enter an
* to select any student with a special ed tag. Enter an “I” to
include students with the specified code(s). Enter an “E” to
exclude students with the specified code(s).

SORT

Required. Enter the desired sort sequence.
as follows:

Valid options are

1=School/Alpha
2=School/Grade/Alpha
3=School/Ethnic/Alpha
4=School/Violation Short Description/Gender/Race
INCLUDE
WITHDRAWN

Required. Enter a “Y” (yes) to indicate you want to include
withdrawn students. Enter an “N” (no), to indicate you don’t
want to include withdrawn students.

TITLE

Optional.

PRINT SPECIAL
ED DESCRIPTION

Required. Enter a “Y” (yes), to indicate you want the special
ed description to print for any special ed student. Enter an
“N” (no), to indicate you don’t want the special ed description
printed.

PRINT STUDENT’S
AGE & BIRTHDATE

Required. Enter a “Y” (yes), to indicate you want each
student’s birth date and age printed on the report. Enter an
“N” (no), to indicate you don’t want the birth date and
age printed on the report. If a “Y” is entered in this field,
the next field must have a date entered to allow the age to be
calculated.

PRINT AGE
CUTOFF DATE

Optional. Enter a date in MMDDYY format if you want each
student’s age to print on the report. The date entered in
this field will be used to calculate the age.

Enter a report title.

(60 A/N)

Saving a New Report Definition
After pressing ENTER, the computer will recognize that you have defined a new
report and will ask you if you want to save the new definition. The SAVING
REPORT FORMATS screen (Figure 6-12-14C) will be displayed.
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_______________________________________________________________________________
C11
Saving Report Formats
You have created a new report definition. If you would like to save this
definition as your own, enter a 'Y' here, and be sure to enter a detailed
report description below.
Save this report definition? N (Y/N=Don't save)
Enter a complete description of the report parameters to be saved:
_________________________________________________
ENTER=Continue
Figure 6-12-14C.

SAVING REPORT FORMAT SCREEN

Leave the response as an N to not save this report definition. Change the
response to a Y if you want to recall/reuse this definition in the future.
Enter a complete description of the report if you are going to save it.
This description will be shown on your list of saved report formats when you
request a list to be printed during future report development. The system will
automatically assign a report format number to this report definition.
If you load a previously defined report format and alter the selection criteria
in any way the CHANGING REPORT FORMAT screen (Figure 6-12-14D) will be
displayed.
_______________________________________________________________________________
C11
Saving Report Formats
You have altered your report definition. If you would like to override your
previous definition, enter an 'O' here. To create a new report definition,
enter a 'Y' here. To leave your original definition as is, enter an 'N'.
Save this report definition? N (Y=Create, N=Don't Save, O=Override)
Enter a complete description of the report parameters to be saved:
Special Ed Suspensions_________________________________

ENTER=Continue, F5=Load report title into description
_______________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-12-14D. CHANGING REPORT FORMATS SCREEN
Enter an "O" if you would like to override your previously defined format.
Enter a "Y" to create a new report definition. Enter an "N" to leave your
original definition as is. Press ENTER to continue.
Press ENTER to generate the report. You will be returned to the DISCIPLINE
REPORTING MENU upon it’s completion.
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The "Codes and Reasons" files are used to define various codes relating to a
specific absence or discipline. All codes are left to the discretion of the
user. From the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0),
press F14 to maintain entries in the Codes and Reasons File. This displays
the CODES AND REASONS MENU (Figure 6-14A).
________________________________________________________________________________
Attendance and Discipline Systems
Codes and Reasons Menu

Attendance System:
Add/Modify/Delete Codes and Reasons ......
D.B.M.S. for Codes and Reasons ...........
Print Codes and Reasons File .............
Mass Change Attendance Types/Reasons .....

F1
F2
F5
F7

Discipline System:
Add/Modify/Delete Violations & Actions ... F9
Print Violations & Actions ............... F12

Session Defaults ....... F23
Display Print Files .... F15
Exit ................... F16

(C) Copyright Regional Data Services, Inc. 1990 - All Rights Reserved
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-14A. CODES AND REASONS MENU
The user-defined codes to be established for recording period-by-period
attendance and disciplinary violations can be defined at the district or
school level. Although attendance (by period) and discipline violations are
not transferred between schools when a student transfers, district-wide codes
should be considered if there might be a need to do district-wide reporting by
codes in the future. The district/school attendance and discipline codes
control is located on the District Control Screen (F1-2).
If you were previously allowing individual schools to define their attendance
and discipline codes and would now like the codes to be defined/managed at the
district level, you need to follow these steps:
a.

Make sure you have a library called K???DATA, where ??? is your district
code (i.e., one letter followed by two zeros). If you do not, go into the
Business Application Master Menu, then F21 (System Installation Menu),
then F7 (Create Initial Individual School Student Record Files). Enter
the code for the district and create the files (the software will not let
you create them if they already exist).
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b.

If you have a school code file that you would like to use as a starting
point for the new district file, copy it to the district library. The
attendance code file is called CODEFILE. The discipline code file is
called DISCCODE.

c.

Clear out the school code files. On IBM, do a "clear physical file".
On Wang, delete each record through F6-14-2 and F6-14-9 (to do this, the
District Control Screen must still have a response of "S" to the
questions about Attendance and Discipline Codes). DO NOT DELETE THE
FILE. ONLY CLEAR THE RECORDS FROM IT.

d.

Go to the District Control Screen (F1-2) and respond with a "D" to the
new questions concerning attendance and discipline codes. Because there
are two separate questions, you have the ability to keep one set of
codes at the school level and one set at the district level if you want
to.

e.

Go into F6-14-1 or 2, and F6-14-9 to maintain/establish the codes at the
district level.
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From the CODES AND REASONS MENU (Figure 6-14A), press F1 to add, modify, or
delete codes and reasons. The FIND CODES AND REASONS RECORD SCREEN (Figure 614-1A) is displayed.
NOTE: These codes are used for the Attendance System only.
the Discipline System, refer to Section 6-14-9.

Figure 6-14-1A.
To ADD a record, press F11.
14-1B) is then displayed.

Figure 6-14-1B.

To define codes for

FIND CODES AND REASONS RECORD SCREEN
The ADD CODES AND REASONS RECORD SCREEN (Figure 6-

ADD CODES AND REASONS RECORD SCREEN

Enter the information based on the following data entry requirements.
----------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS -------------------CODE

Required. This field must indicate the type of absence reason
being entered. (1 A/N)
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CODE
(continued)

Valid entries:
R = Regular Absence (Counted as Absence)
S = Special Absence (NOT Counted as Absence)
T = Tardy
(NOT Counted as Absence)

NUMBER

Required. This field must contain a number that will be used
when referencing this absence reason. (2N)
Valid entries: 01 - 99

SHORT
DESCRIPTION

Required. This field must contain a short description of the
absence reason record. Cannot be blank. (15 A/N)

LONG
DESCRIPTION

Required. This field must contain a long description of the
absence reason record. Cannot be blank. (30 A/N)

EXEMPT

Required. Must contain a "Y" or an "N". This field indicates
whether or not the absence reason is exempt from the school's
excessive absence policy. (1 A/N)

EXCUSED

Optional. Can contain a "Y", an "N", or be left blank. The
value entered in this field will become the default value for
the “excused” field on any student’s absence/tardy entry for
this code, as long as the “excused’ field is left blank on the
student’s attendance entry.

OUT OF SCHOOL
SUSPENSION

Optional. This field is used when defining an absence as an
out-of-school suspension for the DOEAT File (F9-24-12). Enter a
“Y” if the absence reason is an out-of-school suspension. This
field should be left blank on all other reason codes. (1 A)

Press ENTER to add the record or press F16 to return to the Find Mode screen
To display an absence codes/reasons record, key in the reason code and number on
the Find Mode Screen and press ENTER. The DISPLAY CODES AND REASONS RECORD
SCREEN (Figure 6-14-1C) is displayed.

Figure 6-14-1C.

DISPLAY CODES AND REASONS RECORD SCREEN
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Press F9 to modify the record, the MODIFY CODES AND REASONS RECORD SCREEN
(Figure 6-14-1D) is displayed.

Figure 6-14-1D

MODIFY ABSENCE CODES AND REASONS RECORD SCREEN

Key in the changes following the data entry requirements previously outlined
after 6-14-1B and press ENTER to update the record.
Press F12, from the Display Mode screen, to delete an absence codes/reasons
record. The DELETE CODES AND REASONS RECORD SCREEN (Figure 6-14-1E) is
displayed.

Figure 6-14-1E.

DELETE ABSENCE CODES AND REASONS RECORD SCREEN

Press ENTER to delete the record or press F16 to return to the Display Mode
screen (Figure 6-14-1C).
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From the CODES AND REASONS MENU (Figure 6-14A), press F2 to add, modify, or
delete codes and reasons in a data base. The D.B.M.S. SELECTION screen (Figure
6-14-2A) is displayed. NOTE: These codes are used for the Attendance System
only. To define codes for the Discipline System, refer to Section 6-14-9.

Figure 6-14-2A.

D.B.M.S. SELECTION SCREEN

To start at the beginning of a specific type enter an R, S, or T in the "Start
with Type" field. Otherwise, press ENTER to start at the beginning of the file.
The D.B.M.S. screen (Figure 6-14-2B) will be displayed.

Figure 6-14-2A.

D.B.M.S. SCREEN

Follow the data entry requirements when adding or updating:
----------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS -------------------TYPE

Required.

Enter the type of absence reason. Valid entries are:
R = Regular Absence (Counted as Absence)
S = Special Absence (NOT Counted as Absence)
T = Tardy
(NOT Counted as Absence)
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CODE

Required. This field must contain a number that will be used
when referencing the absence reason in the preceding field.
(2N)
Valid entries: 01 - 99

SHORT
DESCRIPTION

Required. This field must contain a short description of the
absence reason record. (15 A/N)

LONG
DESCRIPTION

Required. This field must contain a long description of the
absence reason record. (30 A/N)

EXEMPT

Required. Must contain a "Y" or an "N". This field indicates
whether or not the absence reason is exempt from the school's
excessive absence policy. (1 A/N)

EXCUSED

Optional. Can contain a "Y", an "N", or be left blank. The
value entered in this field will become the default value for
the “excused” field on any student’s absence/tardy entry for
this code, as long as the “excused’ field is left blank on the
student’s attendance entry.

OUT OF SCHOOL
SUSPENSION

Optional. This field is used when defining an absence as an
out-of-school suspension for the DOEAT File (F9-24-12). Enter a
“Y” if the absence reason is an out-of-school suspension. This
field should be left blank on all other reason codes. (1 A)

Always press ENTER to update if data has been added or modified. Pressing F5
will take you to the next screen without updating. F18 will take you to the
previous screen without updating. The F18 function will only take you as far
back as the screen you originally started with.
Press F20 to print the screen being displayed.
Press F15 from the D.B.M.S. SELECTION screen (Figure 6-14-2A) to print the
Attendance Codes & Reasons file. An 80-character width override print file will
be created and will be called “ATTCODES”.
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From the CODES AND REASONS MENU (Figure 6-14A), press F5 to print the records
in the absence codes/reasons file. If District ("D") control is set for
Attendance Codes on the District Control Screen, then you would need to have
access rights at the District Level to be able to print the Codes and Reasons
File. You would need to enter the district code (school ID = 00) on the
Student Records System Security screen. After entering either the school or
district code on the security screen and pressing ENTER, the PRINT ATTENDANCE
CODES AND REASONS FILE screen (Figure 6-14-5A) will be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Print Attendance Codes and Reasons File

This program will print the attendance codes and reasons file.

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-14-5A. PRINT ATTENDANCE CODES AND REASONS FILE SCREEN
After you press ENTER, the message "Processing Request" will appear on the
screen. When the report is complete, the CODES AND REASONS MENU (Figure
6-14A) is re-displayed.
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From the CODES AND REASONS MENU (Figure 6-14A), press F7 to mass change type
and reason codes for attendance entries within a particular date range. The
MASS CHANGE ATTENDANCE TYPES/REASONS SELECTION screen (Figure 6-14-7A) is
displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
C11

Mass Change Attendance Types/Reasons

Attendance records with a type/reason of: _ __
Should be changed to a type/reason of: _ __
Date range of records to be affected: __ __ __ thru __ __ __ (MMDDYY)
This process can be done at any time, but it would be best to run this after a
backup and before users begin using the attendance software again. The file
that will be updated is called KATTFILE and resides in a library called
K???DATA, where ??? = your 3-character school code. Only the file KATTFILE
will need to be restored if you should want to return to your original file
after processing this mass update.
If the type/reason being changed is no longer going to be used, don't forget
to delete the code from the Absence Codes and Reasons File (F6-14-1).
The transfer of type 'T' or type 'S' to type 'R' will not be allowed.

ENTER=Validate, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-14-7A. MASS CHANGE ATTENDANCE TYPES/REASONS SELECTION SCREEN
Enter the selection criteria based on the following:
----------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS -------------------TYPE/REASON

Required. Enter the type/reason code you want changed. For
example, you want to change all the "R 34" type/reason codes
for the month of August to type/reason code "S 25". In this
field you would enter "R 34". (3 A/N)

TYPE/REASON

Required. Enter the type/reason code you want the type/reason
code in the previous field changed to. For example, the
previous field has "R 34" and you enter "S 25" in this field.
In this example all the attendance entries for R 34 for the
date range specified in the next field will be changed to S
25. You will not be allowed to change a type "T" or "S" to a
type "R". (3 A/N)

DATE_RANGE

Required. Enter the date range (MMDDYY format) of the
attendance entries (absence or tardy) you want changed. (12 N)
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Press ENTER to validate once all the selection criteria has been entered. The
screen will be redisplayed for verification. Press ENTER to update or F16 to
reenter the screen. If ENTER is pressed the system will proceed and when
completed the message:
"##### updates processed.
will be displayed.

Enter next request."

Press F16 to exit.
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From the CODES AND REASONS MENU (Figure 6-14A), press F9 to add, modify, or
delete violation and action codes. The VIOLATIONS AND ACTIONS UPDATE SCREEN
(Figure 6-14-9A) is displayed.
These codes are used for the Discipline System only. To define codes for the
Attendance System, refer to Section 6-14-1.
________________________________________________________________________________
C11
Discipline Codes Maintenance Menu
Type: _
Code: __

ENTER=Position File

F2=First

F5=Next
F11=Add Mode
F16=Exit
** Find Mode**
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-14-9A. VIOLATIONS AND ACTIONS UPDATE SCREEN
To ADD a record, press F11. The ADD VIOLATIONS AND ACTIONS RECORD SCREEN
(Figure 6-14-9B) is then displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
C11
Discipline Codes Maintenance Menu
Type: _
Code: __
Short Desc: __________
Long Desc: ____________________________________________________________
Comments: _________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Susp/Expul: _ (blank, 1=Susp In, 2=Susp Out, 3=Expulsion)
Susp Code: __ 01=Alcohol
Expul Code: __ 01=Alcohol
06=Other Firearm
02=Other Drugs
02=Drugs
07=Tobacco
03=Weapons
03=Deadly Weapon 08=Disruptive
04=Tobacco
04=Handguns
09=Legal Settle
05=Disruptive
05=Rifle/Shotgun 10=Other
06=Other
Susp/Expul_(type_A),_Suspension_Code_(type_V),_Expulsion_Code_(type_V)_
ENTER=Add Record
F16=Return to Find Mode
** Add Mode **
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-14-9B. ADD VIOLATIONS AND ACTIONS RECORD SCREEN
Enter the information required based on the data entry requirements on the
following pages and press ENTER to add the record. Or, press F16 to return to
Find Mode.
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To display a discipline violation and action record, key in the reason code
and number and press ENTER. The DISPLAY VIOLATIONS AND ACTIONS RECORD SCREEN
(Figure 6-14-9C) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Discipline Codes Maintenance Menu
Type: V
Code: 01
Short Desc: Tobacco
Long Desc: Using or possessing tobacco of any form.
Comments: Refer to Page 5, Section L, of the Student Handbook.

Susp/Expul:
Susp Code:

(blank, 1=Susp In, 2=Susp Out, 3=Expulsion)
01=Alcohol
Expul Code:
01=Alcohol
06=Other Firearm
02=Other Drugs
02=Drugs
07=Tobacco
03=Weapons
03=Deadly Weapon 08=Disruptive
04=Tobacco
04=Handguns
09=Legal Settle
05=Disruptive
05=Rifle/Shotgun 10=Other
06=Other
Susp/Expul_(type_A),_Suspension_Code_(type_V),_Expulsion_Code_(type_V)_
F2=First
F5=Next
F9=Modify Record
F11=Add Mode
F12=Delete
F16=Exit
** Display Mode **
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-14-9C. DISPLAY VIOLATION AND ACTIONS RECORD SCREEN
Press F2 to view the first record on file. Press F5 to view the next record
or press F16 to exit. When updating, follow the data entry guidelines below.
----------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS -------------------TYPE

Required. This field must indicate the type of discipline
record being entered. Valid entries: A = Action, V =
Violation (1 A/N)

CODE

Required. This field must contain a one or two-character
code. Because this is an alpha-numeric field, be sure to use
01 for the number 1; otherwise your codes will sort as 1, 10,
2, 20, etc. (2 A/N)
NOTE: When setting up ACTION codes for expulsions, it is
recommended that different codes be set up based on the length
of the expulsion. If this is done, then lists (F6-12-1) can
be produced with the students grouped by possible "return"
timeframe.
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----------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS -------------------SHORT
DESCRIPTION

Required. This field must contain a short description of the
action or violation. Cannot be blank. (10 A/N)

LONG
DESCRIPTION

Optional. If entered, this field should contain a long
description of the action or violation. (60 A/N)

COMMENTS

Optional. This area is generally used for violation records
only, to define specific Student Handbook references that
could be included in a discipline letter. (65 A/N x 8)

SUSP/EXPUL

Optional. For the DOE-SU and DOE-EX reports, tag any
suspension or expulsion action codes with the appropriate
numbers. Valid entries are: blank, 1=Susp In, 2=Susp Out,
3=Expulsion. When the DOE-SU report is run, only the student
incidents with an action code containing SUSP/EXPUL value of 1
or 2 will be selected for the report.

SUSP_CODE

Optional. For the DOE-SU and DOE-EX reports, tag all
violation codes with the appropriate state code. Valid
entries are:
01=Alcohol
04=Tobacco
02=Other Drugs
05=Disruptive
03=Weapons
06=Other
Note: EVERY violation code should have a suspension code. The
violation will not be selected for the DOE-SU report unless
the action code indicates the student was suspended.

EXPUL_CODE

Optional. For the DOE-SU and DOE-EX reports, tag all
violation codes with the appropriate state code. Valid
entries are:
01=Alcohol
06=Other Firearm
02=Drugs
07=Tobacco
03=Deadly Weapon
08=Disruptive
04=Handguns
09=Legal Settle
05=Rifle/Shotgun
10=Other
Note: EVERY violation code should have an expulsion code. The
violation will not be selected for the DOE-EX report unless
the action code indicates the student was expelled.
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Press F9 to modify the record, the MODIFY VIOLATIONS AND ACTIONS RECORD SCREEN
(Figure 6-14-9D) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Discipline Codes Maintenance Menu
Type: V
Code: 01
Short Desc: Tobacco
Long Desc: Using_or_possessing_tobacco_of_any_form._____________________
Comments: Refer_to_Page_5,_Section_L,_of_the_Student_Handbook.______________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Susp/Expul: _ (blank, 1=Susp In, 2=Susp Out, 3=Expulsion)
Susp Code: __ 01=Alcohol
Expul Code: __ 01=Alcohol
06=Other Firearm
02=Other Drugs
02=Drugs
07=Tobacco
03=Weapons
03=Deadly Weapon 08=Disruptive
04=Tobacco
04=Handguns
09=Legal Settle
05=Disruptive
05=Rifle/Shotgun 10=Other
06=Other
Susp/Expul_(type_A),_Suspension_Code_(type_V),_Expulsion_Code_(type_V)_
ENTER=Modify Record
F16=Return to Display
** Modify Mode **
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-14-9D. MODIFY VIOLATIONS AND ACTIONS RECORD SCREEN
Key in the changes following the data entry requirements on the previous page
and press ENTER.
Press F12 to delete a discipline violations and actions record. The DELETE
VIOLATIONS AND ACTIONS RECORD SCREEN (Figure 6-14-9E) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
CHS
Discipline Codes Maintenance Menu
Type: V
Code: 01
Short Desc: Tobacco
Long Desc: Using or possessing tobacco of any form.
Comments: Refer to Page 5, Section L, of the Student Handbook.
Susp/Expul:
(blank, 1=Susp In, 2=Susp Out, 3=Expulsion)
Susp Code:
01=Alcohol
Expul Code:
01=Alcohol
06=Other Firearm
02=Other Drugs
02=Drugs
07=Tobacco
03=Weapons
03=Deadly Weapon 08=Disruptive
04=Tobacco
04=Handguns
09=Legal Settle
05=Disruptive
05=Rifle/Shotgun 10=Other
06=Other
Susp/Expul_(type_A),_Suspension_Code_(type_V),_Expulsion_Code_(type_V)_
ENTER=Delete Record
F16=Return to Display
** Delete Mode **
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-14-9E. DELETE VIOLATIONS AND ACTIONS RECORD SCREEN
Press ENTER to delete the record or press F16 to return to the Display Mode
screen.
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From the CODES AND REASONS MENU (Figure 6-14A), press F12 to print the
discipline violation and action codes. If District ("D") control is set for
Discipline Codes on the District Control Screen, then you would need to have
access rights at the District Level to be able to print the Violations and
Actions File. You would need to enter the district code (school ID = 00) on
the Student Records System Security screen. After entering either the school
or district code on the security screen and pressing ENTER, the PRINT
VIOLATION AND ACTION CODES FILE screen (Figrue 6-14-12A) will be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Print Violation and Action Codes File

This program will print the discipline violation and action codes file.

ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-14-12A. PRINT VIOLATION AND ACTION CODES FILE SCREEN
After you press ENTER, the message "Processing Request" will appear on the
screen. When the report is complete, the CODES AND REASONS MENU (Figure
6-14A) is re-displayed.
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6-17

In order to clear out a single grade period's attendance on the Mark History
and/or Rank History files, press F17 from the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM
MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The CLEAR ATTENDANCE FOR INDIVIDUAL GRADE PERIOD
SCREEN (Figure 6-17A) is displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
C22
Clear Attendance from Mark and/or Rank History
This procedure is normally used to clear out attendance data in the Mark
History and/or Rank History when an error was made using F4 (Transfer
Daily to Grade Period Attendance). By running this step, you can clear
out the class absence field in each Mark History record and each daily
absence and tardy field in the Rank History for the grade period shown
below. The Mark History contains the absence that appears next to each
course listed on a student's report card. The Rank History contains the
number of days absent and times tardy shown near the top of each student's
report card. After clearing the attendance fields by using this procedure,
you can then go back and rerun F4 to transfer the attendance to the grade
history.
Clear for: _ (D)aily, (C)lass, (B)oth
School Year: __ __
Semester: _ (1-3)
Grade Period: _ (1-6)
Total Grade Periods in School Year: _ (4 or 6)
K12DATA should be backed up PRIOR to running this, as a safeguard!
ENTER=Continue, F16=Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-17A. CLEAR ATTENDANCE FOR INDIVIDUAL GRADE PERIOD SCREEN
Respond based upon the following data entry requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------CLEAR_FOR

Required. This field must contain a D, C or B; D=Daily (Rank
History), C=Class Period (Mark History), B=Both. If D is
selected, then the summary total fields for absences, tardies
and days present for the grade period entered on the screen
will be cleared in the rank history records (RHISFILE). If C
is selected, then the class period absence field for the grade
period entered on the screen will be cleared in the mark
history records (MHISFILE). If B is selected, both files
attendance fields will be cleared. (1 A/N)

SCHOOL_YEAR

Required. This field must contain the school year for which a
single grade period's attendance should be cleared. (4 N)

SEMESTER

Required. This field must contain the semester for which a
single grade period's attendance should be cleared. Must
contain a value of 1, 2, or 3. (1 N)
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------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------GRADE_PERIOD

Required. This field must contain the grade period for which
attendance should be cleared. Must contain a value of 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, or 6. If the SEMESTER field is 3, the GRADE PERIOD
field can only contain 1, 2, or 3. (1 N)

TOTAL_GRADE_
PERIODS

Required. This field must contain the total grade periods for
the school year for which attendance should be cleared. Must
contain a value of 4 or 6. (1 N)

Once all of the fields have been entered, press ENTER. The system will
validate the data. If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating
the problem. After all errors have been corrected, either press ENTER to
continue and clear the attendance or press F16 to exit. The ATTENDANCE AND
DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0) is re-displayed upon completion.
WARNING: It is strongly recommended that a backup be done before running this
procedure just in case the wrong grade period is accidentally cleared. If an
error is made, the RHISFILE and MHISFILE file must be restored into K12DATA.
After running this procedure, go into sections 6-3 (Rank History attendance)
and 5-10 (Mark History attendance) to verify that the proper grade period's
attendance was cleared. Then, go back to section 6-4 to retransfer the
attendance (if desired) for the grade period just cleared.
NOTE: By running this procedure, the daily attendance file (KATTFILE) will
NOT be affected.
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6-18.

DISPLAY/UPDATE ATTENDANCE/DISCIPLINE CONTROL DATA

6-18

In order to display/update the attendance/discipline control data, press F18
from the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). The
CONTROL DATA SCREEN (Figure 6-18A) is displayed. This control information
must be maintained separately for each individual school.

Figure 6-18A.

CONTROL DATA SCREEN

When updating, follow the data entry guidelines below.
----------------- DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS -----------------1ST_SEMESTER

Required. This field must contain the 2-digit month,
2-digit day, and 2-digit year indicating the first day of
the first semester. (6 N)

ATTENDANCE_SCAN
FORM

Required. This field will default to a value of "00".
The following values are valid entries in this field:
01
02
03
04

District version of attendance scan sheets
School version of attendance scan sheets
Import from Pinnacle Gradebook
Using Attendance Sheets for manually tracking
attendance, (F6-8-13).
05 = Import from Jackson Grade Quick
06 = Attendance Sheets on wide paper for manually
tracking attendance (2 wks), (F6-8-13)
2ND_SEMESTER

=
=
=
=

Required. This field must contain the 2-digit month,
2-digit day, and 2-digit year indicating the first day of
the second semester. This date is also used by the
"Add/Update Discipline Data by Student" (section 6-9). All
violations occurring on or after this date will be
highlighted on the screen for visual separation between 1st
and semester violations. (6 N)
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DEFAULT_ABSENCE
CODE

Optional. Enter a valid absence reason code to be plugged
into an absence record whenever the reason is left blank in
F6-1 and F6-2. Also, this code would be plugged in when
attendance scan sheet form #2 is loaded in F6-8-7, as long
as an absence code has not already been entered by the
attendance department.

3RD_SEMESTER

Required for schools using trimester scheduling. This
field must contain the 2-digit month, 2-digit day, and
2-digit year indicating the first day of the third
semester. An entry is not allowed if you do not use
trimester scheduling. (6 N)

TARDY_TO_CLASS

Optional. Default codes can be entered for "tardy to
class". The second "Tardy to class" field is for the
purpose of marking a mid-period tardy for a split-period
class. These codes must be valid "T" records in the
absence reason file. The first 3-character tardy code will
be plugged into a student's attendance record when a
teacher bubbles "T" on an attendance scan sheet, or when a
teacher sends a "T" code on a student in the teacher's
desktop attendance module. The second tardy code will be
plugged when a teacher sends a "2" code from the teacher's
desktop attendance module. (3 A/N)

MATERIALS

Optional. A default tardy code can be entered to indicate
that a student is "tardy to class due to not being prepared
with class materials". This default code is only used in
the teacher's desktop attendance module when a teacher
sends an "M" code to the attendance office. If an entry is
made here, the "M" code will become available in the
teacher's attendance module. If nothing is entered in this
field, the teachers will be unaware of the "M" code
availability. (3 A/N)

ATTENDANCE_A/B
DAYS?

Required. If your school uses A/B rotational days,
enter a Y. If not, enter an "N". (1 A)

TIME-IN/TIME-OUT

Required. This field must contain a "Y" or an "N" to
indicate whether or not the "Add/Update Daily Attendance by
Date" (F6-1) option should automatically determine the
periods missed based upon the time the student comes in or
leaves. Even if an "N" is entered here, all other required
fields must be completed on this screen. (1 A/N)

AUTO ASSIGN
INCIDENT #

Required. This field must contain a "Y" or an "N" to
indicate whether or not the system should assign the next
incident number whenever an incident number has not been
entered on an individual discipline entry screen (F6-9).
Entering a “Y” indicates yes, assign the next number if no
number has been entered. Entering an “N” indicates no, don’t
assign the next number. (1 A)
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LAST INCIDENT #
ASSIGNED

Optional. This field works in conjunction with the “Auto
Assign Incident #” field. If that field = “Y”, then
incidents will be numbered starting with the number entered
here plus one. (1 A)

EX/SU EDIT

Optional. This field controls the system edit on requiring
users to update the fields required for an expulsion or
suspension record for the purpose of submitting the DOESU and
DOEEX files to the state. If a “Y” is entered in this field,
the edit occurs as follows:

Add/Modify/Delete Violations & Actions (F6-14-9) file
Action code (Susp/Expul code=1 or 2 means suspension) Required fields:

Action code (Susp/Expul code=3 means expulsion)

1. # of Days
2. at least one serve date
3. Return Dt
4. SU Beg Dt
5. SU End Dt
Required fields
1. DOE-EX Alt Sch
2. No. of Days Expelled
3. Return Dt

GRADE

Required. The grade level should be entered for each grade
that will be recorded in the attendance system.

END

Required. The ending time (using military hours and
minutes) must be entered for each period to be recorded for
the grade level entered a the beginning of this line. The
number of "END" fields completed must match the number of
AM and PM periods shown at the end of this line. (4 N)

AM
(MORNING_PERIODS)

Required. This field must contain the periods of the day
which are considered to be morning periods. This entry is
used to determine a "half day" absence. NOTE: For students
in grade levels with an FTE of .5, the period of the day
that they are in attendance should appear in the AM field.
See the example of grade levels KA and KP on the CONTROL
DATA SCREEN (Figure 6-18A). (7 A/N)

PM
Required. This field must contain the periods of the day
(AFTERNOON_PERIOD) which are considered to be afternoon periods. This entry
is used to determine a "half day" absence. NOTE: For
students in grade levels with an FTE of .5, the period of
the day that they are in attendance should appear in the AM
field. See the example of grade levels KA and KP on the
CONTROL DATA SCREEN (Figure 6-18A). (7 A/N)
Valid entries for AM/PM PERIODS are:
H=Homeroom
A=Period 10
E=Early Bird
B=Period 11
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
C=Period 12
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Homeroom attendance can be recorded without putting an "H" on this control
screen. If homeroom attendance is not taken everyday, you would not want to put
an "H" on this control screen. An "H" would be recorded on each student's
record on those days that attendance was taken in homeroom and the student was
found to be absent. When you don't specify the placement of homeroom on this
control screen (i.e., you don't enter an H as the first AM period or last period
of the day or wherever it falls), an "H" absence will be placed in the 11th
position of the "PERIODS" field of the absence record when recorded for an
individual student.
For recording absences for extra curricular activities, a period of "X" is used.
Because extra curricular activities are random events, you would not record an
"X" as a valid period on this control screen. Simply enter an "X" in the period
column of an individual student's attendance record when an extra curricular
absence occurs. An "X" absence will always be placed in the 12th position of
the "PERIODS" field of the absence record.
Once all of the fields have been entered, press ENTER. The system will validate
the data. If an error exists, a message will be displayed indicating the
problem. After all errors have been corrected, either press ENTER to continue
and update the control information or press F16 to exit. The ATTENDANCE AND
DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0) is re-displayed upon completion.
Press F18 to display the ATTENDANCE FORM/FORMAT HELP SCREEN (Figure 6-18B).

Figure 6-18B.

ATTENDANCE FORM/FORMAT HELP SCREEN
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NEW YEAR SETUP & RECORD REMOVAL FOR ATTENDANCE

6-19

In order to clear out prior years' attendance to begin processing attendance
for the new school year, press F19 from the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM
MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). THIS IS AN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL FUNCTION, not
District-wide. Although this option was originally intended to be run before
making the first attendance entry of the new school year, it CAN BE run at any
time during the year.
The NEW YEAR SETUP SCREEN (Figure 6-19A) is displayed asking whether the
attendance file (KATTFILE) should be backed up or not before performing one of
two available options:
OPTION 1:

To clear off records for a specific date range.

OPTION 2:

To clear off attendance records for only those students who no
longer have a master record in your school.

________________________________________________________________________________
C22
Attendance System
New Year Setup Procedures
The purpose of this procedure is to clear records off of the existing
Attendance File (KATTFILE) and prepare it for the new year. Normally,
this procedure would be done before starting the new school year, but
CAN be done at any time that you want to remove records from KATTFILE.
Be sure that this is what you want to do before proceeding!
If not, press F16 to Exit!
----------------------------- OPTION 1 (Press F1) --------------------------Enter date range of records to be removed:
__ __ __ thru __ __ __
----------------------------- OPTION 2 (Press F2) --------------------------Remove all attendance for which there is no current student master record.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Please indicate whether or not the Attendance File should be
backed up BEFORE clearing: _ (Y = Yes, N = No)
(If yes, the backup file will be called KATTOLD in K???DATA)
F1=Option 1, F2=Option 2, F16=Exit without Clearing
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-19A. NEW YEAR SETUP SCREEN
Respond based upon the following data entry requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------BEG_DATE

Required for Option 1. This field must contain the beginning
date of records to be deleted from the attendance file. (6 N)

END_DATE

Required for Option 1. This field must contain the ending
(inclusive) date of records to be deleted from the attendance
file. (6 N)
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------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------BACKUP

Required. This field must contain a "Y" if the file should be
backed up or an "N" if it should NOT be backed up. (1 A/N)

The purpose of backing up the file would be to off load it to another media
for storage. Once the determination has been made whether to backup the
existing file, key in the desired response (if any), and press F1 to select
Option 1 or press F2 to select Option 2. DO NOT PRESS ENTER. To exit without
removing any attendance records, select F16.
A listing will be produced to tell you how many records were deleted.
BACKUP_PROCESS
If you selected the option to backup your existing attendance file before
removing records, the procedure will copy a file called KATTFILE in K???DATA
(where ??? = your school ID) into a file called KATTOLD in K???DATA. The
original KATTFILE will remain in tact. When the entire procedure has been
completed (including removing the requested records from your KATTFILE), you
will be returned to the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU. You
may then have the system administrator back up the KATTOLD file in K???DATA
(where ??? = your school ID) from disk to tape, and then scratch it from the
disk to free up the disk space.
If it was requested that the KDISFILE be backed up and the file could NOT be
found, the FILE MISSING SCREEN (Figure 6-19B) will be displayed and the
procedure would be aborted.
________________________________________________________________________________
* * *
N O T I C E
* * *

*----------------------------------*
*** FILE MISSING ERROR ***
*----------------------------------*

A request was made to backup the Attendance File,
KATTFILE, but it could not be found!
The Record Removal Process will be Aborted!

Press ENTER or ANY function key to EXIT!
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-19B. FILE MISSING SCREEN
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If an error occurs during the backup procedure, the BACKUP ERROR SCREEN
(Figure 6-19C) will be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
*----------------------------------------------*
ERROR DURING BACKUP PROCESS
*----------------------------------------------*

An error occurred during the Backup process!
The Record Removal Process has been Aborted!

The file KATTFILE has NOT been Backup Up!
The Backup Return Code = 120, please take note!
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SUPPORT!
Press ANY Key to Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-19C. BACKUP ERROR SCREEN
The return code should be written down and the software local support should
be contacted! The procedure would be aborted.
Note
The number underlined is variable and will not always appear the same as the
one in this sample.
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NEW YEAR SETUP & RECORD REMOVAL FOR DISCIPLINE

6-21

In order to clear out prior years' discipline to begin processing discipline
for the new school year, press F21 from the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM
MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). THIS IS AN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL FUNCTION, not
District-wide. Although this option was originally intended to be run before
making the first discipline entry of the new school year, it CAN BE run at any
time during the year.
The NEW YEAR SETUP SCREEN (Figure 6-21A) is displayed asking whether the
discipline file (KDISFILE) should be backed up or not before performing one of
two available options:
OPTION 1:

To clear off records for a specific date range.

OPTION 2:

To clear off discipline records for only those students who no
longer have a master record in your school.

________________________________________________________________________________
C22
Discipline System
New Year Setup Procedures
The purpose of this procedure is to clear records off of the existing
Discipline File (KDISFILE) and prepare it for the new year. Normally,
this procedure would be done before starting the new school year, but
CAN be done at any time that you want to remove records from KDISFILE.
Be sure that this is what you want to do before proceeding!
If not, press F16 to Exit!
----------------------------- OPTION 1 (Press F1) --------------------------Enter date range of records to be removed:
__ __ __ thru __ __ __
----------------------------- OPTION 2 (Press F2) --------------------------Remove all discipline for which there is no current student master record.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Please indicate whether or not the Discipline File should be
backed up BEFORE clearing: _ (Y = Yes, N = No)
(If yes, the backup file will be called KDISOLD in K???DATA)
F1=Option 1, F2=Option 2, F16=Exit without Clearing
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-21A. NEW YEAR SETUP SCREEN
Respond based upon the following data entry requirements:
------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------BEG_DATE

Required for Option 1. This field must contain the beginning
date of records to be deleted from the discipline file. (6 N)

END_DATE

Required for Option 1. This field must contain the ending
(inclusive) date of records to be deleted from the discipline
file. (6 N)
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------------------ DATA ENTRY REQUIREMENTS ------------------BACKUP

Required. This field must contain a "Y" if the file should be
backed up or an "N" if it should NOT be backed up. (1 A/N)

The purpose of backing up the file would be to off load it to another media
for storage. Once the determination has been made whether to backup the
existing file, key in the desired response (if any), and press F1 to select
Option 1 or press F2 to select Option 2. DO NOT PRESS ENTER. To exit without
removing any discipline records, select F16.
A listing will be produced to tell you how many records were deleted.
BACKUP_PROCESS
If you selected the option to backup your existing attendance file before
removing records, the procedure will copy a file called KDISFILE in K???DATA
(where ??? = your school ID) into a file called KDISOLD in K???DATA. The
original KDISFILE will remain in tact. When the entire procedure has been
completed (including removing the requested records from your KDISFILE), you
will be returned to the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU. You
may then have the system administrator back up the KDISOLD file in K???DATA
(where ??? = your school ID) from disk to tape, and then scratch it from the
disk to free up the disk space.
If it was requested that the KDISFILE be backed up and the file could NOT be
found, the FILE MISSING SCREEN (Figure 6-21B) will be displayed and the
procedure would be aborted.
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6-15

In order to display print-files either for viewing, deleting, or printing,
press F15 from the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (6-0). The
DISPLAY PRINT FILES SCREEN (Figure 6-15AI) will be displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Work with All Spooled Files
Type options, press Enter.
2=Change
3=Hold
4=Delete
5=Display
6=Release
8=Attributes

Opt File
_ DEDPRT1
_ DEDPRT2

Device or
Queue
QPRINT
QPRINT

User
LJJ
LJJ

User Data
DEDPRT1
DEDPRT2

Sts
RDY
RDY

Total
Pages
13
9

Copy
1
1

Bottom
Parameters for option 2 or command
===>
__________________________________________________________________________
F3=Exit
F10=View 3
F11=View 2
F12=Cancel
F22=Printers
F24=More keys
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-15AI. DISPLAY PRINT FILES SCREEN
The 6 available options are described as follows:
Option_2.__Change_a_Print-file
In order to change spool information on a print-file, enter a 2 to the left of
the print-file to be changed under the "Opt" column and press ENTER. The
CHANGE SPOOLED FILE ATTRIBUTES SCREEN (Figure 6-15BI) is then displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Change Spooled File Attributes (CHGSPLFA)
Type choices, press Enter.
Spooled file . . . .
Job name . . . . . .
User . . . . . . .
Number . . . . . .
Spooled file number
Print device . . . .
Print sequence . . .
Output queue . . . .
Library . . . . .
Form type . . . . .
Copies . . . . . . .
Save file . . . . .

File separators

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

> DEDPRT1
> DSP03
>
LJJ
>
028049
> 81
*OUTQ_____
*SAME
QPRINT____
QGPL______
*STD______
1_____
*NO_

Name, *SELECT
Name, *
Name
000000-999999
1-9999, *ONLY, *LAST
Name, *SAME, *OUTQ
*SAME, *NEXT
Name, *SAME, *DEV
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Form type, *SAME, *STD
1-255, *SAME
*SAME, *NO, *YES

Additional Parameters
. . . . . . . . .
0_____
0-9, *SAME

More...
F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

F5=Refresh

F12=Cancel

F13=How to use this display

________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-15BI. CHANGE SPOOLED FILE ATTRIBUTES SCREEN
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Generally, there are only 3 parameters that should ever be changed.
parameters are:
Print device:
Form type:
Copies:

These

Indicates the printer to which the output is to be
directed.
Indicates the form number assigned to the print-file.
Indicates the number of copies to be printed.

Multiple print-files may be marked with a 2 at the same time. The system will
process them in a first come first serve basis. At any time you can press F3
to return to the DISPLAY PRINT FILES SCREEN (Figure 6-15AI). Then, press F3
to exit to the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (6-0).
Option_3.__Hold_a_Print-file
In order to hold a print-file so that it will not be printed, enter a 3 to the
left of the print-file to be held under the "Opt" column and press ENTER. The
status will change to "*HLD". Multiple print-files may be marked with a 3 at
the same time. The system will process them in a first come first serve
basis. At any time you can press F3 to exit to the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE
SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (6-0).
Option_4.__Delete_a_Print-file
In order to delete a print-file, enter a 4 to the left of the print-file to be
deleted under the "Opt" column and press ENTER. The DELETE PRINT-FILE SCREEN
(Figure 6-15CI) will be displayed.

________________________________________________________________________________
Confirm Delete of Spooled Files
Press Enter to confirm your choices for 4=Delete.
Press F12 to return to change your choices.

Opt File
4 DEDPRT1
4 DEDPRT2

User
LJJ
LJJ

Device or
Queue
QPRINT
QPRINT

User Data
DEDPRT1
DEDPRT2

Sts
RDY
RDY

Total
Pages
13
9

Copy
1
1

Bottom
F10=View 3
F11=View 2
F12=Cancel
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-15CI. DELETE PRINFILE SCREEN
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After confirming the list of print-files being deleted, either press F12 to
reselect the print-files, or press ENTER to continue and delete the
print-files. Multiple print-files may be marked with a 4 at the same time. The
system will process them in a first come first serve basis. At any time you
can press F3 to exit to the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU
(6-0).
Option_5.__Display_a_Print-file
In order to display a print-file on the workstation screen, enter a 5 to the
left of the print-file to be displayed under the "Opt" column and press ENTER.
A screen will be displayed that shows the contents of the print-file. Multiple
print-files may be marked with a 5 at the same time. The system will process
them in a first come first serve basis. At any time you can press F3 to exit
to the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (6-0).
Option_6.__Release_a_Print-file
In order to release a previously held print-file so that it will be printed,
enter a 6 to the left of the print-file to be released under the "Opt" column
and press ENTER. The status will change to "*RLS". Multiple print-files may
be marked with a 6 at the same time. The system will process them in a first
come first serve basis. At any time you can press F3 to exit to the
ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (6-0).
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Option_8.__Display_Print-file_Attributes
In order to display print-file attributes, enter an 8 to the left of the
print-file to be displayed under the "Opt" column and press ENTER. The
PRINT-FILE ATTRIBUTES SCREEN (Figure 6-15DI) will be displayed.

________________________________________________________________________________
Work with Spooled File Attributes
Job . . . . . . . . :
User . . . . . . . :
Number . . . . . . :

DSP03
LJJ
028049

Status . . . . . . . . .
Output queue . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . .
Form type . . . . . . .
Output priority . . . .
Copies left to produce .
Total copies . . . . . .
Maximum records . . . .
Number of separators . .
File becomes available .
Hold file before written
Save file after written
Device type . . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

File . . . . . . . . :
File number . . . :

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

DEDPRT1
82

READY
QPRINT
QGPL
*STD
5
1
1
100000
0
*FILEEND
*NO
*NO
PRINTER
More...

Press Enter to continue.
F3=Exit

F5=Refresh

F12=Cancel

F13=Change

________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-15DI. PRINT-FILE ATTRIBUTES SCREEN
Multiple print-files may be marked with an 8 at the same time. The system will
process them in a first come first serve basis. At any time you can press F3
to exit to the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS MASTER MENU (6-0).
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This procedure should be used on a regular basis to reorganize files for
quicker more efficient processing times. Also, whenever you get a message
that indicates a file or file(s) have not been closed properly or that the
number of extents have been exceeded, the file reorganization process must be
used. In order to reorganize a file, press F20 from the ATTENDANCE AND
DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER MENU (Figure 6-0). If for some reason, the work file
that is used by this process already exists, the FILE EXISTS SCREEN (Figure
6-20A) will be displayed indicating the options available.
________________________________________________________________________________
* * *
W A R N I N G
* * *

There is currently a file being Reorganized!
-

OR

-

The Reorganization process was previously Cancelled!

If the process HAD BEEN CANCELLED, press ENTER to continue
and SCRATCH the Temporary File.
Otherwise, press F16 to Exit and Investigate!

IF YOU ARE UNSURE WHAT TO DO, STOP HERE AND CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SUPPORT!
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-20A. FILE EXISTS SCREEN
First, check to see if someone else is currently reorganizing that data file.
If so, press F16 to exit. If not, press ENTER to continue and scratch the
existing work file. Processing will then continue normally.
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Next, the FILE REORGANIZATION SCREEN (Figure 6-20B) is displayed describing
the functionality of the reorganization process.
________________________________________________________________________________
*** File Reorganization ***
* THIS WILL NOT RESTORE FILES FROM BACKUP NOR RECOVER LOST FILES/RECORDS! *
The file reorganization process should be used to restore file
integrity when a file is damaged due to, but not limited to, the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Power failures
Power fluctuations
Disk drive failures
NOT logging off before shutting down computer

In each of the above instances, file problems caused by the above
mentioned, generally result in an error 'File Not Properly Closed'.
Also, this process can be used to assist in system performance in
case of one of the following:
1) File processing is slow
2) File space is limited
ENTER = Continue to select file to reorganize, F16 = Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-20B. FILE REORGANIZATION SCREEN
Either press ENTER to continue or F16 to exit the reorganization process.
Then, the FILE REORGANIZATION SELECTION LIST SCREEN (Figure 6-20C) is
displayed.
________________________________________________________________________________
Attendance System
Automated File Reorganization
F

File Description

1
2
3
4
5

Codes/Reasons Master
Discipline Codes
Attendance Master
Discipline Master
Disc. Letter Mstr.

File Name
CODEFILE
DISCCODE
KATTFILE
KDISFILE
DLETTER

Select the function key associated to the file that is to be Reorganized.
Press F21 to specify another file not in above list -OR- F16 = Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-20C. FILE REORGANIZATION SELECTION LIST SCREEN
Select the function key associated to the file to be reorganized or press F21
to specify a file other than those listed on the function key selection list.
The file will be automatically reorganized after the selection is made. Once
reorganization is complete, the FILE REORGANIZATION SELECTION LIST SCREEN
(Figure 6-20C) is re-displayed.
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If F21 is selected to reorganize a file other than those in the function key
list, the FILE REORGANIZATION FILE SPECIFICATION SCREEN (Figure 6-20D) is
displayed asking for the name of the file to be reorganized.
________________________________________________________________________________
Attendance System
Automated File Reorganization

Enter the File Name to be Reorganized:
________

ENTER to Continue, F1 to Return to List, F16 to Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-20D. FILE REORGANIZATION FILE SPECIFICATION SCREEN

During processing of this type of request there are certain error messages
which may occur when selecting another file for reorganization. These
messages are:
1)

"FILE NAME IS REQUIRED!" which indicates that the file name entry
field has been left blank.

2)

"THIS FILE EXISTS IN THE FILE NAME LIST. PRESS F1 AND THEN F99"
(where 99 = the number of the associated function key for the file
name entered) which indicates that the file name entered is in the
function key selection list and must be selected for reorganization
thru that option.

3)

"DATA FILE VOLUME NOT MOUNTED!" which indicates that the volume
where the data files are located is not mounted and the
reorganization cannot take place at this time.

4)

"DATA FILE VOLUME USED EXCLUSIVELY BY ANOTHER USER!" which
indicates that another user has exclusive use of the data file
volume and the reorganization cannot take place at this time.
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5)

"K12DATA LIBRARY IS MISSING!" which indicates that the entire Student
Records data library is missing and the reorganization cannot take
place.

6)

"POSSESSION CONFLICT - RETRY LATER!" which indicates that the file is
being used in a non-shared mode by another user and the
reorganization cannot take place at this time.

7)

"FILE TO BE REORGANIZED IS CURRENTLY BEING BACKED UP!" which
indicates that the Wang Backup utility is currently being used to
backup the file name specified and the reorganization cannot take
place at this time.

8)

"FILE SPECIFIED DOES NOT EXIST ON SYSTEM!" which indicates that the
file name specified cannot be found on the system.

9)

"THE FILE TYPE FOR THIS FILE DOESN'T REQUIRE REORGANIZATION!" which
indicates that the file name specified is not a candidate for
reorganization.

If any of these messages are displayed, the reorganization process cannot take
place without correcting the error. Either resolve the problem and retry the
function or press F16 to exit the reorganization process.
*** VERY IMPORTANT ***
There may be an occasion where an error occurs as the file is being
reorganized. If so, the ERROR OCCURRED SCREEN (Figure 6-20E) will be
displayed indicating the problem.
________________________________________________________________________________
*------------------------------------------------------*
ERROR DURING REORGANIZATION PROCESS
*------------------------------------------------------*

An error occurred during the reorganization process!
The reorganization process has been aborted!
The file KATTFILE has NOT been reorganized!
The Reorganization Return Code =

120, please take note!

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SUPPORT!
Press ANY Key to Exit
________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 6-20E. ERROR OCCURRED SCREEN
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(Continued)
Note

The words and numbers underlined are variable and will not always appear the
same as the ones in this sample.
The file that was selected to be reorganized will be returned to its original
format. Contact your local support for assistance.
If there is any confusion in what to do when an error screen appears, please
contact your local support BEFORE proceeding!
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WHAT IF .....?
1.

APPENDIX A

... I request a report to be printed, but nothing prints out on the
printer?
SOLUTION:

A. Using F15 from the ATTENDANCE AND DISCIPLINE SYSTEM MASTER
Menu, you may look at any print-files belonging to you. One
of the following should resolve your problem:
1. If this was the first report or listing requested by
anyone since the system was IPL'd, a message would be
flashing at the top of the operator's console "Change
Forms on Printer XX to Form XXX". You would position
the cursor under the box next to the flashing message
and press ENTER. Make sure you have your stock paper
(or correct form) loaded and either press F4 to start
printing, or press F5 to do a test lineup.
2. If a message is flashing at the top of the screen
"Assistance Required At Printer XX", simply select (turn
on) your printer.
3. To print any print-files displayed on the screen,
position the cursor next to that line and press F15 to
RELEASE your print file to the printer.

2.

... someone turns off their workstation without properly logging off, or
the workstation just locks up?
SOLUTION:

A. Go to another workstation, press HELP, F11, and then F13.
You will see a list of users and their current status. You
must now position the cursor next to the workstation that
is having the problem and press F13 and then press F6 and
ENTER to log the user off immediately. This process will
close the user's open files, which is very important, and
in a few moments the user's screen will be returned to the
original logon screen. If not, wait a couple minutes and
then turn the terminal off and on again. If absolutely
nothing will work, then the system will have to be re-IPL'd.
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WHAT IF .....?

3.

... I get a message that a file was not properly closed after it was last
used?
SOLUTION:

4.

5.

APPENDIX A
(Continued)

A. DO_NOT_CANCEL_PROCESSING!!!! You must make a note of the
file which was not properly closed. Refer IMMEDIATELY to
File Reorganization Section 20.

... I already transferred the daily attendance and realized that I forgot
to correct something or just didn't enter all of the daily attendance yet?
SOLUTION:

A. Either use the ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE SCREEN (Figure
6-1) or the DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT ATTENDANCE
DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-2B) to make the corrections or
enter the attendance that was missing.

SOLUTION:

B. Rerun the attendance transfer option.

... I entered the wrong excuse and I want to correct it but I don't want
the TEACHER'S PRIOR DAYS ABSENCE REPORT for the next day to have the
message that indicates a change in status?
SOLUTION:

A. 1. Either use the ADD/UPDATE DAILY ATTENDANCE screen
(Figure 6-1A) or the DISPLAY/UPDATE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT
ATTENDANCE DETAIL SCREEN (Figure 6-2B) and make the
correction to the excuse.
2. Then, using the same screen you chose to make the
correction, press F9 to open up the change indicator for
updating. Change the indicator of the student you made
the correction for to an "N" and enter.
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FILE MAINTENANCE

APPENDIX B

While using the Attendance and Discipline Reporting Systems, there are file
maintenance functions which MUST be performed in order to maintain an
efficient system, both hardware and software wise. This section defines the
routine maintenance that should be performed daily and monthly in order to
provide that efficiency.
If at any time, problems are encountered due to limited disk space
availability, any of these functions may be performed, especially B-1 and B-2,
to assist in the problem without affecting any processing.
A.__DAILY_MAINTENANCE_FUNCTIONS
At the end of EVERY day, the following functions should be performed:
1)
2)
3)

Daily Data File Backup
Daily WP Document Backup
Clean up (scratch) the Print Queue of UNUSED print-files

B.__MONTHLY_MAINTENANCE_FUNCTIONS
At the end of EVERY month, the following functions should be performed:
1)
2)

Purge the I/O error log. Refer to Appendix C-A.
Purge the communications activity log. Refer to Appendix C-B.
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SYSTEM FILE PURGING

APPENDIX C

While using the Attendance and Discipline Reporting Systems, the hardware
operating system keeps track of certain processing that occurs on the computer
system. Basically, there are two files used for this purpose: 1) @SYSLOG in
@SYSWORK (I/O error log), and 2) @NOTIFY@ in @SYSTEM@ (communications
activity log). Routinely (refer to APPENDIX B), these files should be printed
and purged (scratched). Below you will find instructions on performing these
functions against each of the two files.
A.__PURGING_THE_I/O_ERROR_LOG
In order to purge the I/O error log, refer to Chapter 12 in Wang's System
Utilities Reference Manual.
B.__PURGING_THE_COMMUNICATIONS_ACTIVITY_LOG
In order to purge the communications activity log, refer to Chapter 12 in
Wang's System Utilities Reference Manual.

RDS, Inc. welcomes all comments and suggestions concerning this user manual.

Regional Data Services, Inc.
1260 Arrowhead Court
Crown Point, IN. 46307
(219)661-3200
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